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BioMaster External Filter

Aquarium filter - 250 - 600 L

The BioMaster is an external filter for fresh water or marine

aquariums from 250 to 600 litres in size.  Available with or

without an integrated adjustable heater, the BioMaster

makes aquarium maintenance simple and efficient.

Ɣ Supplied with integrated 800 - 1250 l/hr pump (14 - 22

watts)

Ɣ EasyClean removable 45 ppi pre-filter for fast and simple

cleaning

ƔMain filter section contains fine and coarse grade foams

and Hel-X biological Media

Ɣ 4 Year OASE Guarantee for added peace of mind

For more information on the BioMaster and other OASE

products from the Indoor range,  please visit

www.oase-livingwater.com.
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Get more PFK!

Like us on Facebook.com

Follow us @PFKmagazine

Watch us on youtube.com/
user/practicalfishkeeping

Subscribe to Practical 
Fishkeeping and enjoy 

6 months for 

JUST £21
See page 62

36 Find out why identifying 
cichlids isn’t an easy task.

48 How to create a natural 
riverbed setting.

30 Check out one reader’s 
supersized tank

My first full month at the helm has reminded 
me just how busy this job can get. This month 
we’ve been out visiting a reader with a huge 
set-up (p.30), taking a four-hour drive to visit 
two wonderful southern stores (p.108), 
getting staff to stick their arms in to tanks to 
move fish about for us (p.24), and running 
around in a fluster trying to amass all the bits 
we needed to put together a step-by-step 
set-up (p.48). It has been a non-stop, 

unrelenting medley of aquatics, wordsmithery and photography that 
has taken up all of our time and energy. We hope you like the result as 
much as we enjoyed putting it together!

New staff writer Steve Baker makes his first full-time appearance as 
writer, starting with the legacy-rich Paradise fish as our April Fish of 
the Month. He’s been worked especially hard this month, getting a 
taste for just how much goes into a single issue of fishy-packed PFK! 

On top of that, we’ve been compiling all the info needed for a broad 
selection of topics. Tristan Lougher  takes us on a journey through the 
world of pipefish (p.42), Chris Sergeant covers hyper-specialist 
feeders (p.54), and an amazing ambush predator (p.82), and Jeremy 
Gay gets stuck in with the confusion surrounding Jewel cichlids 
(p.36). Whether you lean more ‘fresh’ or more ‘marine’, we think 
there’s something for you.

Enjoy!

Nathan Hill, Associate editor

JEREMY GAY is a 
former PFK editor and 
now Evolution Aqua’s 
Business Development 
Manager. He takes us 
on his hunt to identify 
his Jewel cichlid on 
page 36. 

GEORGE FARMER is a
world-renowned 
aquascaper. He 
discusses the pros and
cons of soil substrates
versus pea gravel on
page 77. 

DAVE WOLFENDEN is 
curator at the Blue 
Planet Aquarium in 
Cheshire Oaks. He 
offers advice on 
controlling pest 
anemones on page 84. 

Learn from 
the best

STEVEN BAKER is 
PFK’s staff writer with a 
long history in the trade. 
He looks at the 
adaptability of Paradise 
fish and advises on how 
to keep this beautiful 
species on page 8.
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With a winning combination 
of dazzling colour and 
infallible hardiness, the 
Macropodus opercularis, for 
many fishkeepers, is pretty 
close to paradise found. 
WORDS: STEVE BAKER

Trouble in 

PARADISE?  

NOT LIKELY…
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Fish of the month

I
n 1758 Swedish botanist Carl Linnaeus 
published the first scientific description 
of a bird that western scientists and 
taxonomists found hard to believe. 

Drawings and feather samples sent from New 
Guinea were first assumed to be spurious 
accounts as their European recipients simply 
couldn’t perceive that such long and colourful 
plumage could belong to a real creature. 

Little over 100 years later in 1869, when 
scientists were rather more willing to accept such 
flamboyance and beauty from the natural world, 
the Paradise fish, Macropodus opercularis, was 
brought to western attention by a French soldier 
named Gerault. Later that year, French 

ichthyologist, Pierre Carbonnier, began to breed 
and export this elaborate fish to a wide audience; 
making the Paradise fish one of, if not the first, 
‘tropical’ fish available to the western world.

The common moniker of Paradise fish is 
easily linked to the avian beauties sent from 
New Guinea in the mid 1700s; stunning blues 
and reds run throughout its body and its 
flamboyant finnage is both colourful and 
extended — much like the feathers Linnaeus 
described. The scientific name also acknowledges 
the finnage, with ‘Macro-podus’ meaning great/
long-leg/foot, and the species name, ‘opercularis’ 
pointing to the black dot adorning the gill cover, 
or operculum.  S
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Flexible fish
The words ‘hardy’ and ‘adaptable’ spring
to mind when considering this fish’s
preferred habitats and conditions. This
could well be the reason for the Paradise
fishes’ very early success with pioneering
aquarists in the late 1800s. With electricity
supply still in its infancy, the fact that these
fish were happy to be in water temperatures
as low as 16°C was no bad thing; especially
considering the regular occurrence of
power cuts and heating issues.

In the event of a power cut, fishkeepers
need to consider two major fear-inducing
changes: water temperature and movement
or, in other words, the dissolved oxygen
(DO) levels. Cue the air-breathing labyrinth
organ! The Paradise fish is an obligate air
breather, meaning it needs to visit the
water surface regularly to take a gulp of
atmospheric air. Although these fish do
have gills, they alone are unable to supply
the necessary levels of oxygen, so, luckily,
the labyrinth organ is an adaptation of the
gill that solves this problem.

The upper section of the first gill arch
has numerous folded flaps of skin that
function as a large respiratory surface
with high blood flow, and the folds of skin
trap air bubbles letting the gas diffuse into
the passing blood — similar to a lung. So
during a power cut, the fish can simply use
their surface air breathing capabilities
more, countering any drop in DO levels.

A double-edged sword
However, this adaption can also pose a risk
for the fish when in a home setting, and
more specifically, in an open-topped tanked.
Not only is there a significant risk of it
jumping out onto a carpet or wood flooring
that’s rather too dry for its liking, but also
the air itself can be too dry or too cold (or
worse, both) for the labyrinth organ. In this
case the organ can become damaged or
infected and the fish can drown.

It’s therefore important to have a lid over
the tank, keeping the air space humid and
warm. This includes tanks housing fighters
and Gouramis but also facultative air
breathers, such as the common pleco
Hypostomusplecostomuswho can choose
to breathe atmospheric air in the event that
their environment’s DO levels drop too far.
You must also be careful to avoid ‘clingy’
organic medications, such as aloe vera and
eucalyptus, as they block the tissue of the
labyrinth organ, which could prove
detrimental to the fish’s health.

The Paradise fish’s adaptability doesn’t
just help in the event of a power cut, it also
allows it to naturally inhabit a range of
different environments.

Lowland habitats are favoured generally,
and they are often found in streams, river
backwaters, oxbow lakes, irrigation canals,
rice paddies, and artificial reservoirs. All of
which, as you can imagine, are slow moving,
warm and ‘aged’ water conditions.

BLACK
PARADISEFISH
M.spechti, Black paradise fish, isn’t
rare in the shops but will require some 
searching for. It lacks the body colour
ofM.opercularisbut has all the
character and confidence associated
with its common cousin.M.spechti is
only found in Vietnam and should be
kept above 20°C.

� Scientific name: Macropodus spechti.

� Size: Males to up 6cm, females 5cm.

� Origin: Vietnam.

� Habitat: Slow streams and rivers, lakes, 

hill-streams.

� Aquarium size: 80 x 30 x 35cm.

� Water requirements: Very adaptable:

6.0 to 8.0pH, hardness 6 to 20°H.

� Temperature: 20 to 30°C.

� Temperament: Outgoing, confident

characters, won’t mix well with similar 

fish. Best mixed with fast, robust

tankmates.

� Feeding: Flakes, granules, also live or 

frozen Daphnia, Black Mosquito Larvae, 

Glassworm.

� Availability and cost: May require some 

searching, £3.50 upwards.

80 l+
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M. spechti — more 
suited to fishkeepers 
that prefer subtle 
colours or something 
a bit different.
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Fish of the month

It is quite surprising then, that this species
can also be found at a much higher altitude
in cool, crisp and heavily flowing hill
streams — an entirely different set of living
circumstances.

This broad spectrum of potential habitats
means an aquarium should be kept at any
temperature between 16–28°C and pH
values between 6–8. While these are wide
ranges and the fish is adaptable and robust,
it’s best to keep values relatively stable.

I would provide a subdued flow or at least
a well-dispersed flow; although this species
is able to live among higher flow, the design
of the Paradise fish is more suited to a
calmer environment.

Where is it found?
This adaptability has seen the Paradise fish
colonise areas far away from its natural 
range. Naturally M. opercularis is found in 
China, Taiwan, North and Central Vietnam 
and North-east Laos. Unfortunately, owing 

to the ornamental aquatics trade,
introduced populations can now be found
in North Korea, Japan, Malaysia, Singapore,
India and the USA. It is vital to be
responsible with unwanted fish. Even
though the Paradise fish is said to be unable
to survive a British winter, I can imagine
a well-sheltered water body in warmer parts
of the UK could support them through a
mild winter and, if one is found, a ban would
quickly follow; a real tragedy for one of the
most historic fishes in tropical fish keeping.

So how do you keep them?
Keepers have varying experiences of these
showy fish. Some find them aggressive to
tank mates while others say they are
upstanding members of the community
(with the odd social wobble here and there).
These experiences are probably a result of
different set-ups and/or tank mates.

The biggest variable when it comes to any
fish with a grumpy disposition is the size of
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“ThecommonmonikerofParadise
fishiseasily linkedtotheavian
beautiessentfromNewGuineainthe
mid-1700s;stunningbluesandredsrun
throughoutitsbodyanditsflamboyant
finnageisbothcolourfulandextended.”

M. opercularis showing 
its beautiful barred 
body patterning and 
vibrant colours.
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PARADISE FISH
The species opercularis is by far the 
most common to find in the shops, 
but it’s not just the natural strain 
you might encounter. It is often found 
in its white and pink albino form 
with electric-blue highlights and 
sometimes encountered in a vibrant 
metallic-blue variant. 

�      Scientific name: Macropodus 

opercularis.

�      Size: Males up to 6cm, females around 

5cm.

�      Origin: China, Taiwan, North and 

Central Vietnam and North-east Laos.

�      Habitat: Slow streams and rivers, lakes, 

hill-streams.

�      Aquarium size: 80 x 30 x 35cm.

�      Water requirements: Very adaptable: 

6.0 to 8.0pH, hardness 6 to 20°H.

�      Temperature: 16 to 28°C.

�      Temperament: Outgoing, confident 

characters, won’t mix well with 

similar fish. Best mixed with fast, 

robust tankmates.

�      Feeding: Flakes, granules, also live or 

frozen Daphnia, Black Mosquito Larvae 

and Glassworm.

�      Availability and cost: Very common, 

£3–£5 depending on size.
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tank. Ifyouaddedapair toa50 l tank(which
isnotadvisable) the tank is theirs—no
otherfishwillbeaccepted—eventhe
femalemaywellfindherself inadomestic
violencesituationwhenthere is so little in
thewayofpersonal space. Instead, go for
a125 l,well-planted tankandtherecanbe
peacebetweenthepairaswell asspace for
tankmates tobeaccepted.
Malesareparticularlyaggressive toone

anothersoshouldnotbehousedtogether
unless it’s ina large,240 l-plus tankthat is
eitherheavilyplantedor features lotsof tall
structures tobreak the lineof sight.Females
arealsoslightlyhostile tooneanotherbut
studiesshowthat theyengageroughlyhalf
asmuchas theirmalecounterparts.
WhereasaMFFtriomayworkwell for
manyspecies in theGourami family, the
betterchoice forMacropodusspp. is tokeep
apair ina tankranging from80l (with few
ornotankmates) to180 l.Larger tanks
couldhousemultiple femalesbutmalesare
knowntoalsobepartlyaggressive to the
ladies in their lives, sosparsestocking is
alwaysrequired.Don’tworry though, these
fishareconfident, outgoingandcurious, so
theywon’t gounnoticed; generally, themale
will comeupto theglass togreetyouandthe
femaleswon’tbe farbehindhim.
Ifyou’re looking foracoolwaterset-up,

suitable tankmateswill include the
Cherrybarb (Puntius titteya) as featured
lastmonth,Blackrubybarb (Pethia
nigrofasciata),Red-eyed tetra
(Moenkhausiasanctaefilomenae) and
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most Danio spp. Some cool water catfish
would be nice too, such as the Black
Venezuelan cory (Corydoras venezuelanus).

For warmer tanks, the above fish would
also work but you could otherwise plump 
for fast shoaling species like Glass bloodfin 
tetra (Prionobrama filigera) for the upper 
water levels, and partially aggressive 
Cichlids such as the Blue acara 
(Andinoacara pulcher) for the lower areas.

The thing to avoid is mixing any similar 
fish in size and shape. There aren’t many 
similar coloured/marked fish that come 
to mind; but if you find any, be sure to 
avoid them. 

Most importantly, avoid any other 
Gourami species. Angelfish are also a big 
no-no; any slow-moving, fancy finned fish 
will not have fancy fins for long if mixed 
with the boisterous Paradise fish.

If you’d rather set up a biotope tank you 
have several options: You could replicate 
a tannin-stained lake or stream with 
heavy leaf litter, bogwood and very few 
plants. Alternatively, you could go for 
clear water, well-planted river backwater 
or even keep them in a boulder- and 
cobble-heavy, quick stream set-up. With 
the latter I would advise creating some 
slack areas of flow to provide a place of 
rest for when needed.

Breeding habits
The Paradise fish’s affinity to the water 
surface stretches beyond its breathing 
abilities, however. Like many other species 
of the Gourami family the male builds a nest 
of bubbles in very still water when water 
conditions are soft and warm. So, in an 
aquarium, very slow water movement, 
especially on the surface, is needed — 
something like an underpowered internal 
filter laid on its side may suit here, but many 
may do this with no filtration or movement. 
The pair can be introduced to the breeding 
tank together and the female will be 
tolerated while the male gets on with the 
nest. When happy with the raft of bubbles 
he will signal with a stretch of his vibrant 
finnage to attract a mate. A ripe female 
(identified by their comparative lack of 
colour) will hopefully swim to meet the 
male underneath the nest. 

A courtship dance quickly turns into an 
embrace and, during the squeeze, a small 
number of eggs are released, followed by the 
male releasing milt to fertilise them. The 
eggs contain a small amount of oil to allow 
them to float up. The male will then lend P
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when mature. A
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M. ocellatus - showing 
off  the rounded caudal 

fin it’s renowned for.

ROUND-TAILED 
PARADISE FISH
M. ocellatus, Round-tailed paradise fish, 
are more similar to M. opercularis in 
body patterning and colours, if slightly 
muted, but, obvious from the name, the 
caudal fin is not forked, it is rounded. 
I have seen these for sale very rarely but 
I think they are worth tracking down for 
the aquarist that likes a subtle rarity. 
Range and temperature are very similar 
to M. opercularis.

�    Scientific name: Macropodus ocellatus.

�    Size: Males to up 6cm, females 5cm. 

�    Origin: China, Taiwan, North and 

Central Vietnam.

�     Habitat: Slow streams and rivers, lakes, 

hill-streams.

�    Aquarium size: 80 x 30 x 35cm.

�     Water requirements: Very adaptable: 

6.0 to 8.0pH, hardness 6 to 20°H.

�    Temperature: 10 to 22°C.

�     Temperament:  Outgoing, confident 

characters, won’t mix well with similar 

fish. Best mixed with fast, robust 

tankmates.

�     Feeding: Flakes, granules, also live or 

frozen Daphnia, Black mosquito larvae, 

Glassworm.

�     Availability and cost: Rare, 

unknown price.
Tank volume
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Fish of the month

a hand; carefully placing them into the
nest. When the batch of eggs is safely
positioned the pair embrace once again
to produce another small batch. This goes
on until the female is at the point of
exhaustion. With the laying done, the male
will guard the nest, constantly repairing any
damage and replacing eggs that may stray.

During the three to four days it takes for
the eggs to hatch, the female can be left in
situ as long as some shelter is provided to
break the line of sight. Once the fry emerge
they will stay tight to the nest until their
yolk sac is absorbed and they are ready to
find ‘solid’ foods. Start the young feeding
on infusoria for the first few days before
moving up to feed them micro worms and
freshly hatched brine shrimp nauplii. Next,
try powdered fry foods and, when the time
comes, crushed flakes will be taken happily.

When feeding the young it’s best to
introduce very gentle filtration if not
already present. A still surface is no
longer important and air-driven sponge
filtration is commonly preferred for raising
fry as powered filtration tends to be too
strong. This should be supported by
regular, small water changes and a lack
of substrate will help you to achieve
a clean tank at this point, which in turn
will help with good water quality.

Returning to the labyrinth organ and its
Achilles’ heel; during juvenile development
it is delicate. A tight-fitting lid is essential.
Some people even cover the tank with
clingfilm to keep the air temperature up
and atmospheric conditions optimal.

When it comes to feeding adults and
semi-mature specimens there are no
challenges. An everyday flake food will be
accepted, but it is good practice to provide
a variety of foods for the interest and vitality
of the fish. Frozen foods such as Daphnia,
Black mosquito larvae and Glassworm
reflect the Paradise fish’s natural diet of
insect larvae and small crustaceans.

A Hong Kong variety
First discovered in Hong Kong, M.

hongkongensis is a less colourful

Paradise fish and rarely seen in shops.

An adult male still has a lovely display

of blue ‘speckling’ but if you see them 

in a shop they are likely to be young, 

drab specimens. They can grow to a 

length of more than 10cm.
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Macropodus

erythropterus, a rare
sight in the shops.

Gills and fins flared —  
the kind of display that 
might attract a female.

80 l+

RED-BACKED 
PARADISE FISH
M. erythropterus, Red-backed paradise 
fish, is rare and unless you have a 
particular reason to find this fish the 
minimal differences to M. spechti mean 
it’s not really worth the time searching, 
in my view.

�   Common name: Red-backed paradise 

fish.

�   Scientific name: Macropodus 

erythropterus.

�   Size: Males up to 8cm, females to 7cm.

�   Origin: Vietnam.

�   Habitat: Slack areas of hill streams.

�   Aquarium size: 80 x 30 x 35cm.

�   Water requirements: 6.0 to 8.0 pH 

Hardness 6 to 20°H.

�   Temperature: 20 to 30°C.

�   Temperament: Confident characters, 

Best mixed with fast, robust tankmates

�   Feeding:  Flakes, granules, live or frozen 

Daphnia, Mosquito larvae, Glassworm.

�   Availability and cost: Rare, cost 

unknown.

Tank volume
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Trade association Ornamental Fish

International (OFI) reports that the marine

ornamental fish industry has suffered another

blow with the announcement by the Ministry of

Fisheries in Fiji to implement a zero quota for

export of live rock and coral for 2018. While the

move is aimed at protecting the island nation’s

coral reef resources, there is considerable

confusion around the announcement,

particularly about export of farmed corals and

potential job losses. One industry member said

they will need to shed 75% of their workforce as

a result of this change to legislation.

OFI supports the sustainable wild harvesting

of both freshwater and marine organisms. This

industry has a significant impact on the

livelihoods of many, with thousands of

fishermen deriving an income from the industry.

OFI President said: “Well-managed and

sustainable fisheries are recognised as vital

tools in the conservation of various habitats

around the world. We are concerned for the Fiji

industry, particularly in view of the lack of

consultation with industry and the extremely

short notice given to industry for this, and not

allowing any transitional arrangement to reduce

the impact to industry and, most importantly,

local employment.”

At least 20% of corals exported from Fiji are

maricultured and it is unclear whether this will

be allowed to continue or not. Aquaculture in

general has grown exponentially in the past

decades and its importance almost surpasses 

that of fisheries. Captive-bred organisms are

also gaining importance in the ornamental

aquatic industry. We hope there will be room

for growing and exporting corals in Fiji, and to 

further expand our knowledge of the biology

of corals and possible spinoff for conservation.

It is hoped the government will consult with 

industry to develop a long-term plan to continue 

this industry in a sustainable manner that meets 

conservation objectives while maintaining

employment and a badly needed export

industry for Fiji.
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FISHKEEPING NEWS
Latest news and events from the world of aquatics.

Confusion around Fiji announcement 
to stop live rock and coral exports

CONSERVATION

EVENTS

Changes to export 
quotas of coral have a 

direct effect on jobs.

On 1 April, the Central Aquarist 

Society’s convention hosts two 

lectures by world-renowned author 

and explorer Heiko Bleher. 

In his first lecture, Heiko will be 

covering the newest discoveries from 

his 2016 and 2017 Amazon and 

upper Orinoco trips, as well as the 

taxonomy, behaviour and habitats 

of Discus and Angelfish. His second 

lecture is about several new 

rainbowfishes, including their 

communication and biology. 

There will also be a grand auction, 

where delegates are invited to bring 

along fish to be auctioned. A raffle for 

aquatic goodies including tanks and 

external filters, is also being held.

Tickets cost £25, and the event 

takes place at The Royal British 

Legion, South Muirhead Road, 

Cumbernauld, G67 1AX. 

O For more information, visit 

rainbowfishuk.com, or go to the 

Central Aquarist Society’s 

Facebook page. 

Heiko Bleher speaking in the UK



Keeping things fresh for 2018, there has been

a staffing overhaul on team PFK. Former editor

Karen Youngs has left to work on a different

(non-fishy) title, so former features editor

Nathan Hill has now stepped up to the role of 

associate editor. Long-term readers may be 

aware that Nathan’s history has involved being 

an aquatics student at Sparsholt College, 

a public aquarist, a retailer and retail manager, 

a freelance journalist, and a teacher of aquatics 

at Reaseheath College, before finally joining 

PFK as a technical writer back in 2010. 

Replacing Nathan is Steve Baker who joins the 

team as staff writer. Switched-on readers may 

recall Steve’s name from his spectacular ‘Wall of 

Life’ aquarium in the July 2017 issue. 

Steve has been in the aquarium trade for most 

of his working life, spending time with numerous 

retail businesses and wholesalers, some 

specialising in ponds, while the rest covered all 

aspects of the fishkeeping hobby. He founded 

Cambridge Aquatics, an aquatic installation and 

maintenance business. Like Nathan, he has an 

aquatic college background, spending three 

years at an agricultural college working towards 

a qualification in Fisheries Studies. 

Steve is a keen biotope fan, but already has 

eyes on his first committed aquascapes. Special 

interests include the modernisation of aquarium 

care information, as well as the recalibration of 

fishkeeping’s moral compass, and he is a vocal 

advocate of the Big Fish Campaign. Expect to 

see a resurgence of ethics and welfare thinking 

on his watch!

Maidenhead Aquatics’ Fishkeeper Fry programme is designed to teach primary school children

about responsible fishkeeping by giving them an aquarium to develop and nurture in their school.

The programme runs for eight weeks, beginning with teaching the children how to set up an

aquarium, adding live plants and learning about the biology behind a healthy tank. By the end of

the programme, the children will have learnt about and added five species of fish into their aquarium, 

watching it thrive in their classroom. Each week, the class learns about a specific topic relating to 

successful fishkeeping, while discovering the wonders of their new hobby. 

This learning initiative is led by an interactive series of videos, released weekly on the Maidenhead 

Aquatics website and YouTube channel. The videos have been designed and created by the 

Maidenhead Aquatics production team, Fishkeeper Films, specifically for primary school children. 

The videos show the children, step by step, what they will be doing for their aquarium that week, 

provide them with information on various fishkeeping topics, and even ask questions, which, 

combined with their weekly task sheets, keep the class engaged and excited for the following week’s 

video and tasks. 

Maidenhead also run a ‘Fishkeeper of the Week’ award, giving the 

child who shows the most commitment to the project a chance to be 

featured on the fishkeeper.co.uk website. Other competitions include

best drawings and aquarium, submitted via photos from teachers.

In order to make this programme happen, the livestock, guides,

information packs and video course have been created and 

supplied by the Marketing team at 

Maidenhead Aquatics. 

With the support of API and Fluval, 

the aquarium and all the equipment

needed to successfully set up the

tank have also been provided to 

each school that signed up for the

programme, as an invaluable learning

tool, completely free of charge.

To follow the progress of Fishkeeper

Fry 2018, or to register your interest

for the programme next year, please

visit www.fishkeeper.co.uk/ 

fishkeeper-fry-2018.

Fishkeeper Fry launching
afresh for 2018

NEW STAFFING 
ROLES AT PFK 
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DISCOVERY

The Nothobranchius ditte 

boasts an orange band. 
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Béla Nagy has described a new species of 

Nothobranchius killifish discovered in the 

Democratic Republic of Congo. 

Named Nothobranchius ditte (after the 

nickname of the author’s wife, Edit), the fish 

comes from temporary pools and swamps 

formed in seasonal floodplains of the Katate 

River system, found in the Lake Mweru basin, 

around 9.5km north west of Kilwa village. 

The species is distinguished from other 

species within the Nothobranchius brieni 

group with the exception of N. milvertzi, by 

the presence of an orange subdistal band, 

and dark brown distal band. In keeping with 

other Nothobranchius of this type, males are 

considerably more colourful than females.

The holotype measures in at 33mm, but 

the maximum reported size so far is 42.4mm. 

It is unknown at this time whether any 

specimens have appeared within the hobby. 

NEW SPECIES OF ANNUAL 
KILLIFISH DESCRIBED 

EDUCATION PFK TEAM



Your hobby needs you! Can you donate to the

study of catfish? Would you like to see new

species described and genera reviewed, or know

the biology and ecology of your favourite fish,

knowing that you’ve contributed to that work?

The Catfish Study Group (CSG) recently

announced the launch of a Research Support

Fund (RSF) and needs your help.

With over 3,000 species of catfish spanning

more than 36 families, it is little wonder that

one of the most commonly asked questions

in fishkeepers’ forums is ‘What is my catfish?’

Discovering where a catfish originates helps

determine its natural environment, feeding and

husbandry requirements, breeding methods

and, at a basic level its commercial value for

on-selling the fish or their progeny. Ultimately,

this information means these fish are able to

flourish and thrive — surely something any

committed fishkeeper wishes for.

However, breeding catfish does not just bring

satisfaction or income for the keeper; it also

helps to take the pressure from the wild

population, by reducing the demand and

therefore the commercial value of the species.

In addition, providing the adults have not been

illegally obtained, it is an ethical way of helping

to conserve the species.

The study of fish is known as ichthyology

(originating from Greek ikhthus, meaning ‘fish’;

and logos, meaning ‘study’) and allows

aquarists to delve deeper into the complex

world of these creatures. However, this kind

of work does not come free; with equipment,

DNA services, fieldwork travel and the purchase

of specimens, the costs can often run into

thousands of pounds or more. Unfortunately,

in these turbulent times, many existing

funding bodies are under threat and, even

when funding is available, there is a long and

arduous process involved in trying to obtain

support, which can take up valuable time and

resources that could be better used elsewhere.

One example of an area where such funding

is needed is the monitoring of catfish in the

Xingu River System. Many beautiful loricariid

catfish originate from this river system, most of

which are very popular with aquarists. Although

some great work has been done so far, more

research is needed to assess the

impact of the Belo Monte hydroelectri

dam on populations of plecos and

other catfish native to the area.

Funding would increase the study of

these threatened catfish, help train

local scientists to maintain a

watchful eye over how things are

changing in the Xingu and how

hydroelectric dams affect tropical

rivers in the short and long term.

In an effort to support these and other

scientists, the CSG’s RSF will provide small

sums to students and researchers to support

fieldwork, museum visits, laboratory work and

the publication of findings. Application

guidelines are on the CSG website.

A limited amount of money raised from

various CSG activities, including journal

subscriptions, advertising revenue and member

contributions, is added to the RSF. Now, as part

of a fundraising drive to boost the growth and

size of RSF awards, allowing more research to

be completed by more scientists while the

expertise and fish still exist, it is reaching out to

you. If you would like to support this initiative

please consider donating whatever you can

spare by clicking on the donation icon on the

CSG website (www.catfishstudygroup.org) and

paying via debit/credit card or PayPal.
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FISHKEEPING NEWS

BE A PART OF CRUCIAL 

RESEARCH INTO CATFISH

CATFISH STUDY GROUP RSF

Knowing a catfish’s 
origin enables 
fishkeepers to help 
them flourish.

Fieldwork to research catfish is not cheap.  



Practical Fishkeeping, Media House,
Lynch Wood, Peterborough PE2 6EA

This is my first tank since getting into the hobby at the age 

of 67. It’s a 34 l Fluval Flex nano tank, planted using TMC

NutraSoil. In the tank are Endlers, Neons, Embers, Otos

and a couple of Mini-Moth cats and a dozen shrimps.

The aquascape theme is Asian Mountain and Jungle.

I’ve made a few mods to the tank to stem the powerful

flow from the pump and one of the rear compartments is

full to the brim with bags of ceramic bio-media. The tank

has been up and running for five months and taking care

of it is an interesting learning curve.

Paul Swift, email

Nathan Hill replies: Welcome to the hobby, Paul! It looks 

like you’ve made good use of the space available in that

tank and, now you mention it, I can see those mountains

poking through the jungle! Keep up the great work!

A happy start!

www.practicalfishkeeping.co.uk 19
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The place to share your fish, tanks, letters and photos
TANKCOMMUNITY

What to use to
remove paint from
aquarium glass?

Nikita Norman
Removing old paint

from the back of an aquarium

— will a heat gun be safe to

use?Tank is empty. I was going

to scrape it off but, honestly,

I can’t cope with that scratchy

noise/sensation for anything

like as long as it will take to do!

Simon
Marshall

Heat gun will crack tank, try

jet wash.

Kevin
Cleghorn

Stanley blade.

James Dade
Paint stripper.

James Dade
I’ve used Nitromors

before, I don’t think it affects

the silicone but I mask it off just

in case.

Brett Hillson
One of those blades

used to clean hobs, they don’t

make a scratching noise and are

the best tool for the job.

Jay Tito
Fantastico

Whiting
Nitromors and a Stanley blade

scraper, just go easy around

the silicone.

Nikita Norman
If the heat gun won’t be

any good I’ll use stripper. I’ve

got some Nitromors kicking

about somewhere I think.

Find the popular fishkeeping

forum at http://forum.practical

fishkeeping.co.uk.
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There are five different ways to get in touch with Practical Fishkeeping: Tweet, like us on Facebook, drop us an 
email, join the forum or simply send a good old-fashioned letter:

Where in the world?

JOINTHEPFKCOMMUNITY

Win FishScience aquarium food
The writer of each star letter will win a 250ml pot of their choice

from this quality range of food, which uses natural ingredients. 

Email: editorial@practicalfishkeeping.co.uk

STAR
letter

+

I love your magazine and read it avidly every

month — and don’t want to be one of those

know-it-all people. But I just wanted to let you

know about a small error in your article on Cherry

barbs (March issue).

On page 11, you have stated that they originate

in Sri Lanka, but then there is a map of

Madagascar. Sorry to be a smart**** but I thought

you’d like to know.

Please carry on with all your great articles.

Nicola James, email

Nathan Hill replies: Aha! Thanks to you,

Nicola, and the many other readers who spotted 

this error.

As (now) editor, this was a mistake that I should 

have caught and rectified, and should take sole 

responsibility for, but I decided to beat up our 

designer anyway!

To clarify, Cherry barbs do indeed come from 

Sri Lanka, and I offer my profuse apologies to 

anyone who booked a flight to Madagascar by 

mistake to see them.

Sri Lanka, the home
of Cherry barbs.

editorial@practicalfishkeeping.co.uk facebook.com. Search Practical Fishkeeping

twitter.com/PFKmagazine

From the

         

CHAT ROOM
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TANKCOMMUNITY

Deanoe Vez Hancock: my
Mbu Puffer, Lord
Chubbinigton. Seriously cool
fish.
Chris Green: Fire eel. Liked
me and Karen. Hated the kids.
Only moved out in to the open
when I let on that I that I knew
he was watching me. Missed
greatly.
Conrad Brand: I am glad I’m
not the only one with an
amazing story here... my
Clown Loach would come to
the surface, go on his back
and, I swear clap his fins
together (like clapping hands)
when he was fed!
Lewis Jackson: My two Tiger
oscars would happily come
and sit in my hand and feed
out of my hands. Tank was
next to the sofa so they would
come and hang around my
head and watch films too.
Awesome fish and excitable
like a puppy.
Allison Murry: My seahorse
- second one I ever owned.
She wathched everything
including the TV.
Suen Chan: A Fahaka puffer I
had for 7 years.
David Price: An Oscar, he
hated me with a passion but
loved my girlfriend, he was
like a puppy with her and a
sulking toddler with me.
Jo Hutchins: Sailfin tang, not
owned by me but very
interactive and I’m sure would
have provided evidence of
tangs recognising individuals.
Sean Smith: My Porcupine 
puffer. Would look happier to 
see me than my own kids.
Stefan Algar: Definately my 
Elephantnose fish (Walter...) 
he comes up to the glass and 
wiggles his chin (nose) about 
when I do the same with my 
finger...!
Cat Davies: Betta, had one 
who would strike an amazing 
“Blue Steel” when you pointed
a camara at him.
Lee Fudge: My 3 Oscars I 
owned were amazing. The 
larger one would spit gravel at
the glass when he wanted 
food... great characters all of
them.
Lance Wilson: Wild Barilius
bakeri.

        FROM
FACEBOOK

Responses to our
question ‘Whats the
most interactive fish
you’ve ever owned’?

O Big shrimp, little shrimp,
cardboard box!
Steve Gabriel’s Bamboo shrimp (Atyopsis

moluccensis) looks like it’s enjoying a good
old 90s-style rave, thanks to the Christmas
tree lights in the background.

O Impressive empress
Edwin Karssemaker’s Red Empress 
cichild, (Protomelas taeniolatus)
is a stunning fish, native to Lake
Malawi in Africa.

O�Pretty in pink?
Despite still having brown spots, Tom 
Keay’s Hoplo catfish (Megalechis 

thoracata) is an albino, which can 
clearly be seen by its pink eyes.
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O�Devilish beauty
The scientific name of the White spot earth-eater (Satanoperca 

leucosticta) means ‘white-spotted devil perch’ which seems a little 
harsh. Apart from when breeding they are peaceful for their size 
compared to many cichlids. This fish belongs to George Brown.

O�Feline fishkeepers?
Jonathan Robertson’s cats Willow and Cass seem almost as keen 
on his magnificent tropical tank as he is.

O�I see you!
This is ‘Billy 
the Plec’ and 
he belongs to 
Mark Brown. 
He shares his 
100 l tank with a 
mixed bag of fish 
including another 
male and two 
female Ancistrus, 
Red-eye tetras 
and guppies. 
Billy has decided 
to secure a clear 
jar as a cave, 
meaning that 
we get the rare 
spectacle of 
a completely 
unrestricted 
view as he goes 
about guarding 
his latest batch 
of eggs. 

O�Phantom-tastic catfish
Leon Westmoreland’s gorgeous Blue 
phantom plec (Hemiancistrus sp. L128) 
seems keen to strike a pose for this photo.
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My current fish
● Common clownfish, Amphiprion

ocellaris

● Aptasia-eating filefish, Acreichthys

tomentosus

● A small shoal of seven Green chromis,

Chromis viridis

● Three Lyretail anthias, Pseudanthias

squamipinnis

● Porcelain crab, Neopetrolisthes

maculatus

● Yellow Watchman Goby, Cryptocentrus

cinctus, paired with a Tiger pistol

shrimp, Alpheus bellulus

A bunch of cleanup crew consisting of:

● Two Cleaner shrimp, Lysmata

amboinensis

● A dozen unspecified Hermit crabs

● Four or five Turbo snails

TANK
Me & my

What attracted you to the hobby?
As a child, I helped my dad out with upkeep
and stock choices etc, so it was inevitable
that one day I’d have my own tanks.

How many tanks do you have?
Five; both marine and tropical planted.

How would you describe your 
tanks? 
Besides always wanting to upgrade them,
they’re the perfect distraction. An entire 
ecosystem in a box — who needs TV anyway?

What’s your favourite fish & why?
Clownfish; I just love the cohabitation with 
the anemones as protection.

What’s next on your wishlist?
I don’t really have a wishlist as such — I’ve 
kept everything I’ve ever wanted. That being 
said, I would love an indoor tropical planted 
pond filled with Discus. 

What’s the most challenging fish 
you’ve kept? 
The Moorish idol, without a doubt.

...And the easiest? 

Mollies — great fish for both beginners and 
more experienced fishkeepers. I’ve even 
acclimatised them to saltwater to clear up 
some nuisance algae in the past.

Green zoanthids really 
fluoresce under actinic lighting.

● Fishkeeper: Ricky Lock.
● Age: 28.
● Occupation: Self-employed.
●  Where in the world are you? 

Suffolk, England.
●  How long have you been a 

fishkeeper? Over 20 years.

Ricky’s ‘ecosystem in a box’ 
is the perfect distraction.

A Bubble anemone gently
swaying in the flow.

Porcelain crabs mostly sit
in or around anemones.

Ricky has a thing 
for softer corals. 



What would be your dream aquarium?
A large tropical indoor planted pond stocked with Corydoras,

Discus, Neons, Cardinals, Angelfish and Rummy-nose tetras.

My wish list...

2323

Start with the largest tank you 

can — you’ll soon be wanting 

to upgrade anyway!

Any money saving tips? Shop 

around; prices can vary 

considerably. There’s a large 

second-hand market too.

Any time saving tips? No, 

not really! Patience is key in 

this hobby, otherwise things 

can quickly go wrong and 

cause devastation.

What do you wish you had 

known when you first started 

out? That this addiction can 

get expensive...

My advice for

beginners
A
L
A
M
Y

Fuzzy mushrooms will slowly 
colonise rock surfaces.

Ricky’s aquarium is home to his 
favourite fish — Clownfish.

A Feather duster is filter 
feeding on tiny particles.

Anthias enjoy a varied diet 
and lots of places to hide. 
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Ohsosalty
This month we take a closer look at three amazing marine
species for keepers who have been saving up their pennies
for something special.
WORDS AND PHOTOGRAPHY: NATHAN HILL

RAINBOWBASS
WhenIngaatReefkeeperWindsorplungedherarm
intooneofherstocktanks,demandingIcomeoverto
seeanamazingfish, Ihadabsolutelynoideawhat to
expect.Liftingarock,mymindwenttoa lotofwrong
places—‘It’sawrasse…wait,no.Aperch!Wait,no…It’s…
what is that?’
Theclosest IgotwithmyhastyramblingwaswhenIsaid

‘perch’.ThisfishisaRainbowbass,oneof the31species
ina lesser-knowngenusofsmall tomediumgroupers.
Whatdoyouneedtoknowabout it?Forone, it’sdeep.As

in, it lives indeepwater.Thefirstonedescribedwascaught
inashrimp-trawlingnet,hauledupfrom240mdepth.Since
thenwe’vediscoveredthat theycangodeeper,being found
at300mormore.EverseenTheShard inLondon?That’s

justover300mtall,whichgivesyousomeideahowfar
downwe’re talking.
Thenext thingtoknowisthat it’sexpensive.Justshy

of£900expensive.Highcostoftengoeshandinhand
withdeepwaterspecies,becauseofobviouscollection
difficulties,plus the inherentchallenges inbringingthings
upslowlyenoughnot tokill them.
Youshouldprobably take intoaccount that it’llbe little

use inatypical,high-energyreefsystem.TheRainbowbass
lurks indeepwallcrevicesandunderneathoverhangs,and
youneedtorecreate that.Dim,slightlycool tanksarethe
orderof theday.
Oh,andit’llnailanyshrimpsyoutrytokeepwith it. It’ll

eatsmallfish, too.
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Rare finds

� Scientific name: Liopropoma fasciatum (Lee-oh-pro-poe-ma fas-see-ah-tum).

� Size: To 22cm.

� Origin: Eastern Pacific Ocean.

� Habitat: Deep wall crevices, rocky reef overhangs.

� Aquarium size: Minimum 150 x 45 x45cm.

� Water requirements: Specific gravity 1.020 to 1.026 at 25°C, pH 8.0 to 8.5.

� Temperature: 20 to 23°C.

� Temperament: Peaceful, but will eat small fish and inverts.

� Feeding: Meaty foods; Krill, Mysis, cockle, mussel, fish pieces. 

� Availability and cost: A very rare find indeed, this fish was priced at £899.

Seen at 
Reefkeeper, 

Windsor

300 l+
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In deep water, this 
is the kind of habitat 
where you might find 
a Rainbow bass lurking.
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GOLDFLAKEANGEL
Here’safishthatbecame(sortof) lessrareovertime,but it’s still anunusual
sight instores.Goldflakesare inthemorerealisticsub-£400region,whichstill
puts themsquarelyonthe listoffishI’munlikely tokeepmyselfanytimesoon.
Inthewild, theyare foundindividually,paired,andevenswimminginsmall

groups, thoughaquariumkeepersareadvisedtohousethemsingly.
Despite thehighpricetag, this isn’t toohardafishtokeep.Juvenilescan

bepickyabouteating,but ifyou’resensibleandensureyouonlybuyasettled,
feedingspecimenthenyou’ll geton justfine.Spongesmakeupabigchunk
of thewilddiet,but intanksavariedmixof frozenanddriedfoodskeepsthem
ingoodform.
Ifyoucankeepthemwell fedthenyoumight—justmight—avoidthefish

nippingat the likesofclamsandbig,fleshycorals likescolys.
Thefishseenhere isstillquite juvenile, so ithasn’tdevelopedthefullextent

of thegoldeneffect thatmakes it sodesired.As itages, thosescaleswilldarken
at theedges,while thecentreturns full-on18-carat.
Notethatwhile theycanget25cminthewild, those intanksseemtotopout

aroundthe20cmmark.

� Scientific name: Apolemichthys xanthopunctatus

(Ap-oh-lem-ick-this zan-tho-punk-tah-tuss).

� Size: To 25cm wild, to 20cm in tanks.

� Origin: Multiple islands across the Pacific Ocean.

� Habitat: Reef outer slopes and drop-offs.

� Aquarium size: Minimum 150 x 45 x45cm.

� Water requirements: Specific gravity 1.020 to 1.025 at 25°C,

pH 8.1 to 8.4.

� Temperature: 22 to 26°C.

� Temperament: Can be aggressive, avoid housing with other

angels. Will likely nip clams and polyps.

� Feeding: Flakes, Mysis, Krill, Artemia, commercial dried

seaweed.

� Availability and cost: Still a relatively rare find, this fish was

on sale at £349.

300l+
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Seen at
Reefkeeper,
Windsor
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Rare finds
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CROSSHATCHTRIGGER
Verymuchthegentleman’s thug, thisfish. It’spretty, isn’t it?Thing is, if it foundyou
trappedunderwater, chancesare it’deatyourwhole face,onepainfulbiteata time. Inthe
wild, thesethingschaseawaydivers thatget tooclose.
Thecrosshatch isa typical trigger intemperament. It’scurious, grouchyandlikes to

discover thingsthroughthemediumof itsmouth.Behindthosepouting lipsyou’llfind
arowofsharpteethasefficientasanymincer.Cleanits tankwithoutpayingattention,
andyou’llberemindedjusthowsharp.
ThatmakestheCrosshatchatrickypropositionforhousing.Onthewhole, it’llbehave

withcorals,butshrimps, snails, smallfishandanythingthatwriggles isgettingsliced.
Whilesometriggersareherbivores, thisone isverymuchacommittedcarnivore,and
itwouldbenefit fromheavyfeedingwithKrill—this’llkeepthecolour-enhancing
carotenoidsup.
This isabigfishthat’llneedabigset-up,andideallyafish-onlywith liverockset-up.

That’llbeaturn-offtosomekeepers,but takeagoodlookat thosecoloursandaskyourself
ifyoureallyneedcoralswithoneof these.
I shouldprobablyaddthat theCrosshatch isn’tcheap.Theypopupfromtimetotime,but

whentheydo, they’realwayscreepingperilouslyclosethe£1,000mark.
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Rare finds

� Scientific name: Xanthichthys mento (Zan-tick-thiss men-tow).

� Size: To 30cm.

�  Origin: Western Pacific Ocean from Japan through to Hawaii, and eastern Pacific 

as north as southern California.

� Habitat: Usually found close to reefs.

� Aquarium size: Minimum 180 x 60 x 60cm.

� Water requirements: Specific gravity 1.020 to 1.025 at 25°C, pH 8.1 to 8.4.

� Temperature: 22 to 26°C.

� Temperament: Aggressive, will demolish crabs and shrimps, as well as small fish.

� Feeding: Big meaty foods such as cockle, mussel, pieces of fish.

� Availability and cost: Rare to find, this fish priced at £899.
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In a hobby dominated by nano tanks, one man dared
to go supersize. Meet an aquarist with a big appetite.

WORDS: STEVEN BAKER, NATHAN HILL, JAMIE HENDLE

PHOTOS: NEIL HEPWORTH

PFK: You’ve had ‘normal’ sized tanks before, what was the reason

for wanting such a big tank?

JH: At 16, I surprised my parents by bringing home a Juwel Rekord

96, which I had kept dwarf rainbows and Kribensis in. Within a month,

I’d outgrown it, and bought a Rekord 120 to sit alongside it. I kept

many species, bred several dwarf cichlids and mouthbrooders, then

got Channa gachua snakeheads and was hooked on predatory fish.

Ever since, every tank I’ve had has not been big enough for the species

I wanted to keep.

PFK: How did you plan for your giant tank?

JH: It began when we were moving and viewing houses. I hadn’t told

my partner, but I was eyeing up suitable locations for a big tank. This

house ticked the most important box — a solid concrete floor. I had to

consider the thoughts of my (very accommodating) partner. The space

could fit up to a 10ft tank. I wanted to go 3ft wide, but this began to

block the view to the rear doors. We compromised on 30in wide.

I made up a cardboard frame to see how the size fitted in the room

— 244cm/8ft seemed to work well, and we both agreed on it. I opted for

a box-welded steel frame, meaning I could fit a 182 x 60 x 45cm/6ft x

2ft x 18in sump underneath, plus room for storage. We had three

sockets chopped into the wall so there is no reliance on extension

leads etc.

THINGS COME
TO THOSE
WHO WAIT

D
idyouknowtheAmericanshaveaplanewithsuchabig
gunthat theyhadtodesign theplanearound it?That’s
kindofwhatJamieHendledidwhenhewas looking for
anewhome.Ashescouredtheproperty listshehadone

ambition—tofindaplacehecouldwraparoundahuge tank.
Webumped in toJamieaboutayearback,whenonaday trip to

Wildwoods,Enfield.Afterachatandsomeproposedtimescales,we
wereready tohavea lookathiscollection.Eightmonthsafter itfirst
cametogether,wewerefinally inhishomeandfawningoverJamie’s
‘bigboy’ collection.
Here’swhathehas to tellusabout it.

BIG

Meet the ’scaper
Name: Jamie Hendle

Age: 31

Occupation: Water Treatment Account

Manager

Number of tanks you’ve ever owned: ~10

Time keeping fish: 20 years

Favourite ever fish: Too many! Perhaps Hydrocynus vittatus

Most expensive fish you’ve ever bought: Hybrid Stingray £450
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Jamie’s ‘acne scarred’ 

Peacock bass.
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PFK: How did you get it into the house?

JH: The box-weld frame and sump arrived in

one piece and came in through the rear double

doors. I opted to have the tank built on site.

This added cost, but it was piece of mind that

it wouldn’t get damaged in transit, dropped,

or cause injury.

PFK: Have you noticed a high running cost?

JH: The cost to run it isn’t bad at all. The

single large pump on my pond drinks more

power than everything in this tank combined.

It took three days for the two 300w heaters

to get it up to temp, but now they are only on

a few hours a day. We recently had a smart

water meter fitted, and our latest bill shows

it’s cheaper now than the predicted bills we

were on. The only significant increase is the

food bill!

PFK: What difficulties have you come

across?

JH:   As the fish have grown, the amount of

waste produced has significantly increased.

Placing an airstone beneath the overflow weir

helps lift it up and over and into the sump.

Simple jobs on smaller tanks become

two-man jobs on a tank this size — lifting

off the top pelmet to remove the glass covers,

for example.

PFK: Did you get this set-up right first time,

or have you needed to tweak it?

JH:  The only change was my return pump,

as I found a Jebao DCT to be noisy, so

changed for a TMC reef pump. In hindsight,

I would probably have opted for a smaller,

slim dry weir in the left rear corner, to 

accommodate the return pipe — at present

the pipework takes a long route.

PFK: Are there any planned changes or

upgrades?

JH:  I plan on additional circulation. I’ve

found it can help settle larger fish, and also

helps keep detritus suspended. I plan to add a

small partition into the first sump chamber to

accommodate the overflow pipes, with a baffle

to spread the flow evenly over the filter floss.

PFK: Have you had compatibility problems?

JH:  Aside from the bass and cichlids 

occasionally sizing each other up, it’s 

harmonious. I wouldn’t mix Peacock bass,

Oscars, Gold saums and the central American

Theraps bocourti in a smaller tank though –

they need space.

The gars and Polypterus are slower feeders

than the bass, Arowana and rays. If you can’t

devote time at each feed to spot feed certain

fish, then this mix would need consideration.

PFK: If you need to move or treat any fish

how do you go about it?

JH:  I’ve used Seachem Paraguard a few 

times now, starting at low doses and 

working up. Also, I have used Fluke-solve 

(praziquantel based and ray safe) as a 

precautionary de-wormer, as some of the 

fish were wild caught. I have no quarantine 

facility big enough for any of the fish, but this 

could change in future. I do dip any new fish 

with Paraguard for approximately one hour 

when acclimating.

PFK: What’s the story behind the bent

Arowana?

JH:  He came up for sale from a private keeper 

about an hour and a half away from me. He 

was kept in a Rio 300 that he was far too big 

for, and was fed on a diet of morio worms. He 

only had a slight kink in his back, but it has 

become more pronounced. I suspect it could 

be down to either cramped growing conditions, 

unsuitable diet, a jumping injury, or genetic. 

PFK: What advice would you give to

prospective ray keepers?

JH:  Ask yourself, if you can commit to 

frequent large water changes, diet costs, and 

an adequate tank footprint. Buy one a few 

months to a year old. Rays are big messy fish, 

It’s not often that 
Oscars are some of 

the smallest fish 
in a tank.
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and require a level of care way above other

tropical fish. Remember, too, that males tend

to stay smaller than females.

PFK: Have any of these fish wounded you?

JH:   I’ve had the occasional nip while hand

feeding, so that’s my own stupid fault! Rays

have the potential to sting, and when you

collect the dropped barbs you realise that

any wound from them would be agony, even

without the venom. Rays are not aggressive,

and would only sting in defence. I just take

care that I don’t spook them and always know

where they are.

PFK:   Your large Peacock bass has some

scarring from an old hole-in-the-head issue,

how did you treat it?

JH:   I’m not sure whether he had it to begin

with or I just didn’t notice, but I‘ve treated with

Paraguard several times. I’ve stopped running

carbon after reading that this can contribute.

Whatever it was, it’s healing up. He might just

look acne scarred for a little while.

PFK: What future livestock plans do

you have?

JH:  I don’t really have any room left for 

additional stock, considering the growing

the fish are yet to do. I’d like another ray, 

perhaps a P14 female. I’ve a couple of lovely

Gold saums which reportedly reach 30cm, but

I’ve never seen one over 20cm — so I would

love to try and grow them into something 

really special. 

Simple jobs on smaller tanks become 
two-man jobs on a tank this size — 
lifting off the top pelmet to remove the 
glass covers, for example.

Pearl stingrays need to 
be treated with respect 
to avoid a sting.
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PFK: How many hours do you think you

spend on maintenance?

JH:  Since I’ve adapted the downstairs

shower pipework so I can connect up to it,

water changes have become easier and

quicker. I spend three hours a week — that’s

three water changes, glass cleaning, filter floss

changing etc. This tank is easier to maintain

than my old 300 l discus tank!

PFK: What are the ethical considerations

of taking on so many big fish?

JH: It might surprise you, but I really don’t

believe shops should readily sell some of

these fish, or at least not as easily as they do.

I have cut-offs — I would never dream of

buying a Red tail catfish, Tiger shovelnose

and the like. There are tank busters, and then

there are tank busters.

I have reservations over my Silver

arowanas — if they approach the sort of

size they can attain in the wild, I’m not sure

my tank will be big enough. It’s a big

responsibility having pets like this; we

not only need to take care of their health

and diet, but their environment and water

quality too.

Ethically speaking, you need to be sure

you can take care of their needs and be

committed to a potential 20-year lifespan.

It sits easier with me keeping captive fish

such as the rays, as they’ve never seen a

river and are accustomed to aquarium life,

whereas wild-caught fish are thrust into a life

in a glass box, and are much more easily

stressed as a result. 

PFK: Do you think tankbusters like yours

should be somehow regulated?

JH: Absolutely. But how far we go with that

is tricky. Currently the onus sits on the

purchaser to ensure they can care for the

fish. But maybe some sort of licence, like the

DWA licence which exists, or form of proof

that you not only have adequate housing,

but adequate resources to maintain it for the

long term.

Certain fish just should be a no-no —

catfish that can grow to over 20kg, or the

Arapaima I’ve seen for sale, and even now

things like paddlefish. There is no way a

retailer can justify selling these. But then

we could argue things like Silver sharks and

Clown loach rarely go to suitably large

homes, so where do we stop? There are some

responsible keepers out there with large

facilities, tropical ponds etc. These sorts of

people generally would have no issue with

regulation being introduced.

PFK: What would be your advice to those

aquarists who might consider buying fish

like yours with the intention of ‘upgrading

later on’?

JH: This is the type of statement that annoys

me the most. It’s like living in a studio flat,

buying a great dane puppy, and saying ‘It’s

OK, I’ll buy an acre of land next year!’ I would

advise anyone to not buy a fish they cannot

house in the here and now. Life gets in the way

— you might change jobs, change your mind,

or change your personal circumstances. Then

the fish are treated as disposable.

TANKSET-UPS
Tank and cabinet:
� ND Aquatics custom-made 244 x 76 x

71cm/8ft x 30in x 28in all-glass aquarium.
� 15mm glass with a double base.
� Built on site — two-week curing time for

silicone sealant.
� Single-piece steel frame stand with

cabinet surround.
� ND Aquatics custom-made 182 x 60 x

45cm/6 x 2ft x 18in all-glass sump with

baffles.
� Tank, cabinet and sump cost: £2,950

Filtration
� Sump with three stages.
� Stage one: filter floss supported from

base with pipe sections.
� Stage two: 60kg Alfagrog biological

media raised up on egg crate.
� Stage three: two 300w Eheim Jager

heaters controlled by Aquamedic

temperature controller with 1°C+/–

variance; TMC Reef pump 12,000 DC

aquarium pump; one airstone for added

aeration.
� TMC Vecton UVC 600 currently

awaiting addition.

Lighting
� Two cheap 25w LED bars from eBay.

Had been running TMC Aquabeams but

struggled to get enough light spread

from them.

Current livestock list
O 2 x Silver arowana, Osteoglossum bicirrhosum

O 1 x Pearl stingray, Potamotrygon sp. ‘Pearl’

O 1 x P14 stingray, Potamotrygon sp. ‘Itaituba’

O 1 x Orinoco peacock bass, Cichla orinocensis

O 1 x Speckled peacock bass, Cichla temensis

O 1 x Chisel-tooth cichlid, Theraps bocourti

O 1 x Marbled clarias, Clarias batrachus

O 1 x Spotted gar, Lepisosteus oculatus

O 1 x Giraffe catfish, Auchenoglanis occidentalis

O 1 x Congo bichir, Polypterus congicus

O 2 x Gold Saum, Andinoacara rivulatus

O 2 x Red tiger Oscar, Astonotus ocellatus

Cichla temensis

showing off for
the camera.

Chisel-tooth cichlid,
Theraps bocourti

with lovely
colours.

Spend time with slow 
feeders such as gars.
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Maintenance 
O 2 frozen feeds daily, one dry feed daily.

O  Frozen foods include frozen sprats, 

cockle, mussel, king prawn and 

lancefish. 1kg of sprats last approx. 

three weeks. 

O  Dry foods include Hikari jumbo 

carnisticks, Hikari tropical food sticks, 

NT Labs food pellets. 

O Bass and Bichir only eat frozen fish. 

O  Arowanas refuse pellet foods. Clarias 

catfish and stingrays eat anything. 

O Water.

O  Jamie’s water supply (like all supplies) 

varies, but tap water values are 

usually around 340ppm general 

hardness, 220ppm carbonate 

hardness, 5-35ppm nitrate, and 

7.6-7.8pH. 

How heavy?
As 1 l of water weighs 1kg, and the tank has

a volume of around 1,400 l, the water alone

weighs almost 1.5 tonnes. Combined with

the weight of the glass, metal frame and

cabinet, as well as media like Alfagrog,

the total weight easily exceeds 2,000kg

— two tonnes of tank. That’s about

500kg heavier than a Ford Focus!

Fortunately, Jamie lives in a bungalow, and

has a flat, concrete floor to take that weight.

Alfagrog is Jamie’s
biomedia of choice.

Jamie aims to grow the
Gold saums to their

full potential.

Jamie’s Congo bichir is 
one of the last to feed.

Reader visit



Jeremy Gay revisits some friends from
his cichlid past and finds that telling
them apart hasn’t got any easier!

JEWEL 
CICHLIDS

WORDS: JEREMY GAY 

hownottoidentifythem
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T
he Jewel cichlids of the genus 
Hemichromis are a minefield to 
identify. I’ve kept and bred many 
of them over the years and at one 

point even sold them in aquatic shops, yet 
no matter how hard I try, working out who’s 
who just doesn’t seem to get any easier. 

Jewels belong to the West African cichlid 
genus Hemichromis, and the fish I’m 
referring to are commonly known as the 
‘Red jewels’, versus the much larger, more 
predatory ‘Five-spot jewels’ within the 
same genus. They are commonly available 
and would rank as a top 20 cichlid species 
both in terms of numbers sold, and in 
availability in tropical fish shops. 

Despite being common, Jewels offer a lot 
for those who crave West African biotope 
suitable fish, medium-sized, manageable 
cichlids, or those who are just after bit of a 
colour. They’re great for cichlid collectors 
and studiers, with new, undescribed species 
still being discovered, rare wild imports 
occasionally turning up and, of course, the 
ichthyological crossword puzzle that is 
identifying them. So, last Christmas, with 
a spare tank, mature filter and a pocket full 
of shrapnel I braved the winter storms and 
set about keeping Jewels again.

The hunt

I frequent half a dozen aquatic stores and 
I visited them all. To my surprise, Jewels 
were non-existent. I asked in a store I would 
have expected to have some. “No, they’re too 
psychotic,” the owner said. “We don’t get 
them in — a nightmare when they breed 
too.”  I replied: “You sell one pair and you get 
200 back, then they all pair off and you end 
up with tanks full of them!” That was my 
experience, but they do say absence makes 
the heart go fonder, so I searched on. 

At 5pm on the Friday before Christmas 
I finally spotted two small Jewels in the 
small tropical section of a marine specialist. 
One 5cm long specimen looked at me 
head-on through the glass, while another, 
smaller specimen peered out from under 
a piece of bogwood. A third hung in the rear 
top corner of the tank, tail all chewed and 
close to death. The two non-chewed fish 
were probably the only Jewel cichlid pair in 
a 30-mile radius. I handed over my £10 for 
the two and hurriedly took them home. 

Hitting the books

I have three books on West African cichlids, 
one by Horst Linke and Dr Wolfgang Staeck, 
another by Anton Lamboj, and the final by 

Dr Paul Loiselle. All four authors are cichlids 
heroes of mine; Lamboj is now synonymous 
with West African cichlids and Loiselle even 
revised the Hemichromis genus in 1979. The 
texts helped me build up a picture of what 
species was what, where they came from 
and their habitats and habits.

The underlying theme was that the 
species most commonly referred to in older 
literature, H. bimaculatus, probably wasn’t 
available in the hobby. Hemichromis paynei 
(another frequently mentioned species) 
wasn’t likely to be commonly available 
either, nor H. letourneuxi. I also knew from 
previous reading and experience that many 
Red jewels sold as the coveted H.lifalili, 
were often H. guttatus too. All too often, all 
roads lead to guttatus, suggesting that it’s 
probably the most common Jewel cichlid 
species in the hobby today. 

I peered into the unlit, floating fish bag and 
puzzled over my new purchases. They had 
been very pale in the shop tank, not red at 
all, and in the bag they were apricot in 
colour at best. I’d picked a sexed pair; this 
I could tell by the longer male with larger 
head and jaw, versus the shorter, more squat 
female with a physically small tail fin. The 
male had red lips and a yellow underside, 
and in his fright colouration the black blotch 
on his flank turned gold. He had a scattering 
of iridophores (the blue iridescent spots on 
Jewel cichlids) all the way down his body, 
with larger ones below his eyes and on his 
jaws. The female, with an even shorter head, 
had more iridophores, was even more 
washed out and seemed to resemble the 
related Anomalochromis thomasi as she 
acclimatised in the bag.

 I visited a popular West African cichlid 
Facebook page where I knew some experts 
hung out, and posted some photos of the fish 
in the bag. “Can I get an ID on these please?” 
I asked. “H. bimaculatus” came the reply. 
Boom! I thought. Jeremy’s just bagged a rare 
Jewel species, and for a fiver apiece! 
“Guttatus.” Came the next comment. 
“Bimaculatus aren’t commonly available.” 
I’d gone from gold to fool’s gold in just a few 
minutes. “Red Jewels can be difficult to 
identify,” came another comment, followed 
by “It’s less difficult to say what species they 
are not,” closed with a wink emoji. 

I typed Hemichromis into Google images, 
followed by Hemichromis guttatus. 
Hundreds of images came up, all different, 
leaving me more confused than I had been in 
the first place. I went back to the books, only 
to find that they all had very different images 
of the Jewel species. After a day in the tank, 
the lack of red colour in my two fish was 
really throwing me. I’ve imported and kept 
two orange Jewel cichlid species before; 
H. stellifer and H. cerasogaster. Compared 
with the more usual jewels, you’ll know 
when you have either of those two, despite 
H. stellifer being available in many forms, 
from many catchments. It wasn’t them. 

Body colour (or lack of it,) and head and 
body shape was still drawing me back to 
either H. paynei or H. letourneux however, 
according to the books at least. The tail 
pattern on my male was the spitting image 
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Jewel cichlids lay 200 to 
500 eggs in a batch and 
parent them rigorously.
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Hemichromis stellifer and H.lifalili are the only Jewels that live 
in the Congo; others are much further north on the west coast.

Jeremy’s fish had the tail markings of Hemichromis letourneuxi 

but very different iridophore (iridescent blue) markings.

One of the most highly coveted of the Hemichromis genus is 
H. lifalili but finding true specimens is tricky.

The undescribed Hemichromis sp. ‘Moanda’ is quite readily 
available. Now some authors state it as the true lifalili.

One of the oldest Jewels referred to in literature, Hemichromis 

bimaculatus, probably isn’t available in the hobby.
Reading and experience show that many Jewel cichlids traded 

are Hemichromis guttatus even when they say they aren’t. 

“The cynic in me was starting to suspect hybrid. Decades of 
misidentification and Jewels all being thrown into the same tank, 
then breeding, could mean I had a cross-breed on my hands.” 
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of the H. letourneaux in one of the books,
and similar to one of the H. paynei too, but
the iridophore patterns were still wrong.
The cynic in me was starting to suspect
hybrid. Decades of misidentification and
Jewels all being thrown into the same tank,
then breeding, could mean I had a cross-
breed. Some aquarium strains of Jewels are
thought to be hybrids too, like the Blue Neon.

“Guttatus” came another Facebook
comment, followed by another one by
someone else who was fairly certain my fish
were guttatus, despite me trying to defend
myself with frequent references to a
difference in head shape, colouration and
tail pattern to any guttatus I had ever seen.
“Does anybody go by fin ray counts to ID
Hemichromis?” I asked. “And if so, does
anyone have them?” Silence followed.

Born in the USA?

I scrolled through pages and pages of
Hemichromis pictures on the net, and
watched lots of videos of Hemichromis
species both in normal, and breeding
colouration. The closest match I could get

was a feral population living in Florida,
which would turn up attached to hook and
line, and then used as bait to catch larger,
more predatory fish. This made sense, as the
now invasive Florida Jewel cichlids could
have escaped from tropical fish farms, been
released by hobbyists, or even made their
way back into the supply chain by people
catching, breeding and then selling them on.
It didn’t help with my ID, however, or rule
out the fact that the feral population could
be hybridised.

Ichthyological resource Fishbase lists 13
Hemichromis species, yet I would say only
two are traded regularly; H. guttatus and
H. lifalili. Furthermore, there are many
additional undescribed species like Guinea
I and Guinea II for example, whereas other
newly discovered Hemichromis spp. may
eventually fall into one of the valid 13. But
why did I keep going back to non-traded
species when the gods of Hemichromis had
told me no? Because in my cichlid pomp, 10
or more years ago, I read that Hemichromis
stellifer and cerasogaster were not traded,
but there they were, at my home, in my
tanks, and breeding, and lots of photographs
of those fish were later published in PFK.
To be fair to the experts, I would concur that
for the H. cerasogaster at least, they are
rarely traded, as I’ve never seen them since.
Hemichromis sp. Guinea I and Guinea II I’ve
still never seen in life, but I’ve seen both
stills and video of captive specimens in
aquariums, and there is no ban on trading
these fish so they could potentially become
available anywhere in the world.

Two undescribed Jewel species that 
have stayed in the hobby and become 
quite readily available, however, are 
Hemichromis sp. ‘Moanda’, a species I first 
imported in 2002, and H. sp. ‘Bangui’, which 
I like to think is the true Hemichromis 
cristatus — a beautiful fish — yet Lamboj 
says is guttatus! And now some authors 
state Moanda as the true lifalili, and you 
know what they say about lifalili! This could 
ring true, however, as Moanda is in the 
Congo River drainage, and the only two 
Hemichromis from the Congo are lifalili and 
stellifer, with the other species occurring 
much further north, up the West African 
coast. This will prove important to the 
biotopers as guttatus is a fish from Ivory 
Coast, Ghana, Nigeria and Cameroon. 

Two weeks on, my Jewels have changed 
again. Now they are red, and every time 
I enter the room the male thrusts up and 
down the tank and gill flares at me like 
a Firemouth cichlid. True to form, my fish 
have spawned, and male and female take 
it in turns to scare me off and lead me as far 
away as they can from the eggs they have 
laid on a 45-degree piece of bogwood, just 
in front of the external filter inlet strainer. 

Like many a Jewel cichlid owner I will 
soon be the proud parent of several hundred 
worthless, unsaleable fry, and what’s more 
I don’t even know what they are. But if 
there’s one guarantee with Jewel cichlids, 
apart from their beauty and willingness to 
breed, it is that they’ll always keep your 
cichlid senses tingling! That and the fact 
that they are probably guttatus...

Cichlids
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According to Willy Bijker, 

Lamboj is revising the Red 

jewel species and thinks they 

will get a new genus. This 

would make sense as the Red 

jewels in Hemichromis do look 

outwardly very different to the 

five-spot Hemichromis species. 

?
Did

you
know

The blue iridophores 
patterning is one way to 
attempt identification. 



         

DIPPING: Fish have mucous layers stripped, before being dunked

in concentrated dyes that stain them with artificially bright colours.

`Fish are dyed all over including the gills, causing respiration issues.

`Ink in the body can have serious effects on organ function. 

`Stripping away mucus leaves fish open to bacteria and parasites. 

INJECTING: Fish are stabbed with a needle, and dyes are injected.

They may have patterns or words tattooed on the body.

`Against fish body sizes, needles are huge. Imagine your arm being

injected with a pencil for a comparison.

`Injection sites are access points for infections. 

`Needles are not cleaned or sterilised, risking infection. 

`Chemical embolisms from injection can cause fatalities. 

`Injecting causes granulomas, tumours and cauliflower-like growths.

`The dyes cause inflammation of skin and muscle tissues.

`Injecting requires rough handing, which is highly stressful.  

ARE THEY LEGAL?

It IS illegal to dye a fish through

dipping or injection in the UK, but

NOT illegal to import or sell them.

Almost all dyed fish are commercially 

produced in the Far East, and

imported directly.

WHAT CAN YOU DO? 

Ask if retailers have joined up to 

the Practical Fishkeeping Dyed Fish 

Campaign. Started in 1996, the 

campaign asks retailers to pledge not 

to sell any dyed fish. 

If you see some on sale, raise your 

concerns with store owners. Because 

dyed fish aren’t always advertised as 

such, staff may genuinely not know they 

are stocking them!

Your voice can help make a difference!

COMMON SPECIES 
SUBJECT TO

INJECTION AND DIPPING
O Albino corydoras

O Glass fish, Parambassis sp.

O Parrot cichlids

O Black widow tetra

O Giant gourami
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WHAT’S WRONG WITH INJECTED FISH?
Fish can be artificially coloured in a couple of ways – Dipping or Injecting
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For a fish so  
seemingly flexible,  
the Pipefish can be 
fastidious feeders;  
but we explain why  
we think they’re worth 
your perseverance. 
WORDS: TRISTAN LOUGHER

CROCODILE 
PIPEFISH 

FLAME 
PIPEFISH

MULTIBANDED 
PIPEFISH
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F
ormanyaquarists, thefirst
question thatsprings tomind
whensettingaboutprocuring
anewfish is ‘Is it feeding?’ It’s

notabadstartand iscertainlyadecent
wayofassessing thefish’shealthand
condition in theoftenunnatural confines
ofdealer’saquaria.
Butwhat if afishwon’torcan’t feed in this

context?Therearemanyspecies thatare
knownforbeingslow,methodical feeders
thatcanbeeasilyoutcompetedby tank
mates.Othersmaynot recognise the
offerings thataregenerallyavailableas food.
This,however, isnoreasontoreject

themoutright; fortunately, themarine
aquariumhobbyhasneverhadsuchawide
rangeof temptingdietsavailable, including
arangeof live foods thatcantempteventhe
pickiestof feeders.Thismeans that,unlike
in thepast, specieswithareputation for
being tricky feedersmaybekept
successfully in the long term,andthere
are fewbetter illustrationsof this thanthe
stunningpipefish.

Classification
TheFamilySyngnathidaecontains
someof themost instantly recognisable
ofallmarinefish.OneSubfamily, the
Hippocampinaecontains theunmistakable
seahorsesof theGenusHippocampus
togetherwithacoupleof interesting
generaofpygmypipehorses.The
SubfamilySyngnathinaecontains the
rest;morepipehorses,pipefishandthe
stunningweedy, leafyandnewly
describedrubyseadragons (Genera
PhyllopteryxandPhycodurus).
TheSyngnathidaehave fascinating

skeletal forms; showing limited lateral
flexibilityalong theirbodiesdue toenlarged
vertebra-likebonyplates thatextendthe

“Somepipefishhavemoremovementtowardstherear
ofthebodyenablingtheirtailstobeprehensile,whereas
others,betteradaptedtofree-swimmingmovement,hold
theirpencilshapeevenindeath.”

lengthof thefishandoriginate fromtheskin
rather thanthemainskeleton.Somehave
moremovement towards therearof the
bodyenabling their tails tobeprehensile
(meaning theycanholdonto thesubstrate
with them)whereasothers,betteradapted
to free-swimmingmovement,hold their
pencil shapeeven indeath.
Aquarists shouldbeawareof thisas it’s

another reason itcanbeverydifficult to
assess theconditionofapipefishbefore

purchase; emaciatedSyngnathidaecan
lookverysimilar inbodyshape toonethat
ishappily receivingamplerations.
Propulsion isusually facilitatedby the

dorsalfin,meaning thatwhile theycan
behighlymobile, theyarenotstrong
swimmers. Inareefaquariumwithstrong
watercurrents thiscan lead themtoseek
respite inandamongst rockwork, rather
thanstruggleout in theopenwater.Some
species, suchas thesnakepipefish from
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Most pipefish live
cryptic lifestyles.

Seahorses don’t have
the caudal fin present
in pipefish.

The weedy seadragon’s
leaf-like appendages
provide camouflage.
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Tanks and tank mates
Aquarium volumes for the pipefish listed below are general and assume that decent 

water quality can be provided. In a similar way to seahorses, it can be easier to get food 

in front of slow feeders in a smaller system than a larger one. Provide caves and 

overhangs for species that prefer such features, or consider lower light levels. 

Tank mates for pipefish should be selected with care unless you are able to find 

a specimen that enthusiastically feeds on a frozen diet. If you choose to offer live foods 

when weaning the pipefish onto an alternative diet, do so before adding more mobile 

species to the tank; otherwise, aquaria containing small or similarly methodical feeding 

individuals are preferred — getting the live food through aggressive feeders can become 

an issue, hitting an aquarist especially hard in the pocket. 

Avoid larger mobile invertebrates if possible; many are opportunists that might snatch 

a pipefish given the chance, and take care when including them with sessile invertebrates 

with powerful, ‘grippy’ stinging tentacles.  

There can be little doubt that pipefish number among the more unusual and beautiful 

species of fish available in the hobby. They’re always likely to captivate and tempt 

aquarists looking for that elusive ‘something different’. And yet, apart from the rare few 

that feed so readily on frozen diets, the group as a whole are not for those aquarists 

unprepared to meet their very particular requirements. 

Take the time and effort to create a system sympathetic to their needs and source feed 

suitable for their diets, and success can be measured not only in terms of lifespan but 

also by the prospect of courtship and breeding behaviour.

diets are much easier and more economical
to offer than live diets. However, when
pipefish refuse, the latter must come into
play. In exceptional circumstances, pipefish
can glean a decent existence in a larger reef
without additional foods being added to the
aquarium; they are able to find sufficient
‘pods’ (amphipod, isopod and copepod
crustaceans) to meet their requirements.

In most instances, live foods will need to
be employed in order to tempt the pipefish
to feed. The size and nature of this will
depend on the species concerned. Most
of those available in the hobby will gorge
on live mysids given the opportunity but
anything from cultured marine copepods
to live river shrimp may be useful for
tempting these fish.

Interestingly, many pipefish in their
natural environment are known to
supplement their diets by removing
parasites from other fish species.D.excisus
is known as the ‘cleaner pipefish’ but other
species such asD. janssihave been observed
behaving in a similar way.

Reproduction
Like their close relatives the seahorses,
pipefish are paternal brooders; taking
care of the eggs laid by the female usually
in a pouch or directly on the underside of
the male. Rearing pipefish in captivity is
not impossible but is not straightforward,
with many species releasing a small number
of young over several days.

Others have strongly aggressive offspring
that fight with their brood-mates and kill
each other with regularity. That said,
rearing them is a heck of an achievement
and certainly within the skill-sets of more
experienced aquarists.

the genus Corythoichthys, tend to hug 
the sand, rock or rubble-based substrate, 
and will actually sit at rest upon it, 
benefiting from some protection from 
direct water movement. 

Availability 
While the seadragons can be maintained 
and even bred in captivity they are hard to 
source and beyond the budgets of most 
aquarists. There are, however, many other 
Syngnathinids that are regularity imported 
into the hobby, most of which can prove 
excellent candidates both for aquaria that 
have been specifically created or to be 
integrated into an existing fish population 
in an established aquarium. 

Feeding and competition
The greatest barrier to success with 
pipefish is the ability to feed them 
sufficient rations in the aquarium. 
It’s a similar story with mandarin 
dragonets;  even specimens that will 
readily accept frozen offerings such as 
mysis and brine shrimp (and they do 
exist) may not get sufficient levels to eat 
due to competition from tank mates, 
especially for those showing reluctance 
to venture into open water. 

More agile, stronger swimming species, 
such as Doryrhamphus spp., are an 
exception and will make darting 
appearances into open water to feed on 
surprisingly large foodstuffs (mysis shrimp 
may have a wider cross-section than the 
snouts of these fish at rest but they can be 
expanded in the feeding strike). 

Of course, it is always preferable to source 
individuals that will readily accept 
conveniently sourced foodstuffs; frozen A
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Pipefish can fall prey  
to tank mates such  
as shrimp.

Eggs are cared for by 
male pipefish.



CROCODILE 
PIPEFISH 
●  Scientific name: Syngnathoides 

biaculeatus.

● Size: 25-30cm.

● Origin: Tropical Indo-Pacific.

● Aquarium size: 125 l.

● Water requirements: pH 8.1 to 8.4,

     dKH 8 to 12 , sg 1.020 to 1.025.

● Temperature: 22 to 25.5°C.

●  Feeding: Live river shrimp or mysids

are usually required to satisfy this

fish’s dietary requirements and, 

although weaning to frozen foods

is possible, it cannot be taken for

granted.

●  Availability and cost: Reasonable

availability, £25-£30.

CLEANER PIPEFISH
●Scientific name: Doryrhamphus excisus.

●Size: 6-7cm.

●Origin: Red Sea, Indian Ocean, Central Pacific

and the Revillagigedo Islands off the Western

Coast of Mexico (Eastern Pacific).

●Aquarium size: At least 100 l.

●Water requirements: pH 8.1 to 8.4,

dKH 8 to 12, sg 1.020 to 1.025.

●Temperature: 22 to 25.5°C.

●Feeding: Perhaps the most likely of the more

available species to accept frozen diets readily.

●Availability and cost: Reasonable availability,

£25-£39.
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BANDED PIPEFISH
OScientific name: Dunckerocampus dactyliophorus.

OSize: 12-14cm.

OOrigin: Western Indo-Pacific including the Red Sea.

OAquarium size: At least 125 l.

OWater requirements: pH 8.1 to 8.4,

dKH 8 to 12, sg 1.020 to 1.025.

OTemperature: 22 to 25.5°C.

OFeeding: The occasional individual may accept a frozen diet from the off, but

others require weaning with live foods such as mysis and brine shrimp.

OAvailability and cost: Good availability, £35-£45.

FLAME 
PIPEFISH
� Scientific name: Doryrhamphus janssi.

� Size: 12-14cm.

� Origin: Western Central Pacific

� Aquarium size: At least 100 l.

� Water requirements: pH 8.1 to 8.4

     dKH 8 to 12, sg 1.020 to 1.025.

� Temperature: 22 - 25.5°C.

�  Feeding: Individuals that will accept 

frozen diets are uncommon but 

definitely worth seeking out. Despite 

its very slender appearance, this fish can 

easily take foods as large as individual 

mysis shrimp with its lightning-fast 

feeding strike.

�  Availability and cost: Reasonable 

availability, £35 -£45.

MULTIBANDED
PIPEFISH
�Scientific name: Dunckerocampus

pessuliferus.

�Size: 12-18cm.

�Origin: Central Pacific and around Australia.

Replaced by the very similar looking

Dunckerocampus multiannulatus in the

Indian Ocean and the Red Sea.

�Aquarium size: 100 l could house a pair.

�Water requirements: pH 8.1 to 8.4,

dKH 8 to 12, sg 1.020 to 1.025.

�Temperature: 22 to 25.5°C.

�Feeding: Many will need livefoods to initiate

feeding when newly introduced but should

quickly accept frozen foods like fish eggs,

mysis and brine shrimp.

�Availability and cost: Good availability,

£30-£45.

SNAKE PIPEFISH
OScientific name: Corythoichthys flavofasciatus.

OSize: 10-12cm.

OOrigin: Western Indo-Pacific including the Red Sea.

OAquarium size: At least 125 l.

OWater requirements: pH 8.1 to 8.4,

dKH 8 to 12, sg 1.020 to 1.025.

OTemperature: 22 to 25.5°C.

OFeeding: They can prove tricky to feed even with live

foods and so stocking them into aquaria with

self-sustaining populations of ‘pods’ is advisable.

The best individuals will accept frozen offerings and

it’s always worth checking if they do before purchase.

OAvailability and cost: Good availability, £25-£40.

OThank you to Nicola Smart and Matthew
Pentith of Tropical Marine Centre
Manchester for assistance in researching
the information in this article.

Marine
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Taking inspiration from a heavily planted river
here’s how to create a naturalistic setting for your
aquarium and build a great habitat for your fish.

KEEP IT

NATURAL

WORDS: STEVE BAKER. PHOTOS: JACQUES PORTAL

Logs create naturalistic
features that fish
willingly inhabit.
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Step–by–step
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F
or me, having an aquarium at 
home is the chance to have a slice 
of the natural world in close 
proximity; whether it’s a 

true-to-nature biotope or a naturalistic mix 
of whatever takes your fancy and mixes well.

Inspiration for a naturalistic setting can 
be easily found, so get your boots on and go 
for a walk along a local river, stream or even 
a 30cm wide field drain and you will see 
features you can re-create in the home tank. 
Likewise any reservoir, gravel pit, lake or 
village pond will have an abundance of 
snippets for influence. Unless the water 
is particularly clear you probably will need 
a touch of imagination but it’s quite easy if 
you put clues together. If you are walking 
over fallen leaves and see reeds emerging 
around the bank, then you can imagine the 
reeds growing through the water and the
base of the waterbody is going to be covered
by leaf litter. Just that in an aquarium with
some colourful characins would be a lovely
display tank.

If your boots have a hole in them you can
get plenty of ideas by watching online
videos of natural habitats. Type ‘underwater
river footage’ into a well-known video clips

website and you’ll have hours of footage to 
watch that give you a taste of what occurs 
naturally in our fishes’ environments. If 
you’re looking to build a biotope, try typing 
fish names or river/lake names into the 
search bar. You just might find that an 
enthusiast has climbed into a wet suit 
armed with a snorkel and a camera and 
uploaded their findings, like two of our 
regular contributors do; Ivan Mikolji who 
has a self-named channel and Tai Strietman 
who uploads to his Biotopia channel. 

Any fisherman worth their salt will tell 
you that fish hang around features and this 
can be seen on videos mentioned above. 
Features in this sense can be underwater 
plants, overhead lily pads, a rock or two, or 
fallen branches. Even a man-made feature 
can be naturalistic. Imagine some riverside 
trees being coppiced, chunks of wood cut

with a chainsaw, one or two pieces fall in 
the water and float away and eventually 
they become waterlogged, sink and create 
a naturalistic habitat for underwater life. 

That’s where this set-up is aimed. The 
situation imagined here is of a heavily 
planted river where logs have floated 
downstream. They sink, land on the 
vegetation and become surrounded by 
the flora and fauna of the habitat. 

Fish will naturally use this clearing 
of vegetation as a stronghold. Maybe it’s 
one of many preferred spots for a passing 
shoal or a breeding site for nurturing 
parents, or possibly both.

I’ve restricted the variety of plants to 
provide a more natural feel and a higher 
impact. In much the same way as keeping 
a large shoal of one fish rather than six of 
this and six of that, it’s more natural to see 

1
We’re using an Aquascaper 600 by Evolution Aqua for this one. 

The depth of this tank (50cm) allows us to easily achieve a sense 

of depth without needing any little nifty tricks with the background. 

Essentially no background is required here because plant growth will 

eventually fill the back of the tank.

2
The sand is well rinsed out before use and two-thirds of it gets 

mixed with Tetra Initial Sticks (as per the directions for use) 

to add nutrients to the substrate to boost plant growth and health. 

Tetra suggest these will leach nutrients for up to 12 months.

5 
Moss naturally grows on hardscape items. It can also be used to 

hide any cut surfaces of wood if you don’t like to see evidence 

of human intervention, and it’s good for hiding any fishing line that 

might be used (see ‘How to’).

6 With pots removed and rock wool washed away from the roots, 

we start planting Pogostemon helferi. Adding a low level of water 

supports the foreground plants and allows planting without getting 

much water everywhere. 

I’ve restricted the variety of plants 
to provide a more natural feel and 
a higher impact.
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3
The last third of the sand is added on top of the mixed sand and 

plant food. The water will level this out when added but I would 

rather get it levelled myself at this point. I use a fancy stainless 

steel tool here, but something like an unneeded credit card is ideal 

to use as an alternative.

4
The logs are added. Now, of course, I take a bit of time to arrange 

them to suit the tank shape and to suit the viewing dimension, 

but in my mind I know that nature doesn’t design. There are reasons 

things like rocks or wood settle here or there but they are never for 

aesthetic reasons, so be quite free with placement.

7 
More water is added gently to offer support for the taller 

Pogostemon stellatus. Pots and fibres are removed from around the 

roots before placing them in the substrate with a long pair of tweezers. 

I’ve placed a few stems in front of the wood to give a more natural feel.

8 
The tank is topped up to the normal running level and filter, heater 

and thermometer are added and turned on. For ease of use we 

added a Seachem hang-on filter and a Fluval heater-stat hidden by 

planting. For cleanliness you could use an external filter and heater.

a large area of one plant rather than many 
species growing among each other.

At the end of the day we have a set-up 
with potential but currently looking a little
sparse. If we could give this a month or two
to grow, I could imagine the background
would be full of lush, fine leaves. Pogostemon
stellatus has a nice soft reddening to the
underside of the leaf and a middle-of-the-
road green on top which will contrast 
nicely to the acid green colouring of the
foreground plant, Pogostemon helferi. Also,
with its small, crinkled leaf it gives a subtle
texture contrast.

With the sand and wood in place the 
choice of planting, and eventual fish choice
is open to your interpretation. I’ve used the
two Pogostemon species here (supplied by
The Waterzoo, Peterborough) because they
looked good in the shop on the day and 
because (with my biotope brain) it’s nice
that they could grow next to each other 
naturally with P. helferi described from
Thailand and P. stellatus, distributed widely
across South East Asia (as well as northern
Australia). My choice of fish for this habitat
(see next page) is also influenced by their
geographical distribution.

Step–by–step

The two Pogostemon 
species grow together 
naturally in Thailand.
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How to… Deal with a floating log
Time is obviously a constraint when putting a magazine together, especially for

step-by-step features, and with all the will in the world I wasn’t going to be able to

waterlog these pieces of wood in time, so I resorted to physically holding them down.

This is a handy way to speed things up; some bits of wood I’ve used in the past have still

been slightly buoyant after several months so you may need to hold them down long

term. So, what I’ve done here is simply tied some slate to the underside of the wood

using fishing line. For a neater finish you could silicone wood to slate (which requires

dry surfaces), but if you are planning to use moss around the wood, then the fishing line

is a handy anchor point and the moss will hide it anyway.

Mychoicesforthistank:

DWARFCHAINLOACH
Ahighlyentertainingcharacterofferingmovement
andplayfulness to thebottomof the tank.Theydobest
kept inagroupofat leastfive individualsandhave the
addedbonusofcontrollinganypest snails thatmaybe
brought inontheplants.

DWARFMOTH
CATFISH
I lovea lurkingcatfish inmostofmytanks
andthisadorable littlefishfits thebill
perfectly foranAsian-basedsetting.With
anadult sizeequal to thatof theEspei
rasbora it’s acatfishthatwon’tpredateon
thestock. Itmightbehard tofindamong
heavyplantingbut that’s the funforme;
it’s a real treatwhentheydoshowup.

● Scientific name: Hara jerdoni.

● Size: 3cm.

● Origin: India, Bangladesh.

● Ease of keeping: Quite easy.

● Aquarium size: 12 x 8 x 8cm.

● Water requirements: 5.6 to 7.6 pH.

● Hardness 8 to 15°H.

● Temperature: 18 to 24°C.

● Feeding: Sinking pellets and frozen foods.

● Availability: Not too common. Around £5.

● Scientific name: Ambastaia sidthimunki.

● Size: 5-6cm.

● Origin: Northern Thailand.

● Ease of keeping: Quite easy.

● Aquarium size: 80 x 30 x 30cm.

● Water requirements: 5.5 to 7.5 pH.

● Hardness 1 to 12°H.

● Temperature: 20 to 30°C.

● Feeding: Sinking pellets, wafers and frozen foods.

● Availability and cost: Common. Around £15 each.

PRACTICAL FISHKEEPING
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CROAKING 
GOURAMI 
Basically a slightly larger, 
slightly more robust Sparkling 
gourami (T. pumila). The 
common name gives an 
indication of this fish’s trick; 
if  you hear a creaking noise in 
the evening don’t immediately 
panic that the cabinet will 
collapse soon, it could well be this 
gourami’s call you can hear.

● Scientific name: Trichopsis vittata.

● Size: 6-7cm. 

● Origin: Throughout much of Indochina, southern Thailand and Malaysia. 

● Ease of keeping: Easy.   

● Aquarium size: 60 x 38 x 38cm.  

● Water requirements: 5.0 to 7.5 pH.

● Hardness 1 to 12°H.

● Temperature: 22 to 28°C. 

● Feeding: Flakes, granules and frozen foods. 

● Availability and cost: Not common. Around £2.50+.

Step–by–step

LAMBCHOP RASBORA  
A beautiful, copper to bright orange, shoaling community fish. 
It is always active but with a diminutive full size and a peaceful 
disposition it doesn’t disturb more timid species. 

 ● Scientific name: Trigonostigma espei.

● Size: 3cm. 

● Origin: Southern Thailand.  

● Ease of keeping: Easy. 

● Aquarium size: 60 x 30 x 30cm.

● Water requirements: 5.5 to 7.5 pH.  

● Hardness 1 to 15°H. 

● Temperature: 23 to 27°C.

● Feeding: Regular flake, small granules and small frozen foods. 

● Availability and cost: Not hard to find. Around £2-£3. 
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Harlequin shrimps
immobilise their prey
so it stays alive while its
legs are being eaten.



From the obligate nudibranchs, to the
filter feeding Sea apple, we give food some

thought, compiling an essential guide to
pleasing even the fussiest of eaters.

 ACQUIRED 

TASTES

WORDS: CHRIS SERGEANT

Marine

W
hen researching potential new purchases, one 
significant factor to take into account is the animal’s 
diet. If your new specimen won’t eat, or its dietary 
requirements aren’t met, there is only one likely 

outcome. The huge variety of aquarium feeds now available, from 
herbivorous dried flake, algal sheets and pellets, to live or frozen 
meaty foods, through to liquid-based supplements, means almost 
every diet can be catered for.

Food requirements differ dramatically between species. Some will 
eat anything and everything that fits in their mouth. For others, generic 
food staples just won’t satisfy their specialised or unusual diets. 

Feeding difficulty can be broken down into different categories. 
Some species are obligate feeders with particular prey; some have 
specific nutritional requirements, while for others the frequency 
and volume of feeds make them tricky to care for. Not that all 
animals termed difficult to feed should be avoided — rather, they 
require a degree of commitment in order to meet their needs.
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Fussy feeders
Harlequinshrimp, referred toas
Hymenocerapicta for thisarticle,have
perhaps themost restrictedobligatediet
ofanycommonaquariumspecies,predating
onlyonseastars. In theirnaturalhabitats
of rubble reefsandsilty substrates in the
IndianandPacificOceans, they feedon
avarietyof seastars, includingFromiasp.,
Linckiasp.,Crown-of-thorns,Acanthaster
planci,orChocolatechipseastars,
Protoreastersp. Attainingamaximumsize
ofapproximately2 inches, they’rewell-
camouflageddespite theireye-catching
colouration.Theirdiminutivesize
compared to theirpreymeans theyrequire
apredationstrategy.Harlequinshrimpsare
thought touse their spinesononeof their
pairsof legs topuncture thewatervascular
systemofaseastar, immobilising it.This
leaves theshrimps free toconsumeitat
theirownleisure.Rather thankill thesea
star immediately, theshrimpstart feetfirst,
keeping theirpreyaliveandfresh for longer.
Providingaconstantsourceof seastars is

oneof themain factorsstopping themfrom
beingastaplespecieswithinmarinenano
aquariums.LinckiaandFromiasp., aswell
as theChocolatechipseastarsareall
availablewithin the trade, socanbebrought
to feedharlequinshrimp.Someaquarists
favouradding themdirectly into the
shrimptank,whileothersmaintain them
inaseparatesystem,harvestinganarmat
a timeandallowing for the lost limbs to
regeneratenaturally.Thismethodcanraise
ethical concerns.Feeding frozenseastars is
alsoanoption,butadecomposingbodywill
pollute thewater longbefore theshrimps
finish theirmeal.
Analternative topayingout forseastars

is to takeadvantageof those thathitchhike
inon liverock.Asterinasp. seastarsare
commonon liverock imports, andwill
provideanadequatediet—keepaseparate
tank full of live rockwithinwhichto
maintainapopulation.WhilemostAsterina
speciesareharmless, a fewfeedoncorals.
There’snoprofitablemarket forAsterina,
so if youhaveagoodrelationshipwithyour
localfishstore it’sworthasking if theycan
harvest someforyoufromtheir stock tanks.
Nudibranchsalso tendtobeobligate

feeders, andthose fromthegenusBerghia
arenodifferent,preyingoncnidarians.The
goodnewsformarineaquarists is that for
onespecies,Berghiastephanieae, themain
sourceof foodhappens tobe thepestglass
anemone,Aiptasia.Ensuring theyhave
aregularsupplyofAiptasia to feedonmay
seemcounter-intuitive, as themainreason
forhousing themis torid theaquarium
of theanemones,butwithout them, the
Berghiawillperish.Also,beaware that
becauseof their reducedsize,Berghiaand
theireggsmakeaperfectmeal formany
predatoryfishandamphipods.
Anothernudibranchthatmakes itsway

into theaquariumtrade is thebluevelvet,
Chelidonuravarians.Theseareobligate
predatorsofPlanariaspecies like therust
brownflatworm,Convolutriloba

retrogemma. LikeBerghia, as theyrelyon
Planaria for sustenance, aconstantsupply
offlatworms isneeded ifyouwant to
sustain them.

Protecting your coral
Whilepestscanbeviewedasexpendable in
amarineaquarium, thesamecannotusually
besaid forcorals.Numerousmarinespecies
willnipatacoralpolypor two,but the
obligatecorallivorescause themost
problems.Unlessyouhaveahugemarine
system,you’reunlikely tobehappy
sacrificingaprizedSPScoral colony for
thesakeofa feed.
Butterflyfishfromthe family

Chaetodontidaeareunder-represented in
theaquariumtrade, andwithgoodreason.
Manyareobligatecorallivores,withsome
suchas thechevronbutterflyfish,
Chaetodontrifascialis feedingspecifically
onAcroporahyacinthuscoral.Acrossa
natural reef, theconstantgrazing is spread
acrossa largearea, allowing timefor
recovery. In theconfinesofanaquarium,
coralsarequicklydepleted, andproviding
aconstantsupply isextremelycostly.
Ifunwilling toprovidecoralpolyps then

it’sbest to ruleoutspeciessuchas the

FEEDING
Specialist foods may not be

commonplace in the shops but

they are available and well

worth searching for.

The blue velvet
nudibranch will need
a supply of flatworms
once planaria are gone.
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A five-pointed dinner
for a Harlequin shrimp.
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ornate butterflyfish, Chaetodon 
ornatissimus and the reticulated 
butterflyfish, Chaetodon reticulatus and, 
although the crotched butterflyfish, 
Chaetodon guentheri, will accept live and 
pre-prepared foods, they’re facultative 
corallivores, known to feed on coral polyps 
too. Suitable alternatives include the 
planktivorous Hawaiian butterflyfish, 
Chaetodon tinkeri, the longnose 
butterflyfish, Forcipiger flavissimus, and the 
copperband butterflyfish, Chelmon 
rostratus. With the latter two species, 
although better suited to aquarium life in 
terms of their diet, this still doesn’t mean 
they are suitable for every reef tank. 
Laterally compressed butterflyfish can 

suffer during transport. Healthy specimens
should have well-rounded and smooth
sides, with no bulges or protrusions down
the flanks. 

Adapting diets

Some wild species ca
adapt to alternative d
within an aquarium 
setting, with varying 
degrees of success. Th
species are classed as
facultative feeders.

In their natural hab
Malawi and Lake Tan
endemic cichlids graz
substrate, feeding on 

‘surface growth’ in German, it describes 
the algae strands and biofilm, along with 
the micro-organisms living among it. While 
it might appear that cichlids are all 
consuming the same diet, different species 
specialise in feeding on different parts. 
Species with low underslung jaws, such as 
Labeotropheus trewavasae, scour away the 
algae from the rocks, while its counterpart 
Labidochromis caeruleus, sifts out the micro 
invertebrates hiding within the algae mats. 
Diets are influenced by seasonality, with the 
cichlids feeding on zooplankton higher in 
the water column in conjunction with 
midge larvae, known locally as ‘Nkungo’, 
pupating and emerging.

Feeding rift lake cichlids is relatively 
straightforward, and they happily 
supplement aufwuchs with the numerous 
specific commercial foods available. For 
herbivorous species, algae- and spirulina-
based diets can be supplemented with 
blanched or fresh vegetables. Keep animal 
protein levels low, to avoid ‘Malawi bloat’ 
— abnormal swellings, protruding eyes and 
even death. Insectivorous species will be 
fine with algae-based diets if  kept in mixed 
community tanks with a need for low 
protein levels, but will also accept frozen 
and live foods. 

Another species that feeds on aufwuchs 
is the Goldline loach, Sewellia lineolata. 
Their diet can be replicated by using bright 
lighting and substrates that encourage algae 
growth. Consider keeping an additional 
tank or bucket of substitute rocks out in 
direct sunlight. Once these have an 
established algae coating, they can then be 
swapped with the rocks in the tank, and the 
original rocks used to cultivate more algae. 
Supplementary feeding is advised with 
sinking algae wafers, frozen greenfoods and 
a variety of vegetables.

Xylivores have a very distinct diet—wood.
Many true xylivores, such as beavers or
termites, use symbiotic micro-organisms to
break down cellulose, and Panaques, such as

Panaque nigrolineatus, were thought to be
among them. However, while they do graze
on wood, they lack the specialised intestines
of obligate wood-eaters, and lab studies
have shown that they are unable
to efficiently digest fibrous parts of wood as

 “Not that all animals termed difficult to feed should be
avoided — rather, they require a degree of commitment
in order to meet their needs.”

Many Chaetodon 
butterflyfish eat their 

way through corals.

Ribbon eels require messy 
food and demand high

water quality.
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at rotting wood, feeding on the 
micro-organisms growing on it. Much
like aufwuchs feeders, they consume
algae and plant matter growing on the
wood, along with the bacteria, fungi
and microbial by-products, while the
wood itself is excreted.

This dietary clarification means a varied
diet is of key importance in maintaining
these fish in captivity. Driftwood should be
included, along with supplementary
algae-based wafers, pellets and fresh
vegetables. Repashy produce a xylivore
pre-mix gel, Morning Wood, which can be
added, along with Soylent Green, designed
for aufwuchs eaters.

Panaques rasp away at leaves too, so
plants will end up as food, and silk plants
should be avoided..

Mealtime frequency
Some species have specific requirements
for frequency of feeds. A prime example is
the spotted seahorse, Hippocampus kuda,
which, due to their lack of stomach (they
have an intestinal tract), must rely on
multiple feeds per day. As slow, deliberate
feeders, they can often be outcompeted
at mealtimes, but shrimp-like food is
preferred. More common in the aquarium
trade, captive-bred specimens are often
raised on frozen foods. When picking
a suitable frozen food, its smaller size and
high vitamin supplement value should be
considered, while live foods such as mysis
or brine shrimp must be gut-loaded first
– think cyclopeeze or spirulina powder.

While seahorses tend to wait for food
to come to them, dragonets such as the

mandarin fish, Synchiropus splendidus, 
actively and continuously hunt for their 
tiny copepod prey. Issues can arise here 
in keeping up with their high demand, so 
it’s best for them to be included within 
well-established aquariums containing 
large amounts of live rock and thus higher 
copepod populations. In some cases these 
may need to be supplemented; this can 
be done through the addition of a refugium 
or commercially produced copepods. 
Depending on your fish, some individuals 
may take other foods too, such as live 
Artemia, mysis or even fish roe. Again, 
it’s always advisable to speak to fish shop 
staff prior to purchasing a mandarin to 
establish their husbandry routines too.

Initial specimen selection is also 
important, and the best indicator for how S
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Longnose butterflyfish 
can adapt to accept
frozen foods.
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an individual is likely to fare. Healthy 
specimens should be active, constantly 
picking at the substrate or rock of their 
tank, have ‘plump’ cheeks, a rounded 
stomach and no visible lines. A tip is to pay 
close attention to the mandarin when it’s 
‘feeding’ — the swallowing behaviour of 
the fish differs from the pecking behaviour 
it exhibits, and confusing the two can be 
detrimental to the fish’s health.

Filter feeders
Filter feeding species also provide 
a challenge for marine aquarists. The 
Sea apple, Pseudocolochirus violaceus, 
is a highly colourful sea cucumber, and 
attaches itself to the substrate in an area 
of high flow, using its mucus-covered 
feeding tentacles to feed. Small, frequent 
phytoplankton feeds are preferable, as in 
the wild these species spend most of their 
day continuously feeding from the water 
column. A good way to monitor the 
efficiency of your Sea apple’s feeds is to 
observe how often it withdraws individual 
tentacles to its mouth — if this isn’t being 
done on a regular basis then it’s probably 
not eating enough. A failure to extend the 
feeding tentacles at all indicates an 
immediate issue with either flow rate, 
food substance or both. Unfortunately, 

as starvation te     
a prolonged per     
be unaware of t    
it’s too late. Sea    
be impulse pur    
sold under the l   
only’ for good r   
more commonl   
Yellow sea cucu  
Colochirus robu    
the same fashio   
is considered an  
alternative, req     
phytoplankton  

Other filter fe    
tunicates — also  
referred to as se    
sponges can po     
to time, as well     
hitchhikers atta      
tunicates posse      
which water is      
over a specialis      
which essential      
the water, befor      
siphon. Similar      
sponges pump w     
sieving out food  g  
organic matter from the water.  Again, 
a consistent supply of phytoplankton 
is required to maintain these animals. 

 to avoid
 dicated research and 

ment many of the above 
 an be successfully 

 in aquarium settings, 
 re are some animals whose 

 rements are simply not 
  uarium life. Even the most 

 of aquarists are not 
  he temptation of trying 

    of these unsuitable animals, 
  cue efforts will only lead 

   emand for the species. 
     is a sale regardless of the 

  noble intentions behind it. 
 efish, Oxymonacanthus 

 are definitely one such 
  the wild, these obligate 

es exhibit a strong feeding 
nce for Acropora millepora. 
s have shown localised 
tions of these fish in 
nction with bleaching 
s affecting their coral prey, 

 spite the presence of 
tive, healthy coral colonies 

  ,  harlequin filefish prefer to 
pick at the bleached or dead instead. While 
there has been some captive breeding 
success; keeping these fish in large SPS 

What to look out for…
When looking at species with a reputation for 

being difficult to feed, always be sure to view 

the specimen first. Look at their posture, 

behaviour, the way they interact with other 

individuals in the tank and how they feed. 

Avoid any with sunken stomachs, damage to 

fins or gills, and they should remain alert and 

interact with their environment. Even more 

sedentary species should at least pay an 

interest in the goings on within their tank. 

Never be afraid to ask to watch an animal 

being fed; after all, any aquatic shop worth its 

salt should want to show off its healthy stock.
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Sea apples use 
mucus-covered 
tentacles to 
filter feed.

The spotted seahorse 
requires multiple 

daily feeds. 
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systemswhile theyareweanedontoa
captivediet, obtaininghealthy,wild-caught
specimens isextremelydifficult.
Ribboneels,Rhinomuraenaquaesita, are

anothersuchspecieswithpoorsurvival
records.Theirpenchant formeatydiets
doesn’t tallywith theirneed forpristine
waterconditions, andaddto thata frequent
reluctance to initiallyacceptanything
other thanfeederfish,means theyarea
speciesbestenjoyed in thewild, rather
thanbehindglass.
Whilesuccesscanbehadwith theblue

velvetnudibranchandBerghia, themajority
ofothernudibranchsshouldbeconsidered
unsuitable foraquariumlife.Asstated
earlier,nudibranchsareoftenobligate
feeders, andthiscanextenddownto the
species levelofwhatcanonlybeconsidered
asnicheprey in thefirstplace.Evenwith
thebestwill, thesedietaryrequirements
cannotbecurrentlymet inhomeaquaria.
While it is important toremember that

animalsare individualsandwhatmight
work foronemightberejectedbyanother,
successfullyprovidinganutritionaldiet
foraspecies isahugeweightoffan
aquarist’smindandastep in theright
direction.Afterall, responsibleaquarists
don’t justwantananimal tosurvive— they
want it to thrive.

Cleaning power
Cleanerwrasse in thewildremovedead
skin,mucusandectoparasites from
larger, clientfish,but insmalleraquarium
systemswithonlya fewfish, thisbehaviour
canbeharassing.
Inspeciessuchas theHawaiiancleaner

wrasse,Labroidesphthirophagus, thevast
majorityarewildcaughtandsoareeven
less inclined to takeprepared foods.For
wild-caughtcleanerwrasse,only the largest
aquariumshousinga largenumberoffish
arereallyable tomaintain them.
Advancements inmariculturemeanthat

captive-bred individualsaremaking their
way into the trade, andthe fact that these
specimensarerearedoncommercial,
pre-prepareddietscanhelpalleviateany
feeding issues.

Wild-caught cleaner 
wrasse require many
‘client’ fish to thrive.

Mandarin fish need  
a mature tank with  
a large copepod 
population.

Hillstream loach,
Sewellia spp, don’t
take to dried food.

L. trewavasae and other
Rift lake cichlids adapt
well to prepared foods.

Don’t be tempted  
unless you find a rare, 
captive-bred specimen.
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8071
How to keep algae at bay
How to keep nitrogen and phosphorous 

under control to reduce the spread of algae.

Fishkeeping answers
Some of the world’s top aquatic 

experts answer your questions.

Improve your 
Fishkeeping

The easy option
Keeping the peace in your aquarium 

sn’t always easy, so here are a few 

lternatives to some of the most 

opular but more boisterous fish.
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Some aquarium favourites aren’t always the best at keeping
the peace. We look at peaceful alternatives to the popular
but boisterous species.

The easy option

WORDS: STEVEN BAKER

Livebearers

GUPPIES Poecilia reticulata — Many

people’s first fish, the guppy is placid,

energetic and wildly colourful; all the

ingredients for a good community fish, you

might think. However, guppies are very

restrictive because of their flamboyant

finnage. Many fish we would consider

community fish, including many tetras, will

bite the tail of a guppy. If you only keep males

(to avoid breeding), I would suggest having at

least eight; keep less and they may pick on

the weakest one until it dies, then start on

the next weakest.

PLATY Xiphophorus maculatus

— Again, wildly colourful, the platy

is bred in many different shades, some with

interesting markings. The biggest issue with

all livebearers, including platies, is that they

breed very successfully and can easily overfill

a tank. In terms of temperament, they are very

placid. Males may hassle females (and even

other livebearering females) to breed but I’ve

never seen aggression from a platy.
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Tetras

BUENOS AIRES TETRA  Hyphessobrycon 

anisitsi — You may be instantly attracted to 

these fish in a shop tank as their shimmering 

silver sides and flashy red fins are eye-catching. They

are also active, confident and shoal well. Often sold

at around 2.5cm, they look like a good bet.

Unfortunately, they don’t stay 2.5cm. By the time 

they get to 8cm a cute little shoal has turned into 

a rampaging gang running up and down the streets 

knocking old ladies over and pulling shrubs out of 

front gardens. They have their place in large tanks 

with bigger, strong fish like Central American 

cichlids, but they aren’t a good choice for the 

average community tank.

RATHBURNS BLOODFIN TETRA 

Aphyocharax rathbuni — At full size these 

fish reach 4.5cm, are active and a good 

community tank choice. Naturally they are found 

in small groups rather than larger shoals, so you 

can do them justice by having four to six in the tank. 

They will pay you back with beautiful displays to 

each other, flashing the white tips of their pelvic fins, 

stretching their bright red fins and reflecting green 

hues along the length of their bodies.
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GREEN SPOT PUFFER

Tetraodon nigriventris

— Often sold with incorrect

information, these fish are not

community fish and, realistically,

not full-term freshwater inhabitants.

They will bite what they can. Danios

and barbs might stay clear of the

fused teeth, but don’t rely on it.

As they mature they will need salt

adding to the water — not a pinch

but enough to turn the tank to

brackish, or even full marine

conditions, and upset any

freshwater tank mates.

TIGER BARBS Puntigrus tetrazona — A real eye catcher with dark bars over

bright yellowy-orange and red flashes on the fins, tiger barbs are also commonly

available in ‘green’ and ‘albino’ strains (though albinos are generally leucistic).

They give the barb family a bad name with their boisterous behaviour and fin-nipping

tendencies. This is less of a problem if they are kept in higher numbers (eight or more),

but they will always be incompatible with smaller fish and anything with flowing fins.

PENTAZONA BARBS Desmopuntius hexazona — A small note about the name

here — almost all in the shops are hexazona, not pentazona, but it makes little

difference. The barbs you see in shops are likely to be brown and striped, which is

hardly eye-catching. A month or so in a settled tank and the edges of the male’s body will

glow with a burnt red colouring. They are well-behaved in a mixed tank.

Barbs

Puffers
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ANGELFISH Pterophyllum scalare — Here is a classic mistake. The way to keep

these fish well is in a large tank with at least 12 individuals. If kept in twos and threes

in a 70-100 litre tank they are likely to fight among themselves and bully smaller tank

mates when they start maturing. As young fish they look delicate and cute (which is why you

might feel confident that they aren’t aggressive) but they WILL turn.

AFRICAN BUTTERFLY CICHLID Anomalochromis thomasi — The delicate colours

of this characterful dwarf cichlid probably won’t jump out at you in a shop but the

iridescent blue body speckles, red fin edging and striking black bars will come. In terms

of temperament, don’t mix with long-finned fish or very timid tank mates, but they will mix fine

with most short-finned fish.

AMAZON PUFFER Colomesus 

asellus — Not a classic community 

fish, but the most suitable for a 

mixed tank. They are best mixed with 

short-finned, diligent fish like many tetras,

rasboras and barbs. Make sure you feed 

chunky, meaty foods like whole mussels 

and prawns so they wear down their 

continually growing teeth.

Cichlid
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KISSING GOURAMI Helostoma temminckii — A bold species with

a trick people love to watch. You may see them ‘kissing’, but in

reality, this kissing action is the equivalent of cichlids locking

mouths — it’s aggression towards one another. They can also be

aggressive to other tank mates in the same way, plus they grow to 25cm.

HONEY GOURAMI Trichogaster chuna — With a full size of 5.5cm

and enough character to fill a much larger fish, these gouramis are

a good choice for the community tank. The natural strain generally

looks washed out in shops, often a muted brown and nothing else, but the

natural colours far outshine those of the ‘red robin’ and ‘gold’ line-bred

variants once settled.

Basics

Catfish

PICTUS CAT Pimelodus pictus — The stunning, shining silver 

colour and a shark-like resemblance make many people want one 

of  these, but the long barbels and large eye highlight the fact that 

these cats are nocturnal hunters and they will feed on small fish. When your 

tetras are near the surface in a semi-sleep mode the pictus cat will feast, 

slowly picking off a shoal night after night.

PEPPERED CORY Corydoras paleatus — Wonderful, friendly little

fish, ‘cories’ have no aggression in them. They have bony scutes for

armour and small mouths that sift the substrate for their food. They

can be kept on rounded pea shingle but do best on sand and kept in groups

of five or more. Any sharp substrate will damage their small barbels. Their

movement on the base of the tank acts a bit like a road sweeper, moving

settled waste and helping it circulate up into the filter.

Gourami
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a box of goodies from Tetra 
for the letter of the month.

I recently saw some stunning Flame scallops 

for sale at my local marine dealer. Are they 

easy to keep in the aquarium? What would 

I need to house them?

DAVID ROBERTS, EMAIL

A Flame scallops, Lima scabra, (actually 

a kind of clam) are very challenging to 

maintain in the aquarium. They are amazing 

animals, no question; with their flashing mantle, 

they are quite a sight, but keeping them 

long-term is very difficult.

A Caribbean species, Lima scabra is found in 

shady rock and rubble zones on the reef, where 

they wedge themselves in using small fragments 

of rock. Because they’re quite cryptic, they may 

feel most at home in a spot where you’ll never

even see them! Tank mates need to be chosen

carefully, as many fish will find the scallops’ 

tentacles just too tempting to avoid. 

The main challenge in maintaining the species

is feeding. Unlike giant clams, they don’t house

symbiotic zooxanthellae. Flame scallops are

filter feeders, and they require very frequent 

feeding of phytoplankton, rotifers and liquid

invertebrate foods. ‘Broadcast’ feeding into the

tank isn’t ideal as the scallop won’t be able to

ingest much of the food (and liquid feeds also

run the risk of pollution if overdosed). Therefore,

it’s best to target feed these animals at least

daily (preferably several times a day), which is

quite a bind. A mature system with a refugium

may be able to provide at least some food for

them, but there is no substitute for individually

feeding each animal. 

Despite Flame scallops being widely available

in the hobby, they really do require serious

thought before purchasing to ensure they thrive,

and survival rates in aquariums are generally

pretty dismal without the appropriate long-term

commitment they need. 

DAVE WOLFENDEN

Q. Are these molluscs easy to keep?

MARINE
Flame scallops need to be 

target fed frequently.
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Here is a photo of the weed I have 

growing in my 90 l/22 gal tank. Please

could you tell me how to get rid of it?

Are there any fish that will eat it? The

tank is not in the sun. The filter is an 

AquaManta EFX200 external. I carry

out a water change of around 10% 

every week using conditioned tap 

water. The aquarium has been set up 

for a year and houses five White Cloud

Mountain minnows, five Harlequins, 

five Cardinal tetras, one gourami, two

corys and two Otocinclus. I feed the 

fish once a day.

BRIAN PEEPS, EMAIL

A What you’ve got there is a nice variety

of red algae including the forms we

sometimes call beard algae, brush algae,

and hair algae. 

The roster of fish that consume red 

algae is relatively short. Among 

commonly kept community species, 

the Siamese algae eater, Crossocheilus

langei, is probably the most familiar. 

Although the Flying fox, Epalzeorhynchos

kalopterus, is superficially similar, it 

doesn’t consume much red algae, so isn’t

a good alternative, despite being widely

sold as such. Your Otocinclus are excellent

consumers of green algae, but have little

to no interest in red algae. This is probably

true for most of the loricariid catfish, such 

as Ancistrus ‘bristlenose plecs’, which, 

while good algae eaters in other regards, 

will have no impact on beard, brush or 

hair algae. 

One of the best fish for controlling 

red algae, not to mention being an 

attractive and interesting livebearing fish

in its own right is Ameca splendens, but

unfortunately this species is a bit nippy.

Q. How do I get rid of this weed?
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Red algae thrives 
in tanks with slowly 
growing plants.

Otocinclus prefer
green to red algae.

The American flagfish 
may not get on with 
tank mates but does 
eat red algae.
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My daughter was given a cartoon

character aquarium for Christmas

and would quite like to keep fancy

goldfish, perhaps a fantail of some sort.

The aquarium comes with a small filter

but doesn’t have a heater. Will that be

a problem?

LIZ HOLLAND, EMAIL

AYou don’t say exactly how

big this aquarium is, and

its size is a much bigger issue

than the absence of a heater.

In fact, goldfish are perfectly

happy at normal room

temperatures, so a heater isn’t

usually necessary. Provided the

water temperature is between

18–25˚C, you’ll find most fancy goldfish

varieties will do very well indeed.

All the tanks of this type that I have come

across are around 15–20 l (about 3–4 gal)

in size and, while such a tank might look

big to someone who has never kept fish,

it’s actually a really small aquarium —

much too small for goldfish in fact, which

should really be kept in tanks of at least

10 times this size. Even young goldfish

should be kept in generous quarters

because they grow quickly and produce

a lot of waste.

Q. What can we keep in this small,
unheated tank?

For a tank of this size, why not consider

something like a Siamese fighter, or Betta

splendens, instead? These are very beautiful

fish that can live for several years when kept

properly, but they are tropical fish and must

be kept in a heated tank. You can buy small

heaters suitable for tanks like yours,

typically rated around 10-15W. If you

look at the packaging you’ll see

what tank a given heater is

suited to, but be sure to buy

one with a built-in thermostat

(most do, but double-check

with your retailer if you’re not

sure).

Betta come in all sorts of

colours, are generally easy to feed

and adaptable with regard to water

chemistry. They do poorly in mixed species

set-ups, so keeping a single specimen alone

in a small tank is the ideal. Mostly you’ll see

males on sale — they’re the ones with long

fins — but sometimes females are offered as

well. Don’t try to keep a pair though: in a

small tank the female will be bullied, and by

nature these fish are territorial loners that

don’t really need company.

Betta are personable fish that will interact

with their owners to varying degrees, even

begging for food once they’re settled in.

NEALE MONKS

About the only other commonly 

traded fish that consumes red algae 

enthusiastically is the Florida flagfish, 

Jordanella floridae, but this is a 

subtropical species that can be a bit 

sensitive (not to mention belligerent) 

in some community tanks. 

The thing to understand with red 

algae is that prevention is generally 

better than cure. Red algae thrives in 

tanks with moderate to high light levels, 

but only slowly growing plants. The 

classic situation is a tank with a few 

slow-growing Java ferns, Vallisneria 

and Amazon swords but not much else. 

Without any competition for light and 

dissolved nutrients, it’s easy for algae 

to grow rapidly and, for some reason, 

red algae seems to really thrive on the 

edges of slow-growing plants.

So, what you need to do is ramp up 

the background rate of plant growth 

while simultaneously removing as 

much infected material as you can. 

Dispose of any rocks or bogwood roots 

you can’t clean, and be ruthless about 

cropping back any overgrown plant 

leaves. It may even be necessary to 

completely replace badly covered 

plants with new ones. 

Once the red algae has been 

physically removed as far as practical, 

the next thing you need to do is to 

ensure there are also some fast-growing 

plants established. 

Floating Indian Fern is a good start, 

requiring very little in terms of care 

beyond bright light, but things like 

Hygrophila will work well too if you 

have a suitable substrate and possibly 

carbon-dioxide fertilisation to help 

them thrive. 

Strange as it might seem, once plants 

are well established and growing rapidly, 

red algae ends up suppressed to a very 

great degree, to the point where you 

might not even notice the few tufts and 

strands that emerge in the shadier 

corners of the tank!

NEALE MONKS

COLDWATER
Betta are beautiful but 

very territorial.
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Red algae get their name 

from their colour when 

preserved in alcohol, though 

oddly enough they also 

produce strikingly red faeces 

when they pass through 

the gut of certain fish, such 

as the Mexican splitfin, 

Ameca splendens.
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I recently purchased a 60 l/13 gal tank, which is 60 x 30 x 35cm

in size. I have been keeping fish for seven years, and I have a

Geophagus set-up and a Vaillant’s chocolate gourami set-up, as

well as a small Crystal red shrimp tank, so I would consider myself

fairly well experienced.

However, I am unsure what to stock my new 60 l aquarium with.

I am keen on Julidochromis transcriptus, or Lamprologus ocellatus

‘Gold’, but not sure if they would live together or even fit in that size

of aquarium tank.

As an alternative, I have access to RO (reverse osmosis) water

and like many soft water species, but I want to keep something

really unusual and different. I have a lot of wood and leaf litter

I could use, and some nice Cryptocoryne plants. Ideally a tank

set-up I would really love is a tannin-stained, slow moving, low to

medium lit tank with a sandy substrate, a few rocks, a lot of root

wood and leaf and cone litter with Vallis, crypts and moss. So, if

you could suggest anything that would really be at home in a 60 l

tank of that type, which is unusual, but not too difficult to keep and

feed, I would really appreciate it.

Any suitable suggestions would be welcome.

SAM PUTNAM, EMAIL

AI think your tank is probably a little small for the Julidochromis

transcriptus, which can be quite aggressive — you’d only be able

to keep a single pair in a tank the size you have and if they decide not

to get on, which isn’t unusual, then in such small quarters it could

end badly.

The Lamprologus ocellatus ‘Gold’ are a better fit both in terms of

size and temperament. You could probably fit a single male and

several females in your proposed tank — just make sure you add

sufficient shells for them to call home.

Q. What more unusual fish can I keep?
If you decide to go the ‘blackwater’ route, your proposed set-up

sounds good apart from perhaps the plants; Vallis is not fond of

acidic conditions. A true ‘blackwater’ tank seldom has plants as they

struggle in the reduced light levels, so don’t be surprised if even

easy-to-grow plants like crypts and moss don’t thrive. Dwarf cichlids

would make a colourful display with plenty of interesting behaviour

and if you can’t find anything you like the look of from the many

Apistogramma species for sale, perhaps the lovely Checkerboard

cichlid, Dicrossus filamentosus are worth a look? A pair of these with

a shoal of one of the less commonly seen tetras such as Golden tetra,

Hemigrammus rodwayi would look amazing with a group of one of

the dwarf Corys such as Corydoras pygmaeus to add further interest.

BOB MEHEN

TROPICAL
Julidochromis 

transcriptus can be 
quite aggressive. 

Create a colourful 
display with Dwarf 
cichlids. 
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My local aquatic shop has some ‘giant freshwater eel gobies’ 

in stock, but the guy there doesn’t know exactly what they are. 

They’re about a foot long, with big mouths, tiny eyes, and are 

a sort of dark silvery grey colour with darker wedge-shaped 

markings on the sides. They seem to be peaceful towards each 

other. Any idea what they are? I don’t mind keeping them in their 

own tank, but I’d prefer to keep them with other species if I could.

JONATHAN SCOTT, EMAIL

AThese fish sound like they are some sort of Gobioides species, 

the Violet or Dragon goby, Gobioides broussonnetii, being 

perhaps the best-known member of the genus, though Gobioides 

peruanus is probably traded at least as often. Very occasionally, 

closely related species such as Odontamblyopus spp. turn up as well.

All these gobies are quite similar in care. They are peaceful and, 

unless very hungry, will even ignore newborn Guppy fry! So, despite 

their large adult size — up to 60cm in the case of Gobioides 

broussonnetii — these big, omnivorous eel-like gobies prefer to eat 

tiny invertebrates such as brine shrimp and bloodworms, as well as a 

certain amount of algae, such as the algae wafers used to feed plecs.

The only awkward thing about this species is that it’s a brackish-

water, not a freshwater, species and it won’t last long if kept in a 

freshwater aquarium. The precise salinity doesn’t matter too much, 

but something between s.g.1.005 and 1.015 is ideal. So they combine 

best with brackish water species that aren’t going to compete 

strongly for food. Sailfin Mollies and other molly species are obvious 

choices, coming from the same sort of habitats in Central and South 

America, but inoffensive Southeast Asian species could be used just 

as effectively, for example Orange chromides or Knight gobies. 

NEALE MONKS

Q. What are these huge gobies?

My aquarium currently has two 13W T5 lamps. I would like to 

reduce the intensity of one of the lights so that at night the lighting

is dimmed. I only have artificial plants and community fish. I am

having a problem finding a lower wattage bulb to replace one of the

13W bulbs. Can you offer any advice please?

B NASH, EMAIL

AI may be wrong, but it sounds from your question as though

you currently run your lights 24/7. If this is the case then it’s

really not a good idea as most fish (troglobite species aside) have

evolved to go through a period of darkness where the diurnal 

species sleep and the nocturnal ones can be more active. On top

of this constant light can be a major contributing factor to 

nuisance algae. 

Even though you only have artificial plants I would recommend

putting your lights on a timer for between 8–10 hours as a stable,

predictable photo-period is beneficial for your fish. While night time

‘moonlight’ type blue lighting is popular it is not necessary for 

anyone other than the aquarist who wants to see their fish ‘at night’.

However, rather than fiddle with your tank’s existing lighting, it 

would be relatively easy to set up a stand-alone blue spectrum light

to simulate moonlight. Several manufacturers make compact, 

low-voltage LEDs for this purpose — check out what’s available at

your local aquatic shop.

BOB MEHEN

Q. How do I reduce my 
lighting?

75www.practicalfishkeeping.co.uk
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Using a timer to control 
light is a good idea.

Gobioides are not 
freshwater fish.
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I wish to have a natural-looking planted 

aquarium, possibly with Discus. My new 

aquarium will have a water volume of over 

1700 l (1300 l main tank and 400 l sump). 

Can you please advise me with regard to 

planting substrate and potential layout? 

The tank will be part of a room divider, 

viewed from both long sides and one end. 

I will be carrying out a fishless cycling 

process and then starting off with some 

tetras. I intend allowing the tank and 

sump filtration system to mature before 

introducing the Discus or other cichlids. 

The room the tank is in is heavily carpeted. 

I am retired so there will be no loud music.

DR JAMES KERR, EMAIL

A Discus are an unusual choice for a tank 

being used as a room divider because 

they’re shy fish that dislike heavy footsteps, 

bright light or loud noises. While such a tank 

might work, it’d need to be fairly ‘thick’ so 

there would be dense vegetation in the 

middle where the Discus could hide. Farmed 

Discus are much less sensitive than their 

wild-caught cousins, but there are perhaps 

better choices for this sort of tank among the 

South American cichlids. Standard issue 

Angels are bold and outgoing, and tame 

enough to find human company interesting, 

or least quick enough to learn that we’re not 

dangerous and likely to offer food. Festivums 

and Severums are two other options, though 

the latter at least are partial herbivores that 

will just as readily eat soft aquarium plants 

as any other green foods you put in the tank.

If you stick with Discus, I’d be looking at a 

tank at least 60cm/24in from front to back, 

and ideally more like 90cm/36in) so there 

is space in the centre to create some sort of 

vertical rock and bogwood arrangement. 

Slates are the classic stone used in Discus 

tanks, being dark in colour and having the 

right vertical shape, but anything will do 

provided it’s lime-free, so water chemistry 

won’t be affected. Synthetic bogwood roots 

can work very well too, as they are chemically 

inert and easy to clean. Discus are adapted 

to living among the roots of trees and in the 

shade of large pieces of sunken wood. Their 

tall but thin body shape allows them to slip 

into crevices where their predators can’t find 

them, and in the aquarium they do prefer a 

tank with similar sorts of hiding places.

As well as tall piles of wood or rocks, large 

grassy plants such as Giant vallis offer the 

same sort of shelter, but in deep tanks 

providing adequate lighting can be difficult. 

Discus don’t like bright light, and will often 

show faded colouration under such 

conditions, but floating leaves will quickly fill 

up the space at the top of the tank, providing 

welcome shade. Floating plants, such as 

Amazon frogbit, can be a useful stop-gap 

while rooted plants are settling in. If all else 

fails, use plastic or silk plants. 

When it comes to substrate, Discus dislike 

upwelling light, so a dark substrate is 

preferable, but choose one that’s easy to 

clean, because a substrate that traps organic 

waste will cause nitrate levels to rise faster 

than one that’s easily rinsed during water 

changes, and a high nitrate level is a serious 

health risk to Discus. Also, make sure the 

substrate doesn’t affect the water chemistry. 

Some substrates increase the rate of 

background acidification, which can be a 

problem in tanks with soft water unless you 

use a suitable low pH buffering product.

Regardless of how you decorate the tank, 

the main thing is that the Discus feel safe. 

They will never settle down if there’s too 

much bright light shining through the tank. 

Carpeting the area around the tank will help 

to deaden the vibrations caused by walking.

NEALE MONKS 
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Q. Will Discus suit this set-up?
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Discus don’t like 
bright light and need 

places to hide.
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Q. Is a soil 
substrate a 
good choice?
I am interested in changing my current

pea gravel substrate to an enriched

soil product to help with plant growth.

What are the benefits of these soils

and are they all the same? I have heard

something about ammonia spikes that

sounds quite scary!

SUE SHARP

ASoil substrates are popular with

plant growers, aquascapers and

shrimp keepers. Most of them are a

baked clay product but they do vary in

their nutrient content. One of the most

nutrient rich is probably ADA Aqua Soil

Amazonia that contains huge amounts of

nitrogen. It does leach a lot of ammonia

in the first few weeks so it’s vital not to

add any livestock if ammonia and nitrite

levels are detectable. Large, frequent

water changes are necessary to avoid

early algae issues, as ammonia is a

massive algae trigger. Benefits of soils

are they have a high cation exchange

capacity that means they soften the

water and remove nutrients from the

water column. Most soils will buffer the

pH between 5.5 and 6.5 making them

suitable for most plants and fish. The

soil grains are light, so planting can

sometimes be tricky when compared

with fine gravel.

Some soils are designed around shrimp

keeping and are not enriched with

nutrients, but they still have the pH

buffering characteristic.

Soils do eventually break down into

a muddy sludge that results in cloudy

water if there is any uprooting of the

plants. This usually occurs after around

9–12 months. The soil is still useable

but any maintenance involving the

disturbance of the soil should be

followed up with a water change.

GEORGE FARMER
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I’m researching for the Aqua Medic

Magnifica 100 aquarium to include sump,

skimmer and so on. I plan on using live

sand and live rock. I want to make sure it’s

done right. Please can you take a look at

my wish list — I’m sure I have too many

fish for this 320 l/70 gal aquarium, so any

advice on what to leave out would be good!

The list is: Flame angel, five Green

chromis, a pair each of Ocellaris clownfish,

Firefish, Banggai cardinalfish Pyjama

cardinalfish, an Orchid

dottyback, three Yellow

damsel, a Declivis

butterfly, a Yellow clow

goby and a Lawnmowe

blenny. Clean-up crew

would include Cleaner,

Blood red fire and

Harlequin shrimps and

a Sally Lightfoot crab.

JANE LEWIS, EMAIL

AThese are great-

looking tanks, and

look amazing. The fish li q

mix, but there are some lovely species.

Yellowtail damsels, despite their small

size, can be aggressive, so be cautious

with these. They’re by no means the most

belligerent damsel, but many aquarists

rue the day they added these to their reef.

Personally, I’d give them a miss and opt for

a few more Green chromis, Chromis viridis,

instead, as a large shoal of these more

laid-back fish can look stunning.

Declivis butterflies, Chaetodon declivis, are

a bit of a risk. They may nip at corals every

now and then, but will readily accept frozen

Q. Which of these fish would be
best for my reef?

feeds; the trick is to keep them well fed. They

need quite a bit of room too. Your tank will

have a nominal volume of 320 l/70 gal, but

you’re probably looking at just 250 l/55 gal

of water when rock and sand are added.

That’s pushing it for this species, which

ideally requires 500 l/110 gal-plus.

The cardinals should do fine, and both

Banggais, Pterapogon kauderni, and

Pyjamas, Sphaeramia nematoptera, can

be kept together in a tank this size. Get

d pairs as squabbling is

e otherwise, and only

captive-bred Banggais,

wild-caught specimens

re prone to a lethal viral

disease and wild capture

is under scrutiny for

sustainability issues.

The Flame angel,

Centropyge loricula, can

e a bit risky for picking

corals. As an alternative,

ider a Cherub angel, C.

these tend to be more

p d less prone to picking at

invertebrates. Dwarf angels can be quite

territorial, so should be the last fish added.

Harlequin shrimp (Hymenocera picta) are

challenging as they are obligate feeders of

starfish. It’s possible to keep them, but there

are ethical issues with having to maintain a

constant supply of live starfish. I’d steer clear

of Sally Lightfoot crabs. There are several

species sold under this name (the ‘classic’

species is Percnon gibbesi), and they are all

opportunistic predators and, as adults, may

even catch small fish!

DAVE WOLFENDEN

PLANTS

TOPTIP
Quarantine marine

fish before adding to

a reef tank, as the risk

of introducing parasitic

diseases is great. A small

tank will do and can

save headaches.
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Planting can be tricky 
as soil grains are light.

Get pairs of Pterapogon 

kauderni to avoid 
squabbles.

Cherub angels aren’t 
likely to pick at 
invertebrates.

There are ethical 
issues if keeping 
Harlequin crabs.
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Q. Should I keep the salinity down in my 
FOWLR set-up?

I have a 240 l/53 gal FOWLR (fish-only-with-live-rock) system 

containing approximately 12 kilos of live rock. It has a JBL 1501 

external filter and a Deltec MC500 protein skimmer. I have the 

temperature set at 26°C. The salinity is at 28–29ppt. Please could 

you tell me if this is OK? I’ve read that a FOWLR system is best 

run at a slightly lower salinity than in a reef system as it puts less 

osmostic stress on the fish — is this true?

Could you please explain the best way to work out how much 

freshwater to add to account for evaporation?

EOIN MURPHY, EMAIL 

A This system sounds great in terms of filtration and skimming 

as both your canister and skimmer can cope with even larger 

tanks, so you should have excellent results with these in place. 

The live rock will provide additional filtration and seed the system 

with beneficial microorganisms; the quantity of rock might be 

a bit low for a full reef tank, but for a FOWLR it should be fine.

Some folks do run their FOWLR systems at lower salinities, 

whereas others prefer to use full-strength saltwater (around 

35ppt), and there’s no definitive answer here. While it’s definitely 

best to run a reef at full strength, a FOWLR gives the potential 

to run the water at lower salinity. At 28–29ppt, the bacteria and 

other microorganisms of the live rock will survive, and it is true 

that the fish have to work less to osmoregulate. You won’t want 

to drop the salinity any lower than this for a FOWLR, as this will 

start to affect the live rock as well as reducing the efficiency of the 

skimmer (skimmers don’t work well in fresh water, so dropping 

the salinity by too much will mean you’ll start to compromise 

foam production).

To help maintain a stable salinity, you can get an idea of the 

approximate amount of evaporation over a given time by firstly 

accurately marking the water level in the tank (do this with the 

pumps off and the water’s surface still) when the water is already 

at your required salinity. After a day or so of normal running, note 

the new level and add sufficient RO (reverse osmosis) water from 

a measuring jug to bring it back to the original mark, checking it’s 

back to the right salinity. If you know how much RO water has 

been added consistently over a given period of days, you can work 

out an average amount to add on a daily basis as a guide, but as 

you’ve said it’s really important to regularly check the salinity 

using a refractometer or hydrometer so salinity doesn’t drift. 

Do bear in mind that in many cases, problems occur due to 

measurement error (for example from poorly calibrated 

refractometers). Therefore, it’s best to use a good-quality 

instrument for measurement of salinity, making sure it’s used 

according to the instructions, correctly maintained and properly 

calibrated if applicable.

DAVE WOLFENDEN
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Fish and other tank 
dwellers need the 
correct salinity.



Expert aquarium care with our digital water test app, download here:

Q. Should I prune this
carpeting plant?

I have Eleocharis in my planted tank, and it has started to grow

very well. My question is when and why to prune. I have seen

demonstrations of pruning this plant (as well as other Eleocharis

spp.) where the grass is cut low, near to the substrate. What I do

not understand is what happens to the lower growth — does it

decompose or regrow? If it does regrow, why prune in the first

place? If anything, would pruning not make the plant even thicker

and more condensed?

JOHN GERARD ANUSAS, EMAIL

AMy advice is to prune whenever the plant becomes an eyesore

in terms of it looking overgrown — this is a matter of personal

taste. Another consideration is to thin out the carpet once it becomes

excessively thick, as the lower levels will be starved of light, prone to

rot and lead to algae and excess waste organics.

Pruning the Eleocharis blades does the plant little or no harm,

although the blade usually stops growing. The action of trimming

the blade does seem to trigger new growth, especially if the plant is

fresh from the nursery and it is the emerged form (grown out of

water). The new growth is then readily adapted to its submerged

form (underwater).

All carpeting plant species require maintenance of some form.

The amount depends on the species and your growth conditions.

GEORGE FARMER

3 alternative carpeting plants
Hairgrass (Eleocharis) makes a very good carpeting plant, but its

fast growth can become a problem for some aquarists. If this

happens try switching to something much slower.

Marsilea crenata is a lovely, easy and slow-growing carpeting

species. Also slow is Elatine hydropiper, although this is relatively

demanding. Another option would be Cryptocoryne parva.

Cryptocoryne parva Elatine hydropiper

Eleocharis Marsilea crenata

www.practicalfishkeeping.co.uk 79
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How to prepare Hairgrass for planting

6The plantlets can now be planted as close
as 1cm apart. Using plants that consist of

only a few leaves stops them clumping
together. This can prevent algae taking hold
and it gives space for new growth.

5 Ease the 
plant apart 

into several 
very small 
plantlets

1Carefully 
remove the 

Hairgrass from 
the pot with 
your fingers

2Gently peel 
off the bulk 

of the mineral 
wool by hand

3Wash off the 
rest of wool in 

a container of 
room temperature 
water

4Trim the 
leaves down 

to a length of 
about 3.5cm 
(1.5 inches)
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Pruning is a matter 
of  personal taste.
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Keeping nitrogen and phosphorus under control will reduce the
spread of algae and result in a happy, healthy pond or aquarium.

Algae is the simplest form of plant life, but its

lack of complexity is often its strong point as

it allows it to respond rapidly to a shift in water

conditions, meaning that a ‘bloom’ of algae can

happen quickly. Let’s first look in more detail

at the two nutrients that help algae thrive. By

understanding where these nutrients come 

from, we can control them and prevent algae

being a problem in your pond and aquarium.

Although plant life needs many nutrients to

grow, there are three key nutrients that enable

algae to flourish. Nitrogen and phosphorus 

are at the top of the list, and are big triggers

of algal growth.

Sources of nitrogen

The principal source of nitrogen in your pond

comes from waste ammonia, which results 

from fish excretions and from the breakdown

of organic matter. Nitrogen also enters our 

ponds and tanks through tap water and, as 

many parts of the country now suffer from high

levels of nitrogen due to agricultural fertilisers,

controlling the levels in your aquarium or

pond is more important than ever.

By using Tetra AquaSafe, you can be sure

that your fish are protected from many

harmful substances in tap water.

Phosphorus in your water

Phosphorus will cycle through numerous

forms in the water, none of which are toxic

to fish at normal levels. Dissolved Inorganic

Phosphorus (DIP), Dissolved Organic

Phosphorus (DOP), and Particulate Organic

Phosphorus (POP) are the most abundant

forms and are also known as Orthophosphate,

reactive phosphate and phosphate. Here the

phosphorus is dissolved in the water body

usually as PO43-, H2PO4- or HPO42+. The

acidity of the water determines the proportion

of these phosphorus species in the water.

One of the main inputs of phosphorus in the

water is fish food. Artificial diets like flake and

pellet foods have a phosphorus concentration

in the region of 1%, so after each feeding

WORDS: DAVE HULSE, TECHNICAL CONSULTANT AT TETRA
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Managing inputs and 
outputs of phosphorus 
and nitrogen will help 
control algal outbreaks.

Clean gravel and
sponges regularly.
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Algae

Dave Hulse is Tetra’s Technical Consultant. He has 20 years of experience within the

aquatics industry, and has been involved in education and training for

the last 15 years, having taught at both Sparsholt and Reaseheath 

Colleges. He is currently based at the School of Life Sciences at Keele 

University where he turns his hand to other subjects in the biological 

sciences — although he usually manages to crowbar a piscatorial 

reference in at some point!  With such a varied 

nd rich background in aquatics, Dave brings 

 wealth of experience to support Tetra and 

ts customers.

WHAT PRODUCTS TO USE?

session the amount of phosphorus cycling in

the aquarium will increase. The nutrient is

also excreted by animals and plants as they

metabolise. Another significant source of 

phosphorus into the water is the rupture 

of dead cells. Fish will be constantly 

sloughing dead cells and plants will 

release dead tissues into the water, 

where the cells will again rupture and 

release their contents.

Controlling nutrients
The key to controlling levels of nitrate 

and phosphate in the aquarium and 

pond is to minimise the inputs and 

maximise the outputs. As mentioned above,

nitrate and phosphate enter the water

primarily due to the breakdown of your fish’s

waste. Limiting fish numbers is one option,

but there are others.

In aquariums, regular ‘hoovering’ of the

ravel and cleaning of sponges in filters will

ush both fish and organic waste down the

rain where it cannot pollute the tank water. 

emember, nitrate also enters the system 

hrough tap water, so if levels are high in 

our area, consider installing a nitrate-

pecific anion exchange filter or reverse 

smosis (RO) unit. 

As well as lowering inputs, another way to 

wer these levels in the tank is to amplify the 

athways by which they naturally leave the 

nk. As mentioned, all plants need nitrogen 

nd phosphorus to thrive, so increasing the 

vel of aquarium plants will deprive the 

Tetra’s AlgoRem

targets single cell

pond algae and is

a safe treatment

for persistent

outbreaks.

Using Tetra’s

AquaSafe prepares

tap water for use

in your pond or

aquarium simply

and quickly.

EasyBalance relies

on bacteria to

lower the nitrate

level and keeps fish

and plants in good

condition.

Tetra’s

PhosphateMinus

removes

phosphate and

won’t produce

cloudy water.

algae of spare nutrients and it will not be

able to grow. 

Another pathway by which nitrogen may 

leave the aquarium is through bacterial 

denitrification. The nitrogen cycle sees 

bacteria that live in oxygen-free environments 

using nitrate as an oxygen source. These 

oxygen-free pockets can be found deep in the 

aquarium gravel. Tetra’s EasyBalance relies on 

these bacteria to lower the nitrate level of the 

aquarium, while reducing cleaning efforts and 

keeping fish and plants in top condition. 

You can use liquid additives to remove 

phosphates from aquarium water. For 

example, Tetra PhosphateMinus can remove 

2 mg/l of phosphate when used as instructed

and will cause no water clouding, KH reduction

or harm aquarium inhabitants. Phosphate-

removing chemical filter media are also very

useful in removing DIP from the aquarium or

pond. These rely on a natural attraction for

negatively charged phosphate (PO43-), to

positively charged molecules such as

aluminium or iron. 

When it comes to pond algae, there are some 

fast solutions on the market to target both 

floating and pond algae, such as Tetra’s 

AlgoRem and AlgoFin water solutions, which 

provide effective and safe treatment for 

persistent blooms. 

Overall, there are many ways to attack 

aquarium or pond algae, but the most 

successful and sustainable strategies place 

nitrate and phosphate reduction at the heart 

of the approach.
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A simple life form but 
very adaptable. 

Algae thrives on 
waste nutrients.



With a colossal mouth and
is the reef’s most unlikely
to keep an eye on them (if
WORDS: CHRIS SERGEANT

 THE ART OF THE

AM
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T
he key to success in the fish-
eat-fish world of the coral reef 
is to stay one step ahead in the 
evolutionary arms race, and 

when you only reach 10cm with your fins 
outstretched, you have to use every trick 
in the book to do so. 

Enter the Clown frogfish, Antennarius 
maculatus. Like their antennariidae family 
members, these benthic predators are the 
masters of disguise — spot one of these in the 
wild and you’ll be the toast of your dive crew. 
These fish have masquerading as a sessile 
reef inhabitant down to a T, and the devil 
is in the detail. 

Master of mimicry
Raised lumps, coloured patches, fleshy 
extensions — you name it, the frogfish 
employs it. This aggressive mimicry allows 
them to blend in with their immediate 
environment, be it coral, algae, sponges or 
tunicates, and remain hidden from both 
would-be predators or prey. If it finds itself on 
bleached white sections of reef while adorned 
in yellow; no problem — the frogfish can alter 
its coloration in a matter of weeks, ensuring 
that they disappear from view entirely. 

On the prowl
With the lack of a swim bladder impeding 
their buoyancy and, consequently, their 
swimming ability, Clown frogfish prefer to 

‘walk’ between hunting spots. Modified 
pelvic and pectoral fins enable them to 
move around over the sand or reefscape 
with greater ease, with jet propulsion 
used to cover greater distances. 

Having selected a suitable spot, 
the frogfish employs a waiting 
game. Plucking a fish from 
a shoal requires patience 
and precision, something 
these fish have in 
abundance. Go too 
early and your quarry 
escapes, your cover is 
blown and the game is 
over. Individual frogfish 
have been known to 
remain stationary for 
weeks on end waiting for 
a feeding opportunity.

 
Striking out
Even frogfish have limits 
to their patience though, 
so to speed things up their 
next trick is to go fishing. 
Clown frogfish have a 
modified first dorsal spine, 
split into the illicium, which 
acts as the rod, and esca, or 
lure. This particular species 
then rotates the illicium, 
flicking the esca to mimic 
a tiny fish or shrimp. Once 
a curious fish or crustacean
ventures close enough, enticed in
by the prospect of an easy meal, the
tables turn as the lure retracts and these
would-be predators find themselves in
the role of the prey in an instant.

It really is a case of blink and you miss it,
with the frogfish’s cavernous mouth capable
of expanding 12x its usual size, allowing them
to swallow much larger prey whole. Not only
that, but the speed of the strike; just 1/6000
of a second, makes it one of the fastest in
the animal kingdom, meaning they can
engulf a fish without the surrounding shoal
even realising.N
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Frogfish can change
colour to blend in with
their environment.
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“With a cavernous 
mouth and a strike 
speed of 1/6000 of a 

second, the frogfish can 
engulf its prey without 
the surrounding shoal 

even realising.”
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Given an opportunity, aggressive
pest anemones can overrun a
tank, stinging corals and other
invertebrates. Here’s what you need
to know about controlling them.

THE REEF 

WORDS: DAVE WOLFENDEN
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WOULD YOU BE ABLE TO 
SPOT THIS PEST IN HERE?
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T
here are several species in the
genus Aiptasia, which are 
collectively known as glass or
rock anemones. Aiptasia 

pulchella is often cited as being the most
common species found in aquariums, but
whether this is the case or not is a moot
point. Whatever the species, these 
anemones all have broadly similar habits
— put simply, they’re tough, opportunistic
pests that can cause major headaches in
the reef aquarium. Their ability to overrun
a tank, stinging corals and other sessile 
invertebrates means a plague of Aiptasia
can be a real nightmare. 

Know your enemy
The opportunistic nature, adaptability and
resilience of Aiptasia, plus their incredible
reproductive and defensive strategies,
means they’re a formidable foe. If they were
six feet tall, they wouldn’t look out of place
in a sci-fi monster movie.

OAiptasia reproduce both sexually and
asexually. Sexual reproduction involves the
release of gametes from male and female
anemones. Some Aiptasia even produce
hermaphroditic individuals in addition to
both males and females, a phenomenon
known as trioecy, and some may
self-fertilise, meaning their reproductive
tactics are flexible and extremely adaptive.
In any case, sexual reproduction
results in microscopic, motile
larvae known as planula, which
can settle and develop into an
adult Aiptasia.

O The planulae initially
lack zooxanthellae, but
following settlement
they acquire symbiotic
dinoflagellates
(Symbiodinium spp.)
from the environment.
Even if they are
unsuccessful in capturing
symbionts, they can still
survive solely through
organismal feeding.

O To reproduce asexually,
Aiptasia perform

O Aiptasia have tentacles armed with
potent nematocysts, and they can sting
neighbouring corals, allowing the anemone
to overgrow them. When threatened,
Aiptasia can eject acontial filaments
through the body wall. These are coiled
tubules originating from the gut and, as
they’re loaded with nematocysts and
digestive enzymes, they can cause serious
damage to predators or competitors in spite
of the anemone’s size.

O Aiptasia are extremely hardy,
and can survive in a wide range of
conditions — they can tolerate
high and low lighting intensity,

endure poor water quality
and withstand extremes of
salinity and temperature
that corals can’t cope with.

Don’t introduce
them
As far as practical advice
goes, try not to let Aiptasia
into the system to begin
with by giving live rock,
corals and macroalgae a
thorough once-over before
introducing to the main
aquarium. This approach
is never going to be
guaranteed, thanks to the
anemone’s often cryptic
nature and the fact that

lae can hide unseen,
t to

rock for a few weeks can also allow time for 
any anemones that may be lurking to make 
their presence known and be dealt with 
appropriately before they have an 
opportunity to play havoc in the main tank. 

Once introduced, Aiptasia can be very 
difficult to eradicate — maybe impossible 
in some systems barring a complete 
stripdown. They can live in overflow and 
return pipework (in fact overflow pipework 
and weirs are ideal habitats for them as they 
bring a plentiful supply of food), pumping 
out planulae to continually recolonise the 
system, so it really does pay to keep them 
out from the get-go.

Dealing with Aiptasia
Once they’re in, control and eradication 
of Aiptasia is best approached on a number 
of fronts: limiting feeding to hamper their 
proliferation; the use of chemicals to kill the 
adult anemones; and perhaps employing 
biological control as a long-term measure 
to keep numbers in check and — just maybe 
— eliminate them altogether.

Don’t feed them
There’s no doubt that Aiptasia tend to thrive 
in tanks with heavy broadcast feeding; 
they’re adept at catching particulate matter 
of varying sizes. If Aiptasia appears it pays 
to review feeding, and it might be necessary 
to focus on specific target feeding of 
individual corals to prevent the pest 
anemones from stealing food and acquiring 
the resources they need. 

Restricting the supply of food to Aiptasia 
ill by no means eradicate them as they 

  e their algal symbionts and will 
e by pedal laceration, but it’s a 

 first step in the fight against them 
  help to keep numbers in check at 

 y least.

 chemical warfare
 are several chemicals for dealing with 

sia, each of which has varying success 
 All of these involve direct application 

e chemical to the anemone. There are 
n-tank treatments for blanket 

dication of Aiptasia (but invent one 
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Strong pedal discs 
make manual removal 
of Aiptasia ineffective.

Ingestion of Aiptasia-X will 
kill the unwanted pests.



and you’ll make a killing), so this approach
takes time and dedication. As it requires
direct application, it’s only suitable for those
Aiptasia that are both visible and easily
accessible. There could well be individuals
lurking unseen behind rockwork, and tiny
newly settled larvae or pedal fragments yet
to develop into anemones large enough to
deal with. Therefore, chemical control is
often viewed as part of a coordinated 
approach rather than a complete solution
in its own right, but it can be effective at
knocking down small infestations, with
regular treatments effectively managing
the situation.

Do it yourself
There are many options here: DIY 
treatments involve injection with boiling
RO (reverse osmosis) water, lemon juice,
kalkwasser (saturated calcium hydroxide),
vinegar and even sodium hydroxide
solution, which some reefkeepers refer to
as ‘reef napalm’. Some of these chemicals
(especially sodium hydroxide) can be
hazardous, so great care needs to be taken
when using them. Safer commercially
available treatments include Red Sea’s
Aiptasia-X. This reef-safe product works
differently from the common DIY
treatments, as it’s deposited on the
anemone’s oral disc rather than being
injected into the tissues. Once theAiptasia
has ingested the product it is killed.

Whichever treatment is used, it’s
important to monitor theAiptasiaas
repeated treatments may be necessary for
individual anemones — they may also
release planulae or reproduce asexually
following treatment, so be prepared for

further outbreaks. It’s also best to avoid
treating too many anemones at once as
deadAiptasiamay impact on water quality,
and some chemicals can alter the water
chemistry of the tank. For example,
overdoing it on kalkwasser can raise pH,
but small amounts at a time won’t create
any problems.

Call in reinforcements
There are several fish and invertebrates
that are known predators ofAiptasia. Each
have their own issues, so you’ll need to be
aware of the risks before enlisting their help.
In some cases, species used forAiptasia
control can attack coral polyps so small

infestations might be better managed
through chemical means alone. IfAiptasia
spreads around the tank and becomes
unmanageable, however, biological control
might be necessary.

Copperband butterflyfish
The Copperband butterflyfish (Chelmon
rostratus) is hit-or-miss. They will
sometimes make light work of anAiptasia
infestation, and sometimes ignore the
anemones completely while feasting on
more desirable invertebrates including
feather dusters and, occasionally, coral
polyps. They can also be sensitive; get a good 
one and they can be great, but too many

Marine
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Don’t mechanically 
remove Aiptasia
With many other pests, manual

removal is one of the go-to techniques 

in the first instance, but try and avoid 

this approach with Aiptasia.

Remember that the anemones have 

amazing reproductive powers — they 

may simply employ these if attempts 

are made to physically remove them. 

Due to the very strong pedal disc (foot), 

complete removal of an individual

anemone is next to impossible — at 

least some of the anemone will remain, 

and the end result tends to be a

smashed-up mass of tissue. In effect, 

this can cause the anemone to go into 

pedal laceration overdrive, which can 

simply lead to even more anemones

being created.
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You may be lucky and 
have a Copperband 
that will deal with 
anemones.

Check under rocks when 
trying to eradicate 
Aiptasia. 



suffer fromstressafter shippingandfail
tosettle intoaquariumlife.Copperbands
canreach20cmin lengthandarevery
active, so theyneedat least300 litres tank
volume,andpreferablymuchmore.

Aiptasia-eating filefish
Acreichthys tomentosus isnowapopular
fish forbiological controlofAiptasia.
Growing to12cmin length, this Indo-West
Pacificspecies isn’t strictlya reeffish,
inhabitingseagrassandmudhabitats.Even
so, theycanworkwell inareefaquariumto
clear infestations,but theiropportunistic
naturemeans theycanalsonipatcoral
polyps, sokeepaneyeonthemandkeep
themwell fedonce they’veclearedan
anemone infestation.

Peppermint shrimp
Thepeppermintshrimp(Lysmata
wurdemanni) fromtheCaribbean is
apopularcandidate forAiptasiacontrol.
Theycanstrugglewithrealwhoppers
(whichcanbedealtwithchemically), but
forsmalleranemones theycanbeexcellent.
If they’re right foryoursystem,havingapair

ormoreof theseonstandby isagood
strategyeven ifpestanemonescurrently
aren’t aproblem,butdokeepaneyeonthem
asthey’renot risk-free.
It’s important toget thegenuinearticle,

as someotherspeciesareverysimilar in
appearance to the truepeppermintshrimp,
but theymaynothave thesamepenchant
forsnackingonanemones; someimpostors
(suchas thecamelshrimpsRhynchocinetes
spp.)will generally ignoreAiptasiawhile
pickingat soft coralsandcolonial
anemones.Positive IDcanbetricky, and in
fact it’snowbelieved thatL.wurdemanni
maycomprisecryptic specieswithina
‘complex’.Basically, you’re looking fora
shrimpwithapartly translucent, red-tinged
bodywithredstripes runningalong, across
andatanangle to thebody; theband
runningacross themiddleof theabdomen
is thicker thantheothers. Inanycase, if the
shrimparewildcaughtandfromthe
Indo-Pacific, theyaren’tL.wurdemanni.
Dobear inmindthatpeppermintscanbe

good,but they’renotguaranteed tocleara
tankofAiptasia, and insomecases theycan
start to feastoncoralpolyps (presumably
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Magic wand?
An arcane electrical device known as the ‘Majano

Wand’ offers a high-tech solution to physical

control of pest anemones. Rather than directly

zapping with electricity, the Majano Wand uses

electrolysis to produce hydrogen gas from water,

when the wand touches a pest anemone hydrogen

is produced within the anemone which in turn kills

it. In action, the Majano Wand does seem to work,

melting away the tissue of anemones before your

very eyes. However, the amazing regenerative

powers of pest anemones means their numbers

could actually be increased through improper use.

It will only kill the cells that it touches so cells

that are missed could go on to be another pest

anemone. To be fair, it’s not marketed as an

‘Aiptasia Wand’ and it could be of use in dealing

with less prolific pests, such as Majanos, and

perhaps polyps that are growing rampant.

Berghia have a nifty trick; they

sequester (store) nematocysts

from Aiptasia they eat and use

them as a defensive measure.

This doesn’t make them

immune to predation however,

so be aware that certain

wrasses and crustaceans

(including peppermint shrimp)

may snaffle them.

Did
you

know

Seagrass filefish may
be a weapon against
Aiptasia infestations.
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moreso if they’re famished).Somefolks
find ithelpful to ‘train’peppermintsbefore
letting themloose in themainaquariumby
placing theminasmall separatequarantine
tankwithsomeAiptasia.Withholding feed
fora fewdaysshouldprompt theshrimpto
turntheirattention to theanemonesand
acquire the taste for them.

Berghia nudibranchs

Thesenudibranchs (Berghiastephanieae)
canbebrilliantatAiptasiacontrol, and
they’re reef safeas theyappear tobe
obligate feedersofAiptasia,meaning they
posenorisk tocoralsorotherprized
invertebrates.However, growing toa
maximumof2cmin length,Berghiaare
tinyandyoumightneedquitea fewtomake
an impactdependingonthedensityof
Aiptasia; formoderate infestations,up to
fiveBerghiaper100 litres is realisticand
they’renotcheap.
It’sbest toacclimatecarefullyandaddthe

Berghia to the tank individually.Place them
near,butnotontheAiptasia. (Ithasbeen
knownforAiptasia toeatBerghia ifdropped
directly into themoutharea.) Ifpossible
usea turkeybasterorpipette,preferably
inadarkorshadyspotwith lowflow.Once
added, theymaydisappearentirely from
viewandsoyou’llhave tohope for thebest
(they tendtobenocturnal, soyoumayeven

needtosearch for themusinga torchat
night).Over time, theBerghiashould
start todeplete theAiptasia, and
mayevenbreed in theaquarium.

AdownsidewithBerghia is that
theywill starve todeathwithin
five tosevendaysofclearing the

tank.Someaquaristscatch themupwhen
the infestation isover.TheBerghiacanthen
besentonanother ‘tourofduty’ ina fellow
reefkeeper’s systemormaintained ina tank
ofAiptasiauntilneededagain.

Majano anemones

Majanoanemonesaresmall andoften
colourful specimens; they’reoften
identifiedasAnemoniamajano, although
other relatedspeciescouldbegenerically
lumped inwith them.AswithAiptasia, they
hitchhike inon liverock; theyarenowhere
nearascommonor invasiveasAiptasia, but
theycanspread(especially innutrient-rich,
heavily fed tanks)andstingcorals.They’re
actuallyquiteattractive,butyou’ll stillwant
tokeepthemincheck toprevent themfrom
causingproblems.Maintainoptimalwater
quality, ensureaggressiveskimmingand
avoidexcessive feeding to limit thespread
of theanemones.
Theoptions forbiological controlare

limited.Manyof theangelsandbutterflies
whichwill snackonthesearedefinitelynot
reef-safe;Berghiawon’t touchthemand
peppermintshrimpwill largely ignore
Majanos.Aiptasia-eatingfilefish,however,
areworthapunt.
Majanosarebestcontrolled (at least

initially) throughmanual removaland/or
theuseofchemicalcontrol.Kalkwasserand
Aiptasia-Xaregoodoptions forchemical
control, and it’spossible topull individual
anemones fromrocksusingpliersor
forceps.Thetrick is to tryandgrab the
entireanemoneor, evenbetter, thepartof
rockonwhich it’s attachedas it’spossible
thatanyremaining tissuecanregenerate.
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Despite competition from invasive species, and
man-made destruction on all sides, one fish clings
tenaciously to existence – but for how long?

CYPRU
KI L I
WORDS & PHOTOS: CHRIS ENGLEZOU

S ingthe
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Habitat

I
’vealwaysbeensomewhatof
anaturalist—Ihavewonderful
childhoodmemoriesof spending
familyholidays inmypaternal

homelandofCyprusfindingallkindsof
snakes, lizardsand insects.
Back inearly2013,prior tostartingmy

conservationworkwith theFreshwater
LifeProject, Ibeganconsidering the idea
ofexploring theaquatichabitatsalong the
coastofCyprus insearchofawell-known
killifish, thebiotopesofwhichhadbeen
littleexplored there.
Themosteastern island in the

Mediterranean,Cyprushas little in the
wayofnative inlandfishspecies.At that
timeonlyAphanius fasciatusandSalaria
fluviatiliswererecorded, althoughthe
latterhadnotbeenreportedsince1909,
when itwasfirstdiscoveredbyRoland
L.N.Michell in just three torrents in the
LimassolDistrict; to thisday they’ve
remainedelusive.
Aphanius fasciatus iswelldistributed

in theMediterraneanwithpopulations
inalmosteverycountry, thoughtheyall
reporthabitat loss, invasivespeciesand
even localextirpations.
Sincerecordsbegantherehavebeen

only twoknownpopulationsofAphanius
inCyprus,one locatedonthesouthwest
of the islandat theAkrotiriSaltLake,
while theotherpopulation inhabits
lagoonalmarshlandextendingacross
SilverBeachandGlapsidesBeachon
theeastcoastatFamagustaBay.The
Famagustapopulationsitsclose to the
militarybufferzoneandso itwasnotour
firstchoice toexplore thereat the time
—subsequently, visitors fromHungary
werearrestedby theTurkisharmyfor
conductingresearchthere.Still, on
12August2013weheadedtoAkrotiri
tomakeourfirstobservations.

A losing battle
Onarrivalat theAkrotiriSaltLakewe
weregreetedby toweringwallsof
Phragmitesaustralis, a commonperennial
reed inwetlandhabitats. InCyprus it’s an
indicatorofwhereyoucanfindwater, as
conditionsareexceptionallyaridduring

thesummermonths.Phragmites reedsgrow
inariparian fashionalong thenorthern
andeasternedgesof the lake, and
penetrates forsomeconsiderabledistance
intoandawayfromthe lake, along the
supplying freshwater inletsof theGaryllis
Riversystem.
As thereedsdissipatedwefoundareas

where thewatermet thedry, aridground.
Thespacesbetweenthereedbed formed
smallpools surroundedbyJuncus
subulatus, aperennial geophyte,which
werepackedwith theaquaticplantRuppia
maritimaandclumpsofCladophoraalgae.
Thewaterwas thickwithfish.Aswe

graspedatourequipment, I realised that
wewere lookingataquitedifferent type
offishspecies thantheonewewere
expecting tofind.Thewaterwassaturated
withCyprinodontiformesbutonerespectful
swipe into thewater revealedsomething
trulydevastating—theentire reedbedwas
filledwith invasiveGambusiasp., aNorth
American ‘MosquitoFish’.Wecouldnot
findasingleAphanius.
Wesearched forsometimeandfound

nothingother thanthe invasiveGambusia.
Theyweresupposedly introducedto the
islandofCyprusduring themid-1940s to
controlmosquitoesbut, being livebearers,

theyhavequicklyoutnumberedthenative
egg-layingAphanius, and theiraggression
towardotherspecies iswelldocumented.
Notonlydotheyeat theeggsandyoungof
theAphanius, diminishing theirnumbers
over time,but theyalsoattack juvenileand
matureadultsmaking it extremelydifficult
for themtoco-existandreproduce.

Chance sighting
Weheadedover to theothersideof the lake
butbefore leaving,myeyesweredrawnto
whatappeared tobeaconcretedrainage
systemopposite the lake.Waterwas
movingdirectly throughthedrainsand
into thereedbedsowedecided to take

“Beforeeven
reachingthe
smaller lagoons,
inthelargeone
wespottedlarge
groupsof juvenile
Aphanius,which
swamhappily
throughthe
protective
miniatureforest
ofRuppia.”

www.practicalfishkeeping.co.uk

Alphanius have found 
a home surrounded 

by halophytes. 

Aphanius fasciatus 

are virtually extinct 
in Cyprus.
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a look just for the sake of saying we had 
searched everywhere. On inspection, the 
drain was full of Gambusia and there 
was a more-than-healthy development 
of Ruppia here, accompanied by 
well-established clumps of Cladophora 
on the surface. I was disheartened, but 
just as I was about to concede, a sudden 
shimmer of yellow caught my eye. This 
was a different fish! 

My companion Christodoulos and I stood 
completely still, excited at the thought there 
could indeed be some Aphanius remaining 
here. Sure enough, one was spotted and we 
collected a few for photos. Their numbers 
were very low and in the end, after 
spending about three hours searching, 
we found just 20 individuals, only two 
of which were female. 

We measured the water parameters 
at both locations and found pH ranged 
between 8.7 and 9.0; temperature between 
26.4°C and 29.4°C, salinity between 0.1% 
and 0.2% and TDS (total dissolved solids) 
between 229 and 321 parts per thousand. 

This eastern subpopulation appeared 
to have been the last remaining Aphanius 
from this side of the lake and, through 
competition with Gambusia, had been 
restricted to just this 20 x 10m 
concrete pond, outnumbered by up to 
20,000 to 1 by the invasive livebearers. 
I, and  the research teams, have returned 
to that spot every year since and never 
once found them there again. 

The last stronghold 
The western coast of the peninsula is 
situated along the Episkopi Bay and 
comprises mostly rough, arid and pitted 
terrain on salty and sandy ground with 

well-established, saline-loving halophytic
flora scattered sporadically.

To the very south of the bay is a turtle
beach where each year turtles’ nests are
protected by the staff and volunteers from
the Akrotiri Environmental Education
Centre. To the very north is another
extensive reed bed known as the Akrotiri
Marsh which is fed by fresh water from the
Kouris River and this drains into the lake
system — it’s also heavily drawn upon for
local agriculture. Just in between these
two different habitats is an extensive
semi-natural lagoon system comprising
a mix of old gravel excavation pits and

natural lagoons. Nowadays, much of it has
been influenced by human activity, but this
was our next point of interest and, as we
continued our journey onward from the
last location, I had a profound feeling of
sadness — was this all that remained here of
the last native inland fish species of Cyprus?
Surely there had to be somewhere that had
remained somewhat unspoiled.

We made our way to the largest lagoon on
the western side of the lake which appeared
on satellite maps as big and rectangular.
Historically, this area had been excavated
for building materials and it’s likely that this
lagoon was an old excavation pit. It’s locally

“They avoided fish-eating birds by
taking advantage of the sloping bank
and moving quickly into the deep
water below.”

The smaller lagoon 
hosted a large shoal 

of Aphanius.

Gambusia have invaded 
Aphanius habitats.
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Akrotiri Salt Lake
faces major threats
The Akrotiri Salt Lake is the largest

inland body of water on the island

of Cyprus. It is situated in the centre

of the Akrotiri peninsula and is one of

the Mediterranean’s most important

wetlands, attracting thousands upon

thousands of migratory birds each

year, including flamingos numbering

in the region of up to 20,000! It is

surrounded on all sides by various

anthropogenic threats including vast

fields of agricultural land, huge

shipping docks and a military airstrip

and bases.

Cyprus has 108 dams and 

reservoirs and just 216 rivers, 

50% of the island’s waterways 

are moderately to heavily 

modified, but the effects are 

noticeable much further afield. 

?
Did
you

know

knownasStGeorge’s lagoonafter the
nearbyancientchurchandonfirstapproach
isvery large (around150x100m). It’s
surrounded inmostpartsbyhalophytes
includingSarcocorniaperennisand
Salicorniaeuropaea.
Oncloser inspection, therewasa lotof

wasteandgarbage in the lagoon:old tyres,
discardedfishingnetsand largemetal
structures.Amongasubstrateof tyres,
plasticwasteandmetalwespottedone
loneAphanius juvenile. Itwasswimming
lethargicallyat thesurfaceandfightinga
badcaseof fungus.Thiswasn’t agoodsign.

The big find
Weworkedourwayaroundtheentire
lagoonbut itwasn’tuntil thevery last
corner that thebiotopebeganto look

moresuitable.Wecouldsee the familiar
Ruppiaplantcarpeting themuddysand
substrateandthennoticed twosmall
shallowpoolsattachedto the larger lagoon
via thinchannels.Beforeevenreaching
thesmaller lagoons, in the large lagoonwe
spotted largegroupsof juvenileAphanius,
whichswamhappily throughtheprotective
miniature forestofRuppia.Theyavoided
fish-eatingbirdsby takingadvantageof the
slopingbankandmovingquickly into the
deepwaterbelow. Inoneof thesmaller
poolswediscoveredahugeshoalofadult
andsemi-adultAphaniusnumbering
somewhere in theregionof2000to3000.
Frommyobservationsoversubsequent

years, theStGeorge’s subpopulation
appears tocongregate in this shallowpool
but inevitablybecomestrappedas thewater

Habitat
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Pools were packed with 
invasive Gambusia, 

but no Aphanius.

Growing at the water’s 
edge is a jungle of 
Phragmites.

Much of the region 
bakes under endless 
sunshine.

Aphanius adapted to 
hypersaline conditions.
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evaporates. It may wait many weeks for
the rains to come, but occasionally you
can find other small pools that have
evaporated, leaving a salt-encrusted layer
of Aphanius behind. Here the Aphanius
coexist in sympatry with two molluscs,
one bivalve of the genus Abra (a type of
clam) and one is the gastropod, Potamides
conicus (a marine sea snail); there are also
shells of one or two other molluscs but
I’ve never found live specimens so it’s
possible that they could be deposited there
by birds after feeding.

The water chemistry here is pH 8.0-8.1,
and temperature typically ranges from
13.2°C to 29.3°C between December and
August. Salinity is hypersaline measuring
a very salty 6.3%! (Sea water is on average
only 3.5% salts). It is this adaptability to
these hypersaline conditions along the
Episkopi Bay coastal lagoon system which
has prevented Aphanius from being
entirely extirpated by the invasive the
Gambusia, which cannot survive long
periods or reproduce successfully in
such salinity.

Eco nightmares and
conservation

Nevertheless, other ecological and
anthropogenic threats are constantly
encroaching, including the addition of large
predatory fish to the lagoons by anglers, plus
habitat destruction by racing bikes. Our
ongoing research indicates that the
Aphanius now occupy approximately
one-tenth of their former range at Akrotiri.
There may not be much time left for them.

The lake and surrounding land has been
subject to development in recent years,

much of it without permission — part 
of the eastern reed bed adjacent to the 
drainage system was filled in with stones 
and rubble in 2015 to erect a street lamp. 
In the same year, while conducting research 
with my team in collaboration with the 
Akrotiri Environmental Centre and the 
Hellenic Centre for Marine Research 
(Greece), we caught a farmer illegally 
digging up a road so that he could channel 
excess water, likely containing fertilisers 
and pesticides, directly into the lake! 

During summer months when the lake 
is much drier you can find tyre tracks from 
vehicle racing that run directly through 
Aphanius pools, and garbage dumped in 
innumerable places. All throughout the 
tourist season people drive right through 
the lake to get closer to its famed wildlife, 
such as the huge flocks of migrating 
flamingos, and this free access leads to 
a great deal of habitat destruction.

There’s a need for more hands-on 
protective measures at Akrotiri and the 

implementation of tangible conservation 
methods is something we hope to achieve 
through our Save the Cyprus Killifish 
project. Through public support this 
project aims to raise money to help us 
work together with the Akrotiri 
Environmental Centre, the Sovereign 
British Base Area and the Cyprus 
Government so that we can safeguard 
the future of the one and only remaining 
native inland fish species in Cyprus. 

With the 2014 extinctions of two closely 
related Aphanius species, A. saourensis 
from Algeria and A. farsicus from Iran 
due to the same pressures, we need 
to act fast. 

O To support the project, visit the website 
at www.FreshwaterLifeProject.org or find 
us on Facebook by searching Freshwater 
Life Project. Even the smallest donation 
can help and we really need the fishkeeping 
community behind us to help save a Cypriot 
species. In advance, thank you.
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Only two females were 
found in the salt lake.

Time is running out 
to save the Aphanius 
in Cyprus.
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You can keep Five-bars 
alongside other 
varieties, such as the 
Humphead cichlid.
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Steve Baker looks through the keyhole at the domestic 
life of the Five-bar cichlid, a fish with some traditional 

family values and no time for polyamorism.

 THE FIVE-BAR
WORDS: STEVE BAKER

Cichlids

I
n East Africa an ‘inland ocean’ 
borders four countries; with Burundi 
to the north and Zambia to the south, 
it is flanked by Tanzania and the 

Democratic Republic of Congo. Lying along 
the 3,700-mile Rift Valley, Lake Tanganyika 
is the second oldest freshwater lake in the 
world, standing at 420 miles long. It is also 
the world’s second largest lake in both 
volume and depth, beaten only by Siberia’s 
Lake Baikal. 

It is not surprising then, that in a lake this 
vast there are countless different habitats, 
housing all manner of creatures, most of 
which will never come into contact with 
one another. Our subject, the Five-bar 
cichlid, Neolamprologus tretocephalus, 
is found only in the lake’s northern basin, 
usually at a depth of 5-15m. Here, it is 
known for the unique way it forms 
monogamous pair bonds, spawns in 
caves and forms nuclear families. 

Tank mates
In terms of mixing N. tretocephalus, due 
care and attention is necessary. In my 
opinion, it’s best to stick to other 

Family values:

Tanganyikan cichlids to ensure 
a harmonious tank. You can mix an 
individual specimen with similar sized 
or slightly smaller fish, but make sure they 
aren’t too similar; instead, pick tank mates 
that are a different colour, pattern or 
shape. Larger Julidochromis spp. and 
Neolamprologus leleupi are good choices 
among others. Be aware that a mixed 
tank such as this really needs to be at 
least 300 l. If you have a larger tank,  it 
is worth bearing in mind that some 
aquarists have been successful keeping 
a small group of Five-bars alongside 
Cyphotilapia frontosa, Ctenochromis horei 
and Neolamprologus cylindricus.

Water quality
It’s no secret that the water conditions in 
Lake Tanganyika are alkaline and pH levels 
can reach 9.5 towards the centre where 
waves are near constant and dissolved 
oxygen is high. Our focus species lives 
around the coast where oxygen levels are 
still high but pH levels are less dramatic; 
ranging between 8.2 and 9. When it comes 
to these kinds of pH levels, it’s important 

to pay attention to water quality; a 
relationship between alkalinity and 
ammonia results in an increase in toxicity 
of ammonia when alkalinity levels are 
increased. On top of this, in such a large 
expanse of water organic waste is so dilute 
that these fish are not ‘hardy’ when it comes 
to nitrates, so they should be kept below 
20ppm. If you’re introducing these fish into 
a new setup the emphasis should be on 
maturing the tank well before stocking.

The requirement for a high mineral 
content means many rocks, gravels and 
sands can be used with Tanganyikan fish. 
(However, two things to avoid are rocks 
with any metals in and any soil- or 
clay-based substrates.) The old favourite 
of coral sand and ocean rock in combination 
buffers the pH to around 8.2 as it leaches 
calcium if the water’s pH dips below that 
level. This is true of any calcareous rock 
or substrate and will suffice to add a little 
hardness to the tap water for the majority 
of the UK. However, fishkeepers with 
soft tap water will need to prepare water 
further before adding to the aquarium. 
In the past I’ve used Epsom salts and 
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These cichlids need 
water with a high 
mineral content.

N. tretocephalus live at 
a depth of 5-15m.



Breeding
A pair alone in a tank will be entertaining enough

for you to not feel like you’re not missing out on

variety. A pair can inhabit a 120 x 30 x 30cm tank;

they don’t need high volume, rather some room

to get away from each other every now and then.

With that in mind, the tank should feature heavy

rock work to offer bolt holes for when social

unrest occurs. The rock work will also supply 

a pair with natural nesting sites. Although

plant pots are readily accepted, I like to

see the natural sights of rock face cleaning

in preparation, and eggs laid on a cave side

overlooked by a pair of pugnacious parents.

This cichlid is known for its tenacious defence 

of eggs and fry — you certainly wouldn’t want to 

share a tank with a breeding pair! One thing to be 

aware of is just how productive they can be; it’s 

common for a mature pair to lay 400 eggs in one 

single brood…

“When laying rocks, 
I build primarily to 
provide territories 
and bolt holes.”

Five-bars create
nesting sites
among rocks.
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FISH  FACTFILE
O������Scientific name:  Neolamprologus

tretocephalus (Nee-oh-lam-pro-low-

gus tret-oh-seff-al-uss).

O����  Size: To 15cm.

O����Origin: Lake Tanganyika, Africa.

O�����Habitat: Over rocks in shallower

regions of the lake.

O�����Water requirements: Alkaline and

hard: 8.2 to 9.0pH, hardness 16 to

30°H.

O����Temperature: 23 to 27°C.

O�����Feeding: Cichlid pellets, freshly

prepared meaty foods, snails.

O����   Temperament: Aggressive, non

community. 

O�����Availability and cost: Reasonably

easy to find, from £12.50 upwards.
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Tank volume
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sodiumbicarbonate toraiseGHandKH
respectively, but Ionlynoticedareal
improvement in thecolourandvitalityof
myfishwhenIstartedusingSeachem’s
dedicatedRiftValleysaltsandTanganyikan
bufferalongwithcichlid traceelements.
I chosepowderedmineralsbecauseIuse
RO(reverseosmosis)waterandmy
preferredsandandrockworkare inert
sowillnot increasehardness.Usingoneor
acombinationofmethodswill allowyou
the freedomtousewhichever rocksand
substrate takeyour fancy.

Tank set up

Whenitcomes tostructuring therock, I like
todisperse theweightof theheavy, stacked
rockby layingdowneggcratefirst.When
laying therocks, Ibuildprimarily toprovide
territoriesandboltholesandsecondly to
lookeasyontheeye. If youwantan
authentic lookyouhaveseveraloptions.
LakeTanganyikahasareaswhere
underwatercliff facesareflatandsloping
likeslabsof slateor limestone layeredon
topofeachother,whileothersareadorned
withroundedrocksranging fromthesize
ofapebble to thesizeofacar. Ioftensearch
gardencentres’ rockerystoneselections
for large ‘feature’ rocks.Finally, I lay the
substratearoundtherockworksoIknow
therocksaresturdy—youreallydon’twant
asupportingrockbeingable toshift.

Feeding

LakeTanganyikaboastsoneof the
largestnumberof freshwatermollusc
speciesglobally.N.tretocephalushas

TOPTIP
When choosing tank

mates for the Five-bar

cichlid, go for other

Tanganyikan cichlids. To

avoid conflict, try to vary

their colour, pattern

and shape.

Aim to reflect the
fish’s natural diet.
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Like this? Try this:
While talking about N. tretocephalus it’s hard not to mention a cousin from the south

basin. Neolamprologus sexfaciatus or the Six-bar cichlid, grows to the same size,

lives in a similar habitat type and at the same depth. Though their diets are similar,

N. sexfaciatus can consume tougher-shelled molluscs due to a stronger ‘crush’ and an

intestine three times the length of N. tretocephalus. Nesting strategy for the Six-bar

cichlid is slightly different as it lays eggs on the substrate in front of rocky caves.

The main difference, however, is their contrasting social lives; unlike the five-bar’s

monogamy, the six-bar only forms a temporary bond during courtship and breaks that

relationship when the job of parenting is done. This makes them more challenging to

keep than our comparatively soppy five-bar.

Cichlids

taken advantage of this bounty by 
evolving a strong pharyngeal bone and 
purposely developed pharyngeal teeth in 
order to crush strong snail and freshwater 
mussel shells in its throat. Passing 
crustaceans stand little chance, and will 
be plucked from rock work crevices in the 
blink of an eye.

It’s good to reflect  N. tretocephalus’ natural 
diet in your home tank and this can be easily 
done with frozen foods. Mussel is available 
chopped or whole in most aquatic shops and 
larger shrimp like mysis and krill are ideal, 
plus there’s brineshrimp for smaller 
specimens. In terms of dry food, there are 
freeze-dried, shell-less snails available 
(often sold for turtle food) and most cichlid 
pellets can make up a good staple diet. 
I like to offer a decent-sized pellet, 
imagining that this would exercise the 
powerful muscles that activate the 
crushing action of  the pharyngeal teeth 
and give the fish some crunch.

While in appearance you may see a 
certain similarity between these fish and 
a humbug mint, the Five-bar cichlid is by 
no means a ‘sweet’ fish by most people’s 
standards. However, its monogamous 
habits are endearing, and its character 
is both interesting and intelligent. 
There is little doubt in my mind that 
Neolamprologus tretocephalus is an 
attractive feature fish well worth keeping by 
the intermediate to advanced fishkeeper.

Why not replicate Lake 
Tanganyika’s slab-like 

rocks in your tank?

Six-bar cichlids are 
more angry and 

not monogamous.
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ASTOUNDING ANTHIAS
New contributor Mark Beeston gives us
the lowdown on the demanding fish we all
want to keep, but rarely find the time for.

A DAY IN THE MORICHALES
Explorer Ivan Mikolji gives his first-hand
experiences of a unique Venezuelan habitat.

PRACTICAL FISHKEEPING102

NEXTMONTH

CRACKING THE WHIP
With spectacular eyes and sensational

fin ornaments, it’s easy to fall in love
with whiptails — even if they look

like branches and never move!

in the pring issue of

On sale March 14th 2018

Plus
OLearn all about 
the toxic Boxfish 
OTropheus 
duboisi in the wild 
and at home
OThe latest 
products reviewed 
OYour 
fishkeeping 
questions 
answered
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LIFE AT THE TOP 
Filling the high levels of an aquarium can 
be the trickiest part of a stocking plan.  
Bob Mehen helps plug the gaps.



E ories
At fir
from Eh
states tha
I’m confiden
it breaking du
up and down on
The fitting of the d

solid when attached.
The blade head (th aves

me bemused on two co ds in
place by clipping over th you put it on

centrally and can keep it cen , but it seems 
too big and when knocked from ly come loose. 

The second point is a feature tha The packaging states 
‘integrated silicone protection preve tting into the glass 
bonding’, but I can’t see any silicone on the blade head and I can’t see 
anything that will stop the blade from cutting into the tank silicone, 

mages of the rapid cleaner online to see 
l off this one.

ad (sold separately) is designed to remove hair 
d seems robust enough. No quibbles with this one 

looks to have more uses than just hair algae 
moval, such as cleaning passages in filter heads 

or impeller chambers.
Two cleaning sponges (sold separately) 

look like they could take some stick too. 
The flat sponge fitting has a very subtle 
curve, which I would imagine will help 
with transferring pressure, but the 
material of the sponge is very fine 
and soft — stubborn algae might be 
too much work for these, but then 
that’s what the blade is for. The 
sponge heads would be best suited to 
removing biofilm and very delicate 
algae. The packaging uses the word 
‘glass’ without a hint towards acrylic but 
I can’t see these sponges doing any damage 
to acrylic or any other delicate materials.

The biggest surprise for me is the price, which 
I imagined would be well in to the teens for the main 
handle and blade. Alternative heads are sold separately. 

Verdict
Soft, long and very, very strong and will be a lot more 

effective than toilet tissue. Be careful with the blade cover, 

but other than that, it is a useful set and not overpriced.

O�Price: Suggested retail price £10.80

O�More info: Eheim.com
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IN-DEPTH READS

Field guide to the Fishes of the Amazon, 
Orinoco and Guianas

If I’d been a tree, knowing that I was getting
chopped down to make the paper for this
book, I’d have died happy. It’s a seminal and
important work. In years to come, this will
be the first choice for field researchers, as
well as aspiring ichthyologists. The authors
have a fine pedigree, with Peter van der
Sleen working as a post-doctoral fellow,
while James Albert is a professor of biology.
It has been assembled with contributions
from more than 50 leading Amazonian
ichthyologists — flicking through the list,
you spot names like Kullander,
Lopez-Fernandez, Lujan, Reis and de Sousa,
among many, many more. Sleen and Albert
have very much asked the experts.

After a brief introduction giving some
background on things like the composition
of Amazonian fish fauna, habitat types and
ecology, the book gets right into the thick of
it with taxonomic keys that will allow you to
identify almost any fish from the Amazon,
Orinoco and Guianas to a genus level.

How much this book appeals to you will
reflect your l
a beginner, c
on you. This
about setting
filters. It’s de
dedicated to

If you’re th
of honour, I’v
are you’ll wa
cover to cove
pages at a tim
the fishy equ

Identificat
to use and, ev
avoid them s
you’ll get the
seconds. It d
of competen
of the terms
familiar with
canal’, ‘protr
you want to u

Edited by Peter van der Sleen and James S Albert (Princeton field guides)

to know these intimately, though, as
comprehensive glossary will tidy up
terms you’re new to.

On the ground, if you happen to be
Amazon, and you’ve just fished out a
the likes of which you’ve never seen
you can grab this book and follow th
key through a series of descriptions
illustrations), that apply to the fish y
in your nets. Eventually you’ll reach
outcome based on your descriptions
redirected to a specific page. This w
you to the family of the fish in questi

Once there you’ll be given another
taxonomic key. Pick out the relevant
features of your fish according to the key
until you’re directed to a page with the
subfamily. Another key will identify genus,
and then you can read its particulars.

Aquarists who buy fish from the likes
of Pier, Wharf, Wildwoods, Silksworth or
Aqualife Leyland, where the ranges are so
esoteric that it can sometimes be a guess
to establish exactly what kind of catfish or
characin you’re looking at, will love this
book. You can go through things like tooth
shapes and presence or absence of
neuromasts until you whittle down — to
genus level at least — what you’re buying.

This book is a cornucopia of
information and you’ll find
yourself losing time
reading it.

For example, I opened the book at a
random page and I landed on the family
overview forLoricariidae. There is
information on diversity (924 recognised
species, makingLoricariidae the fifth most
species-rich vertebrate family on the
planet), as well as prehistory (they’re
hypothesised to have originated 85 million
years ago) and evolutionary facts (the
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What do you get the fishkeeper who already has everything? I’d get them this.
Tim Hayes’ Aquatical Latin is one of those books that isn’t going to alter the way
you keep fish. It’s not going to tell you anything about water chemistry, how to feed
finicky species, or how to identify a goby. It’s not that kind of work.

Hayes’ book is an etymologist’s dream come true. It explores names. Marine fish
names. Or rather, the scientific names given to fish. In alphabetical order, the main
body of the book is a lexicon of genus and species names, with an explanation of the
origins of each. Treat it just like a dictionary, except a dictionary of all the things you
might have in your marine set-up.

As you’ve likely guessed by now, this is quite a niche pitch — you need to be a fan of
both the history of words and of marine fish for this to work. I enjoyed it, and on more
than a few occasions I had an ‘ohhhh, that’s why it’s called that’ moment with fish I’ve
known and loved for many years.

Aside the alphabetical listings, Hayes commits the first 40 or so pages to a
miscellany of contextual information and background, and in here there is much
to be valued. Of particular interest, I’d invite you to look at the breakdown of the
pronunciation of word elements as given on page 30 — it turns out I’ve been getting
a few wrong for my whole life. Hayes also offers such delights as clearing up how
scientific names work for fish, and the importance and influence of Carl Linnaeus
on how we determine names today. There’s even a little schooling on grammar.

Does it have mass appeal? Possibly not. I can think of dozens of fishkeepers in my
own circles who just won’t get the angle. But as a niche, it’ll take a bit of beating. With
296 pages to browse, I’d place this in the realms of a curiosity piece rather than any
type of traditional book.

Verdict
It’s fun, if this is your kind of thing. If you hate words, or can’t see the point in scientific

es, it won’t be for you. If you’re planning on organising a pub quiz based on aquatics

tripartite jaw apparatus was an important
player in ecomorphological diversity).

At a genus level you get a clear line
drawing of a typically representative fish, 
a map showing known distribution, and 
information covering notable traits, 
numbers of species (and names in some 
cases), and further details about habitat, 
distribution, and biology. 

If you’re passionate about fish, it’s an 
awakening experience. As editor of 
a fishkeeping magazine, with a lifelong 
immersion in the hobby and industry, 
I thought I was pretty hot on knowing most 
genera out there. Flicki     
found names I never ev    

Verdict 
This could easily be my    

to date. If you work with    

on visiting South Ameri     

expedition, or studying    

this book, just like a pa     

If you seek out the rare      

or have a thing for see    

bycatch from wild imp      

book. I can guarante     

O�Price: Sugges      

softback edit      

of writin     

at £

�   

If I’d been a tree, 
knowing that 
I was getting 
chopped down to 
make the paper 
for this book, I’d 
have died happy. 

Aquatical Latin 
by Tim Hayes 
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Starter Line 80L from Tetra
Tetra has expanded its range for beginners and enthusiasts with the Starter Line 80L,
offering easy installation and low-maintenance features.

The Tetra Starter Line 80L aquarium contains TetraMin fish food, Tetra AquaSafe
water conditioner and premium Tetra equipment including a filter, heater and lighting.
The included Tetra EasyCrystal Filter is easy to use and helps to maintain healthy
water quality, while an integrated LED light illuminates the aquarium and promotes
plant growth. The package also includes a 75W preset heater to keep things at 25°C,
and a hood with a frontal feeding flap.

Ashleigh Foster, Aquatics Marketing Manager at Tetra comments: “Our Starter Line
aquariums provide a simple and safe introduction to fishkeeping, allowing you to
successfully start your journey with ease, or for the more experienced fishkeepers,
a chance to step up and expand your knowledge. At Tetra, we’re always looking for
ways to make fishkeeping easier than before, which is why our Aquatics App, which
helps to promote positive water quality through a water test feature, also now has
a new filter change reminder service.”

The Tetra Starter Line range now includes 30L, 54L and 80L aquaria. The 80L model
is available now with an RRP of £99.99 from Argos and independent pet stores.

PRODUCT NEWS

Aquavital
Marine-Test
5in1
In a sea of dip-tests for aquaria, 
Aquarium Münster has taken the plunge 
with a marine variant. The Aquavital 
Multitest 6in1 test has been available for 
years for freshwater aquaria. But now, 
Aquarium Münster is introducing a new 
quick test for marine aquariums.

The Aquavital Marine-Test 5in1 allows 
users to quickly check for the five most 
important parameters for marine water: 
pH, carbonate hardness (KH), nitrite 
(NO2), nitrate (NO3) and calcium (Ca).

In an attempt to simplify a usually 
confusing and laborious area of testing, 
Aquarium Münster claim that: “Even 
inexperienced aquarists can quickly 
obtain a reliable water analysis with the 
Aquavital Marine-Test 5in1. Simply dip 
the test strip into the water for one 
second, then shake off the excess water. 
After waiting for about one minute, 
compare the color fields on the test strip 
with the provided color scales on the tin.”

At the time of press, we have no idea 
what the UK retail price for these kits 
are, but if they’re in keeping with the 
pricing of freshwater variants, they 
should offer a cost-effective way of 
loosely monitoring the designated 
water parameters. 
O�More info: aquarium-munster.com

Waterlife’s Ultramarine has been manufactured since 1960s; it was 
the first salt in which Percula clownfish were bred in a closed-circuit 
system in the 1970s.

Ultramarine has continued to evolve and, using the latest techniques, 
has been reformulated. Fine homogeneous particle size ensures even 
distribution, giving greater uniformity. In addition to greater 
uniformity of the finished product, the reduced particle size ensures 
quicker solubility.

 
O�Vital statistics at a glance: pH-value: 8,0 +/- 0,5; Salinity: 35 PSU; 
Chloride: 19 +/- 1 g/l; Magnesium: 1300 +/- 100 mg/l; Calcium: 430 
+/- 30 mg/l.
 
O�Ingredients: High-purity sodium, potassium, magnesium and 
calcium salts, gently mixed with essential micronutrients. Shelf life: 
unopened approx. five years, in an open bucket approx. one year. 
Available in buckets of 10kg and 25kg.

PRACTICAL FISHKEEPING

Waterlife Ultramarine
Sea Salt relaunched



Top shops

TOP SPECIALISTS

Marine Retailer of the Year
Lincs Aquatics

Runner up: Seahorse Aquariums, Dublin

Cichlid Retailer of the Year
Wharf Aquatics, Pinxton, Notts.

Runner up: Seahorse Aquariums, Dublin

Catfish retailer of the Year
Seahorse Aquariums, Dublin

Runner up: Wharf Aquatics, Pinxton, Notts.

Discus Retailer of the Year
DL Discus, Co. Durham

Runner up: Devotedly Discus, East Sussex

Plant retailer of the Year
Emperor Tropicals, Plymouth, Devon

Runner up: Seahorse Aquariums, Dublin

Pond retailer of the Year
Lincs Aquatics, Alford, Lincs.

Runner up: Seahorse Aquariums, Dublin

Oddball Retailer of the Year
Wharf Aquatics, Pinxton, Notts.

Runner up: Tank Terror Aquatics,  

Cornwall

Shrimp Retailer of the Year
Seahorse Aquariums, Dublin

Runner up: Wharf Aquatics, Pinxton, Notts.

REGIONAL

South east
Maidenhead Aquatics @ Windsor

Runner up: Crowder’s Aquatics, Hampshire

South west
Emperor Tropicals, Devon

Runner up: The Aquatic Store, Bristol

Wales
Maidenhead Aquatics @ Wenvoe

Runner up: Maidenhead Aquatics @ 

Cardiff

London
Charterhouse Aquatics, London

Runner up: Wholesale Tropicals, London

East Midlands
Lincs Aquatics, Alford, Lincs.

Runner up: Wharf Aquatics, Pinxton, Notts.

North east
DL Discus, Co. Durham

Runner up: Lanchester Aquatics, Co. 

Durham

Scotland
Discovery Aquatics, Dundee

Runner up: Fishkeeper Inverness

Republic of Ireland
Seahorse Aquariums, Dublin

Runner up: Carrick Aquatics, Co. 

Monaghan

Northern Ireland
Clearly Aquatics, Co. Down

Runner up: Exotic Aquatics, Belfast

North West
Aquahome Aquatic Centre, Lancs.

Runner up: Pier Aquatics, Wigan

East
The Waterzoo, Peterborough

Runner up: Amwell Aquatics, Soham

Yorks and Humber
Octopus 8, Brough, East Yorkshire

Runner up: Ferrybridge Aquatics, 

Wakefield

West Midlands
Maidenhead Aquatics @ Mere Park

Runner up: Maidenhead Aquatics @ 

Shirley

Scotland

Wales
East

London

Northern
Ireland

North
West

North 
East

East
Midlands

West
Midlands

South 
East

South 
West

Yorkshire &
Humberside

Republic 
of Ireland

THE ROLL OF HONOUR

Retailer of the Year
Lincs Aquatics, Alford, Lincs.

Runner up: Charterhouse 

Aquatics, London

Online Retailer of the 
Year
AllPond Solutions

Runner up: Charterhouse Aquatics

Small Retailer of the Year
Octopus 8 Aquatics, Brough, East Yorkshire 

Runner up: Aqua Design Aquatics, 

Skegness

TOP 40

(IN ALPHABETICAL ORDER)

Abacus Aquatics, Kent

Aqua Design Aquatics, Skegness 

Aquahome, Leyland, Lancs.

Aqualife, Leyland, Lancs. 

Aquatic Finatic, North Yorkshire 

Bow Aquatics, Devon 

Carrick Aquatics, Co Monaghan 

Charterhouse Aquatics, London 

Clearly Aquatics, Co. Down 

Crowder’s Aquatics, Hampshire 

Cuddra Aquatics, St. Austell, Cornwall

Discovery Aquatics, Dundee 

DL Discus, Co. Durham 

Emperor Tropicals, Plymouth, Devon 

Ferrybridge Aquatics, Wakefield 

FishCove Aquatics, Wimborne, Dorset 

Fishkeeper Braehead 

Fishkeeper Coatbridge

Fishkeeper Inverness

H2O Habitat, Surrey 

Innovation Aquatics, Southampton 

Lanchester Aquatics, Co. Durham

Lincs Aquatics, Alford, Lincs

Maidenhead Aquatics @ Mere Park 

Maidenhead Aquatics @ Shirley

Maidenhead Aquatics @ Wenvoe 

Maidenhead Aquatics @ Windsor 

New Concept Aquatics, Bonnybridge 

Octopus 8, Brough, East Yorkshire 

Pier Aquatics, Wigan, Lancs 

Real Reefs, Gloucs. 

Riverside Aquaria, West Lothian 

Seahorse Aquariums, Dublin

Sweet Knowle Aquatics, Warks.

Tank Terror Aquatics, Cornwall 

The Aquatic Store, Bristol 

The Waterzoo, Peterborough 

TriMar, Cornwall 

Wharf Aquatics, Pinxton, Notts.

Wholesale Tropicals, London 

TOP of the

SHOPS!
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STAR RATING: Excellent11111 Good11111 Average11111 Below average11111 Poor11111 Out of season OS Not stocked NS

This month takes us to shops in Bordon and Windsor. Windsor

Bordon

Crowder’s Aquatics
Address: Unit 10, The Hardys, 

High Street, Bordon GU35 0AY

Telephone: 01420 478387

Website:  

www.crowdersaquatics.co.uk

Opening hours: Mon, Tue, Thu, 

Sat 9am–6pm, Wed 12–8pm, 

Fri 9am–8pm, Sun 10am–4pm.

What is it?
Crowder’s aquatics is a 

relatively young and growing 

store owned by a very 

passionate couple, Rocky and 

Kaz Crowder. In January this 

year the shop turned three 

years old. It was launched with 

next to no budget and has 

already nearly doubled in size. 

It’s quite obvious why it has 

been so successful. Both Rocky 

and Kaz are very welcoming, 

enthusiastic and care about 

doing things right. Their 

approach has earned them 

the runners-up position in the 

South East PFK ‘Top of the 

shops’ reader poll; no mean 

feat for a small, young shop, 

especially when there are larger 

and more established shops 

around them. 

High points 

Walk through the door of the 

main shop and there are fish 

right in front of you, to the left 

of you and, soon, to the right 

of you as well. The shop is 

compact and might initially 

seem lacking, possibly 

disappointing, but this is 

not all there is on offer. 

The fish in the 33 tropical 

tanks look healthy, active and 

colourful. Many tetras and 

barbs are busy in the tanks 

where there is largely an 

emphasis on community-

friendly fish. 

When we visited, a new wall 

of tanks had just been 

plumbed in and these extra 20 

stock tanks will widen the 

choice of fish quite 

dramatically. Some of the new 

tanks are destined to be 

blackwater tanks with 

an emphasis on keeping 

acidic-loving species and 

encouraging biotopes.

The plant sales tank has bright,

healthy Tropica and Dennerle

plants, and good-quality foods

and treatments are available.

Crowder’s Aquatics also has

a separate area for general 

maintenance equipment, small 

tanks and electrical items such as 

filters, light units, and heaters etc. 

Also in this area is their new 

baby, the ‘scape room’. This 

room has all you need for 

setting up a stunning new

aquascape with a wide choice of

substrates, boxes of aggregates

and shelves stacked with several

types of desirable wood in all

shapes and sizes. 

A tank sits empty except for 

some sand, beckoning you to 

have a play to get an idea of how

certain hardscape will work 

together before you commit to

purchasing. There is also a 

George Farmer set-up running to

provide you with inspiration.

Low points
Size is the limiting factor. That’s

not a criticism, because what

they have done with the space

available is admirable. As profit

has allowed, the shop has grown

but is a little detached. 

The extension is actually 

a separate shop, albeit under 

the same roof and only a few 

metres away. Again, this is not

really a low point; just something

to be aware of. 

There is no parking provided

next to the shop, but if you make

a purchase at a very nearby 

supermarket you can have a 

couple of hours of parking time

to check out Crowder’s Aquatics.

Verdict
For its size Crowder’s is hitting

well above its weight and there

is an air of doing it right and

doing it well. They have a firm

grasp on the aquascaping 

element of the hobby, but 

I would be interested to see 

the fish selection once the new

tanks are stocked, as the 

current livestock offered is 

understandably quite basic and

I think the new stock tanks will

add much more interest. 

WORDS AND PHOTOGRAPHY: STEVE BAKER AND NATHAN HILL

Rocky and Kaz have 
done a lot with a 
small space.

The odd little 
community gem like 
this Badis.

If you’re a characin 
fan there’s a good
selection for you.
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Star rating
Tropical fish 11111

Discus 1�1�1�1�1

Cichlids 1�1�1�1�1

Catfish  1�1�1�1�1

Oddballs NS

Indoor plants 1�1�1�1�1

Pond plants NS

Koi NS

Pond fish  NS

Fancies NS

Indoor coldwater NS

Marine fish NS

Marine inverts  NS

Indoor dry 1�1�1�1�1

Pond dry NS

Freshwater inverts 1�1�1�1�1

Labelling 1�1�1�1�1

You’ll find community 
classics in good health.

 All staple dry goods are 
well catered for. 

A Red-spotted dragon 
goby digging in to 
some  lunch.  

Check out the wood 
— there’s more out 
of shot too.

What stood out
� Badis badis  £4

� Tic-Tac-Toe barb £4

� Blue eyed gertrudae £3

� Striped barbs £4.50

� Red loricaria whiptail £15

� Apistogramma borelli £6

� Green phantom plec £70

� Epiplatys sexfasciatus £6

� Panda/Rainbow garra £12 
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PFKShoptour

STAR RATING: Excellent11111 Good11�111 Average11111 Below average11�111 Poor11111 Out of season OS Not stocked NS

Address:  Wyevale Garden Centre,

Dedworth Road, Windsor, Berkshire 

SL4 4LH

Telephone: 01753 850777

Website: www.fishkeeper.co.uk/store/

windsor

Opening hours: Sept–Feb  Mon–Sat 

9am–5pm;  Sun 10.30am–4.30pm

Mar–Aug  Mon–Sat 9am–6pm;   

Sun 10.30am–4.30pm.         

What is it?
This is the first store from Maidenhead 

Aquatics to use the name Reefkeeper, but 

it’s not a new store, rather a change of 

focus and an updated moniker. It’s 

basically to let the customer know that the 

store is mostly marine heavy — and it is. 

There is a huge selection of marine fish and 

corals. The tropical freshwater fish 

selection has recently been reduced to 

make way for the marine focus.

High points 
It’s got to be a good thing when a shop 

plays to its strength or, more importantly, 

to the strengths of the staff and obviously

the strength here is marine keeping. The

staff member who spearheads the marine

systems maintenance and husbandry

breeds their Banggai cardinalfish at her

home. The selection of marine fish is

impressive, with 79 tanks dedicated to

them and stock isn’t restricted by budget,

so there are many fish here that cost more

than my complete tank set-ups. 

There is also a vast array of corals with

roughly 90 sq ft worth of tanks to feast

your eyes on. Some of the coral stock is

supplied by a local grower; an estimated

95% of sps corals are cultured and, with

the tank-bred Banggai cardinals and all the

clown fish being captive bred and other

tank-raised fish stocked where possible

you get the idea that natural sustainability

is of importance here, as it should be.

It’s not all salty though. The staff member

looking after the freshwater fish holds his

end up just fine. Focus for the trops is to

offer healthy community fish as other local

Maidenhead shops sell more oddball and

specialist fish. That said, after spending

some time looking, there were some nice 

fish around. A good selection of affordable

L-numbers and several Apistogramma spp.

caught my attention.

Low points
Balloon mollies and Balloon rams were the

lowest points for me, as well as several marine

fish that are known to be difficult to cater for or

come with toxin issues, such as Copperband

butterflies and Longhorned cowfish. Out of

season, the pond section was a temporary

stock holding area but that’s understandable.

Verdict
If you are a marine fan planning a visit, then

put by a decent amount of time to look 

through all the tanks and prepare to go 

slightly giddy for a short while. There will be

fish here you want, there will be fish here you

can’t have and there will be fish here that a lot

of us will gulp at price-wise (but still want).

For freshwater keepers, at first sight there

is all you need; look a bit longer and I’m sure

there will be some fish you want; there was

for me.

Reefkeeper Windsor

Star rating
Tropical fish 11111

Discus NS

Cichlids 11111

Catfish 11111

Oddballs NS

Indoor plants 11111

Pond plants OS

Koi OS

Pond fish OS

Fancies NS

Indoor coldwater NS

Marine fish 11111

Marine inverts 11111

Indoor dry 11111

Pond dry 11111

Freshwater inverts 11111

Labelling 11111

What stood out
� Goldflake angel  £349

� Crosshatch trigger £899

� Tri-colour tang £1,099

� Liopropoma fasciatum £899

� Candy basslet £49

� Hawaiian boxfish £99

� Flower anemone £79

� Hypancistrus debilittera L129 £15

� Hockey-stick pencilfish £2

� Albino cherry barb £4

� Festivum cichlids £5

� Red-line rasbora £2.50

The coral selection
is a veritable feast
for the eyes.

Zebra goby
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Fancy Anthias aplenty. One of many available 
Doughnut corals. 

Could you ‘dig’ this 
Twinspot goby?

This Lamarck is typical 
of the angelfish on offer.

Affordable frags feature 
large here.
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LINCOLNSHIRE
Hanger1 • Strubby Airfield
Woodthorpe • Nr Alford • LN13 0DD 01507 451000
EAST YORKSHIRE
Hedon Road • Burstwick
East Yorks • HU12 9HA 01482 898800
SOUTH YORKSHIRE
Great North Rd
Doncaster • DN10 6AB 01302 711639

To all our customers – thank you for your support with the PFK Awards
LARGE SELECTION OF
• Aquariums
• Fibreglass ponds
•  Working Water

Features
• Waterfall Display
• Pumps

HUGE SELECTION OF
• Koi & Ornamental

Pond Fish
• Marine Fish & Invertebrates
• Tropical & Fancy Cold

Water Fish
• Pond & Tropical Plants

Come & feed our friendly fi sh
• Discounted Pond Liners
• Lighting
• Food
• Ro-Water
• Tropical & MarineMix
• Treatments

lincsaquatics-eastyorkshirelincsaquatics-lincolnshire lincsaquatics-southyorkshire

www.lincsaquatics.co.uk

All fi sh are packed to travel anywhere in the UK

LI
N
CS

AQUATICS
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From plants to
Cichlids, Stingrays 

to Snakeheads

The Aquatic Store 

Really does have it all! 
www.theaquaticstore.co.uk    01179 639120

28 North Street Bedminster Bristol BS3 1HW

The Fish Bowl Ltd
133 Dawes Road,
London. SW6 7EA

Tel: 020 7385 6005
www.thefishbowlltd.com

email: thefishbowlltd@tiscali.co.uk

OFFICIAL JUWEL STOCKISTS PLUS SPARES
Aquatic and Pet Shop.

Open 5 days a week 10am to 6pm. Closed all day Thursday and Sunday

www.abacus-aquatics.co.uk
168 Halfway Street, Sidcup, Kent, DA15 8DJ

020 8302 8000 / enquiries@abacusaquatics.co.uk

Now open on Sundays
For more details about the
shop and our opening hours
please visit our website

ABACUS AQUATICS
Voted one of the Best shops in
the UK for the last 6 years

Tropical
Marine

Cold Water
Open 7 days a week   01954 214530

www.nuttyaboutpets.co.uk    sales@nuttyaboutpets.co.uk 
175 St Neots, Hardwick, Cambridge, CB23 7QJ

G TIMES
 AY: CLOSED

● TUES, WED & FRI 10.30-6.00
● SAT 10.00-6.00
● SUN 10.00-2.00ww.wholesaletropicalsaquatics.co.uk

RETAIL SHOPPERS ONLY

220 Bethnal Green Road, London, E2 

Tel: 020 77395356 Fax: 020 77292444

Thank you for all your 

support since 1967!

Tel: 01773 861255 Marine direct: 01773 811044 Reptile direct: 01773 811499
Open 7 Days - 65-67 Wharf Road, Pinxton, Notts. NG16 6LH (near M1 J28)

TROPICAL - MARINE - POND & COLDWATER - REPTILES
Six-time winner of top UK aquatic retailer
www.wharfaquatics.co.uk

Huge range of
livestock in more
than 600 tanks!

Readers’poll�

2017
ODDBALL 

RETAILER

OF THE YEAR

Readers’poll�

2017
CICHLID 

RETAILER

OF THE YEAR

House of Pisces ~ Scotland’s largest aquatic superstore by far
With over 1000 aquariums full of tropical, marine and cold water fish 

Huge range of aquariums, aquarium furniture and equipment at discount prices 

Unit B/G, 207 Strathmartine Road, Dundee, Scotland, DD3 8PH 

01382 832000   www.tropicalfish-scotland.com

SCOTLAND

KENT

LONDON

CAMBRIDGESHIRE LINCOLNSHIRE

NOTTINGHAMSHIRE

BRISTOL

Here at DKP we specialise in producing bespoke
fi breglass fi sh tanks for the discerning customer

who wants the BEST for their fi sh.
The DKP product range includes Filters, Bakki’s and
Tanks 400, 450, 900 & 1500 gallons in rectangular
with 700 & 800 gallons in circular but any bespoke
size can be catered for including viewing windows.

www.denbykoiponds.co.uk
01773 863991/07773186198
sales@denbykoiponds.co.uk

BUSINESS FOR SALE

Aquarium, reptile and pet shop
business for sale in Manchester area.

([FHOOHQW�SURƓWV��URRP�WR�H[SDQG�
owners relocating.

Contact  

www.blacksbrokers.com
0161 763 5000

SHEFFIELD’S LARGEST
AQUATIC CENTRE

0114 231 0225
www.sheffi eldaquatics.co.uk

�Rare breeds - Discus, L-number Plecs etc
�Over 150 aquariums and ponds
�Tropical, Coldwater & Pond
�2700 Litre Malawi section

Fish Treatment Ltd.
www.fish-treatment.co.uk

The simple solution for skin 
flukes, gill flukes & tapeworms
Easy and effective

Fluke-Solve
TM

New 50g Sachet

The only true aquatic Superstore, with over 250 stock tanks
specializing in community, rare and unusual cold water, tropical
and marine fish inverts and corals. Largest range of aquariums,

dry goods, frozen and live foods and Tropical plants.

Fish Alive

Opening hours weekdays 10.00 - 18.00, Saturdays 10.00 - 1700, Sundays 10 00 - 16 00, Closed on Wednesdays

Units 10 & 11, Dragonville Retail Park, Durham DH1 2YB
Phone and fax: 0191 3843590

Retailer of
the year

North East www.leicesteraquatics.com
Leicester Aquatics
0116 2709 610

MISCELLANOUSFOR SALE

COUNTY DURHAM LEICESTERSHIRE

YORKSHIRE

Please mention 

when responding to adverts



To advertise here please call the sales team
 on 01733 366410
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Barlows Aquatic Trading
AQUARIUM MANUFACTURERS..supplying direct to the public at trade prices

� HiVcYVgY h^oZh [gdb hidX`

��BVYZ�id�bZVhjgZ

��;^aigVi^dc�heZX^Va^hih###hjbeh!�l^Zgh!�XdbWh! e^eZ! ejbeh ZiX####

��C:L�##EaZXd�Ædl�iVc`h!�WgZZY^c\�XjWZh� di]Zg h^oZh

��;gZZ�XdchjaiVi^dc�VcY�YZh^\c

Ring: 01254 388815
www.barlows-aquarium-supplies.com

e mail: barlowsaquatics@aol.com

or call in and see us at: 

Brisol Works, Mount St., Accrington, Lancs BB50PJ

A^`Z�jh�
dc�

FACEBOOK

www.aquariumgardens.co.uk

01480 450572 info@aquariumgardens.co.uk

P L A N T E D  A Q UA R I U M  S P E C I A L I S T S

www.practicalfishkeeping.co.uk

WHOLESALERS

NATIONWIDE DISTRIBUTORSINTERNET

Established 1973
55 John Street, Porthcawl, CF36 3AY

Tel: 01656 784646

AQUASCAPE FISH IMPORTS
Tropical & Coldwater Live Fish Wholesalers
Unusuals inc Rays, Turtles, Crabs, Shrimps, Lobsters

DAILY NATIONWIDE DELIVERIES
CALL NOW FOR FREE monthly TRADE lists

8QLTXH ¿VK ODEHOOLQJ V\VWHP

Tel: 0121 331 1212 Fax: 0121 331 1414

ZZZ�DTXDVFDSH�FR�XN ZZZ�¿VKODEHOV�FR�XN

sales@aquascape.co.uk

TIME TO 

STEP OFF THAT 

TREADMILL
Press pause once in a while  

and curl up with your favourite magazine. 

To find out more about Press Pause, visit; 

pauseyourday.co.uk
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OnlinevideosI’mpointingatyou.Newfishkeepersinparticular
arepronetocopyingwhattheyseeonlineand,whenwhattheysee
onlineisa120cmtankpackedoutwithTigershovelnose,
WolfcichlidsandPacu,theywilluseitasanaspiration.
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W
hateverhappenedto the
BigFishCampaign?You
remember thatone? It
started in themiddleof

lastdecade,whenpublicaquariumswere
getting tiredofhaving to take inanendless
conveyanceofRed-tailedcats,Giant
gouramis,Pacuandother ‘undesirables’.
Andthen it just seemedtoevaporate.The
lastactivepostontheirFacebookpagewas
in2016.That’sdisheartening.
I’mseeinga lotofbigfishstartingtocrop

upagain. I’vebeenoutandabouta lotof late,
andI’vebeenwatchingtheavailability
lists fromsomeonlinesources,andthere’s
awholeheapofuntankablefisharound.
Thething is, I’mkindascratchingmyhead

nowandwondering if we’ll eversolve the
bigfish ‘issue’.
Is it evenan issue? I sometimesworry that

I live insomethingofanechochamber
whentrying to formopinions.We’reallfish
people, andwhenIspeaktootherfish
people, theyalwaysputfishwelfareabove
all otherconsiderations.That’salwaysbeen
mydefaultposition too, so for the time
beingI’mstickingwith it.

Unspoken agreement

Iknowthat responsibleelementsof the
trade tried torein it all in.Therewas, for
those in theknow,asortofunspoken
agreementbetweenretailers that started
sometime in theearlymillennium.A ‘we
won’t stock themifyoudon’t’ typeof
harmonythat led toasteepdecline in the
usual suspects forawhile.Butall that
eventuallydidwas leaveawide-open
market forstores that foundtheycould
prettymuchtradesolely inbigfish foran
audience that still seemedaliveandwell.
And in that space thestoressprangup.
Ihate topoint thefingerofaccusation

atonlinevideos, too,butonlinevideos,
I’mpointingatyou.Newfishkeepers in
particularareprone tocopyingwhat they
seeonlineand,whenwhat theyseeonline
isa120cmtankpackedoutwithyoung
Tigershovelnose,WolfcichlidsandPacu,
theywilluse it asanaspiration.Combine
thatwithanewcomer’snaivety towelfare
issues, or theethicsofkeeping, andthere’s
adisaster in themaking.

There’salsoaphenomenonInotewhen
astore ison its last legs.Whenthemoney
runsoutandethicalbehaviour isno longer
anoption, adesperatescrabble forsurvival
kicks in.Tanksstart tofillwithPangasius
catfishandeverythingelse thatwould
usuallybeshunned.Anything toclawback
enoughmoneytoseeoutonemoreday.
Maybethecombinationof these things

iswhymanyof those in theold ‘wewon’t’
clubhavestartedstockinga few ‘biggies’
again.Nothingmajor,perhaps,but the
occasional facepopsup.AyoungArowana
here, acheekyshovelnose there.Youknow
howitworks.Andalways thesame,flawed
justification. “If theydon’tbuybigfish from
aresponsible retailer likeus,” theyquip,
“thenthecustomerwill onlygo to the
irresponsibleoneandbuy itanyway.”

Unconvincing excuses

It’s anargument thatdoesn’twash for
me.Replace ‘bigfish’withsomethingmuch
moresinisterandsee if that lineof
reasoningstillholds.Handguns?Heroin?
Nah, I’mspottingaproblemthere.
Heck, eventhepeoplekeepingbigfishare

onthe fenceaboutbigfish.Wevisiteda
responsiblekeeper thismonth, you’ll likely
havealreadyreadthepieceonpage30.

WhenIaskedhowhefelt the trade in
‘biggies’ shouldbehandled,hehinted that
thereshouldbesomekindofassurance in
the longrun.Maybeacapability test.Doyou
have theresources for thisfish in10years’
time—thatsortof thing.
I thinkIagree.Thewhole ‘I’ll buyabigger

tankonce itoutgrowsthisone’ isusually
abarefaced lie.Alwayshasbeen,which is
whypublicaquariahadtostart theBigFish
Campaign in thefirstplace.
I guess Icoulddomypartandputany

prospective futurebigfishbuyersonthe
spot righthere, rightnow.Onceyou’veread
this, there’snorealescaping it.Soheregoes.
If you’rebeingmorallyhonestabout

keepingabigfishproperly, you’ll do it right
fromtheoutset.You’ll buyasystembig
enough,withhardwareable tocope, for the
maximumsizeof thefishyou’replanning
onat thestart.Youwon’t lie toyourself that
youplanonupgrading laterdownthe line.
That’s toorisky. If youcan’t cater for itnow,
assumeyouwon’tbeable to in10years. It
mightbehard toswallow,but that£50Kpay
rise infiveyearsmightnotbe therealistic
prospectyou’reconvincingyourself it is.

         

Tailpiece
“ 

”

with Nathan Hill 

Nathan Hill is Practical Fishkeeping’s associate editor, 
electronica composer and resident amateur skateboarder 
who only ever keeps small fish these days. 

I mean, who wouldn’t want 
a 1.3m long catfish that’s 

farmed for food?
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Healthy, Happy Fish

kingbritish.co.uk

Made from the highest quality natural ingredients. King British Catfish 
Pellets offer a complete diet for all types of catfish, while King British 
Algae Wafers contain our unique IHB ‘Immuno Health Booster’ helping 
to protect against infection and disease. King British Plecostomus 
Tablets remain stable in the water to allow for the specific feeding 
behaviours of bottom feeding catfish and plecs.

Available from all good pet and aquatic retailers.



The needs of livestock are our

up-most priority.

Service
Our expert teams deliver product and

livestock with indepth knowledge and passion.

Choice
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portfolio of products to meet a spectrum

of customer needs.

Education
We strive to educate, support and share our

knowledge and expertise of aquatics.

Innovation
We consistently look to challenge the
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Find a store near you today or visit εWLOIITIV�GS�YO
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Why choose
Maidenhead 
Aquatics?

Leading the 
passion for 
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